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CHILD LABOR ACT OF 1990

TUESDAY. MAY S. 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR AND

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY, DRUGS AND
ALCOHOWM,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington. DC.

The joint hearing convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in
room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Howard M.
Metzenbaum (chairman of the Subcommittee on Labor) and Sena-
tor Christopher J. Dodd (chairman of the Subcommittee on Chil-
dren, Family, Drugs and Alcoholism) presiding.

Present: Senators Metzenbaum, Dodd and Jeffords.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR METZF.NBAUM

Senator METZENBAUM. Good morning. Today we consider S. 2548,
a bill to enhance the penalties and improve the enforcement
scheme for child labor law violations. Fifty years ago, Congress
passed a historic law that promised to end oppressive child labor in
this country. But tragically, the illegal employment of children in
dangerous occupations continues to haunt our Nation.

We have not kept our promise to ensure that childTen are edu-
cated in the schools and not exploited in the workplace. The testi-
mony we will hear today from victimized young Americans and
their parents iilustrates how riiildren illegally employed may hr..
robbed of an education, their limbs, and yes indeed, their lives.

A just-released General Accounting Office study of child labor
law violations for fiscal years 1983 through 1989 reveals a signifi-
cant increase in all types of child labor law violations in all areas
of the country. The number of work hour violations tripled during
this period, while the number of violations in the most dangerous
categories has doubled. Yet, while the number and seriousness of
child labor violations has increased steadily during the past decade,
the average fine imposed by the Department of Labor has declined
in real terms. Although a maximum fire of $1,000 may be imposed
for civil violations of child labor laws, tne average fine assessed per
minor was $164 in 1983 and $165 in 1989a $1 difference. That
meager $1 increase over 6 years does not even keep pace with infla-
tion. The cost of a movie ticket has gone up more in the last 6
years than the cost of violating child labor laws.

Think about it. The cost of a cheeseburger, fries and a soda has
outstripped tbe penalties for child labor violations. The increase in

II)
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the cost of blue pans in the last 6 years is greater than the in-
creased cost of violating basic child labor law protections. That is
scandalous.

These astonishingly low civil penalties are imposed even as 33
States report that 48 minors were killed and 128,000 minors were
injured in the workplace during ham' years 1987 and 1988. More-
over, under current law, a criminal violation of Federal child labor
laws is classified as a simple misdemeanor with a maximum six-
month prison term. I know of no employer ever jailed, or criminal
fine imposed, for a willful violation of child labor laws resulting in
death or serious bodily injury to a child. That is incredible.

Clearly, current Federal child labor laws are inadequate to pro-
tect our children in the workplace. They invite potential violators
to treat child worker deaths and injuries as just another cost of
doing business. At the same time, they discourage criminal pros-
ecutions by providing virtually no prospect of incarceration. Re-
cently, we have seen some progress in enforcement of Federal child
labor laws by the Department of Labor. But sporadic enforcement
of inadequate laws will not make a significant difference in the
health and safety conditions for child workers.

The Child Labor Act of 1990 will make a difference by sending
the message that employers who willfully murder and mutilate
child workers will do hard time in prison. That is the way it should
be. This bill will also close loopholes in enforcement by adding to
the list of hazardous occupations, increasing civil fines to a maxi-
mum of $10,000, and requiring the publication of the names of vio-
lators and the nature of their violations.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of today's witnesses. We
will first hear the personal experiences of people who have suffered
through a workplace tragedy. We also will hear from the Depart-
ment of Labor and youth, labor, and consumer organizations.

I pledge to do everything possibie to enact this bill into law in
this Congress.

Now, I do want to mention fact that there are no opposition wit-
nesses. I want to mention it before we begin today's hearing. There
are no witnesses here from the business community. I want to
make clear, however, that the business community was more than
welcome to testify. And I must say that I am gratified that at this
point that business opposition has not appeared.

Senators Jeffords and Coats, the ranking minority members of
the subcommittees, contacted several business organizations to in-
quire of them as to whether they wish to testify today. Despite
these efforts, business representatives decided not to testify. The
record will remain open for 10 days after the hearing for any inter-
ested parties, including business representatives or others, to
submit statements.

Although I do not yet assume that the silence of the business
community at today's hearing indicates that American btainess
has no significant criticism of this bill, let me say that if the busi-
ness community has some specific concerns as to wording or lan-
guage or applicability, our door remains open to discuss the subject
with them. We want to be fair. We want to be equitable. We want
to be reasonable. But we want to improve the penalties that are
applicable in connection with child labor law violations.
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I am very happy to welcome a Member of the U.S. Senate that
hasn't been with us too long, but has certainly distinguished him-
self since he has joined us, indicating a reasonable approach to so
many problems in the U.S. Senate, I am very happy to welcome
Senator Jim Jeffords of Vermont.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman I am certainly
pleased to be here at these hearings, and I am glad that this hear-
ing has been called because I think it is incredibly important that
we look into the violations which we have determined and ascer-
tained by the work of the Department of Labor, and probably for
the first time in depth since these laws were enacted. We need to
take a look at what is going on out in the business community and
the work community, as well as to examine whether or not any
changes are in order with respect to changes in our society.

I am sure that the business community is concerned and inter-
ested in this legislation and interested in trying to re-evaluate our
laws to determine why there were so many violations found, and
also to determine whether or not the bill which is before us is one
which will assist in ending those violations, and what problems it
may create, especially %hen one takes a look at the relationship of
the child labor laws and OSHA in the areas that are of concern to
you and of concern to me, injuries resulting, etc.

I would point cut that the business community, however, only
had 5 working days to look at this bill before this hearing time.
Due to the processes necessary for the business community to react
and to come forward with a formal presentation, it necessarily
would take some time longer than that. I understand the record
will be open for 10 days which will enable the business community
to react if they feel it is appropriate. If at some point, Mr. Chair-
man, I determine, after discussions with the business community,
that they would like to present some formal testimony, I will be hi
contact with you to see if that opportunity can be afforded.

Generally speaking, I think it is important that we go forward
with these hearings, that we examine the law, and that we take
such action as appropriate and necessary in order to 2fisure that
we do not allow things to continue which appear to be continuing
right now n the business community, and to protect our young
people feom the dangers and the hazards of the workplace, as well
as ensuring that they have adequate time to pursue their studies
and to live a normal family life.

Thank you very much for these hearings. I am looking forward
to the testimony.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Senator Jeffords.
I am very happy also to have with us this morning Senator Chris

Dodd. Probably no Member of the Senate has done more in connec-
tion with legislation pertaining to children than has my colleague
from Connecticut. We are very happy to have him with us, and I
look forward to working with him, as well as Senator Jeffords and
other members of this committee, to move this legislation forward
promptly.

Happy to have you with us.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Senator Metzenbaum. I
apologize to those in the room. In addition to this area of jurisdic-
tion, I chair the subcommittee on the securities industry, and I was
meeting with the Mercantile Exchange from Chicago this morning
about jurisdiction over stock index futures. So I apologize to you for
being a few minutes late.

Let me welcome all of you here this morning to the Senate Sub-
committee on Children, Family, Drugs and Alcoholism and the
Subcommittee on Labor, of course, which Senator Metzenbaum
chairs. I am pleased to be conducting this hearing with Senator
Metzenbaum, who has done a remarkable job over many, many
years of protecting the working conditions of men and women in
this country. In fact, it would be shocking were he not involved in
a question involving children in the workplace. I commend him for
his efforts, not only in the past but with what he is engaging in
here as we look at the workplace, as it affects young people.

It comes as no surprise, as I said, that his response to the reports
of increasing child labor violations has been to develop the Child
Labor Act of 1990, and I am pleased to jlin with him in this effort
to strengthen the protections for children. I look forward to work-
ing closely with him and Senator Jeffords and others.

Our hearing today, as you know, will address an issue that
should be a matter of historical curiosity, not the regrettable sub-
ject of today's headlinesthe exploitation of children in the work-
place. Over 50 years ago, we enacted a chile labor law to protect
children from working at too young an age, for excessive hours, or
in hazardous conditions.

Unfortunately, child labor remains a modern day problem. For
tens of thousands of children across this country, current law and
current enforcement don't provide the necessary protection. Since
the mid-1980's, there has been a dramatic increase in the number
of child labor violations detected. According to a Government Ac-
counting Office study released in March, the number of children
found to be illegally employed reached a level of almost 22.500 in
1989. up from 9,200 in 1983. In one week, this past March, the
Labor Department found over 12,500 violations nationwide. Almost
half of the businesses investigated Nere breaking the law. In my
home State of Connecticut, the number of illegally employed
minors detected in 1989 was five times the number detected in
1983.

These violations are deeply troubling because of the damage done
to the individual young people and because of what they say about
the future prospects of this generation of America's youth. Tragic
examples of exploitation, of injury, and even of death have sur-
faced recently. Today's witnesses will describe accidents that oc-
curred when 15-year-olds were using equipment they never should
have been near. The photographs on easels show under-age chil-
dren working in sweatshops in New York City. Like 11-year-old
Maria Mendez, who was found by a reporter on a Friday morning
in January trimming threads from the belts at a Manhattan gar-
ment factory. these children remind us of sweatshop scenes in our
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history booksscenes that we thought we had put behind us in
this country.

Equally troubling are studies that document the connection be-
tween excessive work demands and difficulties in school. After-
school and summer jobs are a time-honored and positive tradition
for American teenagers. However if children are too young or
hours too long, this employment erodes the child's success at
school. That is not a debatable point. That is a fact. Today, a major-
ity of teenagers work while still in school, and many put in long
holm. In Japan, by contrast, only two percent of high school stu-
dents work during the school year.

Researchers from the Universities of California and Wisconsin
found that working teenagers have lower grades, do less home-
work, miss school more often, and enjoy school less than their un-
employed classmates. In addition, although tzmagers often benefit
greatly from skills learned at their jobs, they may be learning neg-
ative lessons as well. Increased use of cigarettes, drugs, and alcohol
is most common among seniors who work more than 20 hours per
week. Putting all this in perspective, the good news is that young
people reap the benefits of employment with relatively small
amounts of time on the job. But with longer hours, they pay an un-
intended and unacceptable price.

As we look toward the 21st century, we know that the skills re-
quired by our future economy will exceed those demanded today.
Any policy that undercuts better education for today's youth is
woefully short-sighted. During this same period, the labor force as
a whole will shrink, thus creating more pressures on employers to
hire young people and, apparently, as we see today, to violate our
child labor laws. Given these trends, we must take a fresh look at
our child labor laws and their enforcement. Our education and
youth employment policies must go hand in hand, helping young
people to strike the right balance.

S. 2548, which Senator Metzenbaum and I introduced on May
1st, increases the penalties for violations. It requires that the
names of employers violating the laws be posted in schools, and ex-
pands the list of hazardous occupations in which youth employ-
ment is restricted. Even with such strengthening of the statute, the
law will be only as effective as are the enforcement practices. I
would hope that the Labor Department's March strike force oper-
ation was just the beginning of a sustained increase in investiga-
tions, coupled with the administrative strengthening of regulations
on child labor. Only if employers take our child labor laws serious-
ly and comply fully will we protect our Nation's youth from tragic
and unnecessary losseswhether the loss of good health in an
unsafe workplace or the forfeiture of their educational opportuni-
ties.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I wani to thank you for this particular
effort, and again commend Senator Jeffords for his efforts on this
behalf. But for those who would suggest, as some have, that we are
searching for an issue here, they need only look at the statistics
that we are uncovering on an hourly basis, to recognize that we
need to move ahead and do something in this area.

I emphasize, Mr. Chairman, the relationship between workplace
and academic reforms. Every seven seconds, less than the time that
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just these opening remarks have taken, an American kid drops out
of school, and in many case for economic rearms. When y au look
at our dropout rates in our inner cities hovering near 60 percent,
33 percent nationwide, and compare them to our chief competitors
in the world, with dropout rates of less than one percent like in
Japan or West Germany, to cite two principal competitors, it be-
comes clear that we are burdening these young people. Especially
those who are trying to stay in school with the kind of problems
associated with child labor laws. We don't have a lot of time to get
back on track again. These kids are going to be responsible for
leading this country. It is tragic that in 1990 we are talking about
child labor laws in this country.

My hope is that we can send this message with these hearings:
That we are dead serious about the problem of child labor viola-
tions. Employers who violate the law are going to be punished, and
punished seriously, if that is what it takes in order to get this back
on track again. We are trying to get kids to stay in school and per-
form better and do the work that is necessary for them to face the
21st century. With the kind of outside pressures being placed on
them today, a job becomes more difficult.

So, again, I commend for what you are doing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, thank you, Senator Dodd. I might

say that I think the country can understand the significance and
seriousness that we here in Congress give to this issue by the fact
that both the Subcommittee on Labor, which I chair, and the Sub-
committee on Children, Family, Drugs and Alcoholism, which Sen-
ator Dodd chairs, are working together to move this legislation for-
ward. Quite often, we have a situation where one committee hears
testimony, then another, and there are delays. We don't want any
delays. We want to move this legislation forward. We are going to
work together, and we are going to try to pass this legislation at
the earliest day possible.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR Tom HARKIN

I am pleased that the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs
and Alcoholism and the Labor Subcommittee are holding this hear-
ing the Child Labor Act of 1990 today. With the growing .aumber of
children in the workforce in both urban and rural communities, we
must ensure their safety, by letting employers who violate child
labor laws know that we will throw the full force of the law at
them to prevent injury and de h of our nation's most valuable
asset.

Last year, Mrs. Marilyn Adams of Earlham, IA come before the
Subcommittee on Children, ta share her tragic story of the death of
her 11 year old son who suffocated in a gravity flow wagon. She
then formed Farm Safety for JUST KIDS to work at the grassroots
level to educate other farm families about the dangers in giving
children adult responsibilities before they are physically and intel-
lectually able to handle them. She is doing fantastic work in bring-
ing this situation tot he forefront of public debate and making rec-
ommendations on how to prevent these tragedies.



I look forward to hearing all the testimony presented today.
Again, I want to thank Senators Dodd and Metzenbaum for their
tireless efforts, and those of their staff, to protect nation's children.

Senator METZENBAUM. Now we have some witnesses with us this
morning who have been victims of the failure to have adequate
child labor laws in this country. I will ask them to come to the
table: Justin Lowell of Portsmouth, NH; Margaret Kimmel of
Washington, DC; and Dr. Philip J. Landrigan, Mount Sinai Medical
Center, speaking for the American Academy of Pediatrics of New
York City.

Justin, we will be very happy to hear from you at this point.

STATEMENTS OF JUSTIN LOWELL, PORTSMOUTH. NH: MARGARET
KIMMEL WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED BY PETER N. MUNS-
ING, COUNSEL: AND PHILIP J. LANDRIGAN, M.D., MOUNT SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS. NEM
YORK, NY

Mr. LOWELL. Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Justin Lowell,
and I am a 17-year-old who is an A and B student at Ports-
mouth--

Senator METZENBAUM. Pull the mike a little closer to you.
Mr. LOWELL. I am an A and B student at Portsmouth High

School in Portsmouth, NH. I spend a good part of my day in the
woodshop, and I do enjoy what I accomplish there. Luckily today I
can enjoy what I accomplish there because I almost was not able
to.

In 1987, I had an injury to my left hand. I started work at the
local pizza shop in my local mall. I started out as a dishwasher,
:aid started out pretty well, I guess; you know, washing dishes and
eating all kinds of good food, cleaning up at night, and having
extra cash in my back pocket. Wlmt 15-year-old kid wouldn't like
that?

After a week or so, my boss stood me in front of a Hobart dough
mixing machine which was almost as tall as I ant and told me I
was going to learn how to make the pizza dough. He threw a 50-
pound tag of flour and some other stuff into a pan big enough that
I could sit in, put the mixer in gear, pushed the start button and
said, "This is how you make dough, so whenever I tell you to make
dough, make dough." That was all the training I got, and he cer-
tainly never let on that it was illegal for a 15-year-old kid to use
that machine.

I used the machine to make dough a couple of times, and lat...r I
was told to go over to the mixer to learn how to grate cheese. All
the training I got from my boss was to put the grater attachment
on, put the machine in gear. put a piece of cheese in, and use the
press to push the cheese intc the grater.

On October 10, at about 4:30 or so, I started to work in a frenzy
as all the dishes came in from the lunch rush, and every piece of
kitchen equipment imaginable was brought in for me to wash. That
alone took me about an hour to do, and at about 25 minutes before
6 o'clock, my ending time, my boss told me to cut cheese. Cutting
cheese took usually about 45 minutes, but I only had 20 minutes to
do it.

1 1
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I dropped everything else I was doing and set up the machine to
cut cheese. At about 5 minutes to 6 or so, I had just finished cut-
ting the last block of cheese, and I started to clean the very edge of
the grater chute with my left hand while holding the cheese press
up with my right hand. The manager came over and said some-
thing to me. It startled me and I turned to my right and dropped
the cheese press out of my right hand. That knocked my left hand
into the rotating blade of the cheese grater.

What happened after that is still impressed in my mind like it
was yesterday.

I felt my hand being chopped up, like the cheese being broken up
itself. I realized what was happening, and I pulled Any mangled left
hand out of the grater. I started screaming for help, and the next
thing I knew I was running down the service corridor with my left
hand wrapped up in an apron, out to my father's truck where he
was waiting to pick me up from work.

I was rushed to the hospital in about 5 minutes, and then into
the triage unit, and from there into surgery. When I woke up in
the morning, I found out I was a very lucky kid. I almost lost three
of my fingers. My dodor told me I had 788 stitches in three of my
fingers, fused knuckles in my index and long fingers, and that I
would never be able to write again, since I am left-handed, or play
football or baseball or even make a fist again. When you are 15
and lying in the hospital and you are hearing this stuff, you feel
almost hke you are worthless, and nothing can ever change it
again.

But after my accident, I went through a year of hell with painful
therapy. I found out that I would not be able to return to playing
football for an organized team, which I had done for 5 previous
years and loved with all my heart. I learned that I wouldn't be able
to do a lot of things. I couldn't throw a baseball properly, throw a
football properly, open a pop-top can, hold a knife to cut meat, pick
a coin up off a flat surflice, and many other normal, everplay
things.

I have adjusted to my disability now and am doing well, but the
thing I really don't understand aWut the whole thing is: How come
the accident couldn't have been prevented?

From what I know now from the New Hampshire Department of
Labor, unless you are over the age of 18, you are not even allowed
to really touch any machinery or, basically, even look at it. I was
never told to stay away from the machine. Instead, I was ordered
to use it. And I was never instructed in proper safety procedures.

I believe my accident could have been prevented, and I ask that
you do everything possible to help prevent similar injuries to other
young people.

I thank you for this opportunity to be here today. I hope my
story will protect others from injury.

Senator METZENBALTM. Thank you very much, Justin.
I think what we will do, if it meets your wishes, is hear the other

two witnesses, a.id then we will go to questions. Mrs. Margaret
Kimmel of Washington, DC. We are glad that you are with us, but
sad about the reason for you to be with mi.

Ms. KIMMEL. My name is Margaret Kimmel, and I live in Wash-
ington, DC. On October 14, 1987, I was called and told that my son,

1 2
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Bernie, had been in an accident. I rushed tr) the hospitzo where I
found Bernie in intensive care.

He had been crushed when the forklift he was assigned to oper-
ate after school hours when it turned over on its side. Bernie was
15 years old.

His chest and stomach had beni crushed, and the doc.ors per-
formed an operation to repair what they could. He struggled to live
but died the night of October 13, 1987.

The forklift that killed Bernie did not have a "safety seat," de-
signed to protect the operator, even though this type of seat was
available for that type of forklift. I understand that the manufac-
turer had equipped some trucks with those seats, and there have
bet, no deaths on those trucks because the driver stays with the
truck if it turns over.

Bernie had not been taught how to use the truck. He had not
been taught that if the truck flips over, you have to stay with it
rather than jump.

Because there was no training, because there was no safety
equipmentthe truck didn't even have a working gas pedal, and
the brake pedal was worn slickthis was an accident waiting to
happen. It happened to Bernie, at age 15.

When they investigated his place of workthe Seven-Up Bot-
tling Company of Elktonthey found many minors employed in
loading and unloading operations where they should not have been.
They found many other violations, including safety code violations.
For all the many violations, they received a slap-on-the-wrist fine.

Because Bernie did not support us, because he had no depend-
ents, Seven-Up claims that its only liability is for the simple death
benefit for a worker that does not support othersapproximately
$1,200. We are fighting this, but I understand that this is the way
it is in ma.-t States. It is cheaper to kill the younger worker than to
injure him.

Part of the problem is that employers do not know how deadly
some of the vehicles are. Whether Seven-Up knew, I don't know.
What bothers me is their reaction, not to try to stop these injuries
but to blame my son by saying he was going too fast, when there
wasn't even a properly working gas pedal he could operate.

I am not saying that work for teenagers, even after school, is
bad. In Bernie's case, I think work was helping him with felf-disci-
pline and giving him a sense of maturity. For .nany families, it is
also necessary financially. Heavy equipment attracts boys; they
will hunger to use it. That is human nature. They have been
taught to like machines and they do It is also a sign of manhood,
and they want that too.

What is needed, then, are better regulations of machines in the
workplace, including real training for employees and proper safety
equipment, and regulations that prevent boys from being sent to do
a man's job when it is dangerous.

Bernie was big for his age, but he was 15. At age 15, you just
don't have the life experience to handle dangerous heavy equip-
ment.

Stiffer fines are also needed. A slap-on-the-wrist fine that is im-
posed when you have an inspection, that rarely occurs because
there aren't enough inspectors to go around, is not going to deter
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any large company. For the small company, there will be no deter-
rent because a small fine won't generate the word-of-mouth warn-
ing that gets down to the small employer.

Even after Bernie died, the company had continued on its way.
By the time the OSHA inspector got there, there were still under-
aged boys working there. The forklift still had no safety seat, and
no working gas pedal. To me this shows that nobody pays atten-
tion, even when a boy has lost the rest of his life.

It seems to me that society loses twice. They lose what the child
would have been and, because the death is blamed on the child
worker, nothing is done to prevent deaths and injuries in the
future. So he lost his life for nothing. They robbed him, even after
he died, of his death having some meaning.

So I hope that you will let his lifeand death signify. Let it
mean something. Let us say that Bernie Kimmul did not die in
vain, another child's cross in the graveyard of workplace accidents,
who after his death has blame put on him to avoid looking at the
res nsibility of the employer and the machine, a death which is
rob. a of the dignity of having made a difference so others won't
be crippled or die.

Next 1Vonday, Bernie would have becn 18 years old.
Thank you.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mrs. Kimmel. I am

sure I speak for the entire committee when I say that we share
your loss and are very grateful to you for having the courage to be
with us this morning. Your testimony is very helpful to us.

Senator METZENBAUM. Dr. Landrigan.
Dr. LANDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Sena-

tors.
I am Philip Landrigan. I am a pediatrician. I am chairman of the

Department of Community Medicine at Mount Sinai Medical
School in New York City. For the past year, my colleagues and I in
our department have been conducting evaluations of the health
hazards of child labor in New York State. I would like to tell you
about those studies this morning and the findings that we are
making. I would like to present this testimony both on my own ac-
count and also on the account of the American Academy of Pediat-
rics.

I will start off by reiterating some of the statistics that you have
heard from others but that are still important to be said again. In
1988 there were approximately four million American children
under the age of 18 years that were gainfully employed. These in-
clude children in all sectors, children working in con:truction, chil-
dren in sweatshops, children working in the suburbs ft r lawn com-
panies and newspaper delivery firms, children wor'.ing on the
farm.

Of course, it needs to be said, as you have said, as my fellow wit-
nesses have said, that work, when it is properly supervised and
properly presented to children, offers very definite advantages. It
teaches a sense of responsibility.

I think it is important, though, in the dialogue that you will un-
doubtedly have with the business community over this bill, to dis-
tinguish between work which is properly conducted and properly
supervised on the one hand, and exploitative work on the other.

1 4
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There is a world of difference between the two. It is a distinction
between the responsible employer and the irresponsible employer
that can't be neglected.

Now, in our studies of child labor in New York State, I would
like to give you some of the salient statistics which I think illus-
trate the extent of the problem in just a single State. In 1988,
which is the most recent year for which wc have complete data,
1,333 awards were made Sy the New York State Worker's Compen-
sation Board to children under the age of 18. I emphasize that
these were awards that were actually made, where a finding win
made that the injury was work-related claims are simply filed.
Ninety-nine of these awards were to kids under the age of 15 years;
541 of the total number of awards were for permanent disability,
and 6 were for deaths. Among the injuries that we saw were: chem-
ical burns, thermal burns, lacerations, fractures, head inkiries, am-
putations, and what is termed "injuries of multiple body parts."

Each year for the past decade in New York State. there have
been worker's compensation awards made to more than 50 chil-'-en
under the age of 13 years.

Senator METZENRAUM. Under the New York law, what is the
range of these awards?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. I don't know the dollar amounts, Senator. I don't
have that.

Finally, over the past decade, there have been 35 deaths in work-
ing children in just our State.

Incidentally, we are uncovering more and more information,
even though it is still preliminary, that these numbers that come
through worker's compensation are very definitely an under-count
of the true reality. There are many barriers to cases and deaths
being reported to worker's comp. Jest recently, in a preliminary
review of the State death certificate file for 1988, we found that in
that year there had been six deaths to working children reported
on the death certificates. Only one of these was also recorded in a
worker's compensation file, In other words, there appear to have
been a total of 11 deaths in working children, 6 recorded in the
death certificates and 6 recorded in worker's comp. with only one
overlap recorded in both files. I suspect the problem is like an ice-
berg. The more we look, the more we are going to find.

We have been collecting reports over the past year working with
our collaborators in the New York State Department of Labor and
the State Department of Health on episodes of injury and illness
and toxic exposure in working children. We have gotten reports of
amputations in pizza shops, crush injuries among children in con-
struction, burns and electrocutions in children in fast food. There
have been fatalities, well-publicized, of children delivering pizza,
trying to beat the clock. There have been children crushed in
trench cave-ins, digging foundations. In December 1988, just before
Christmas, an 11-year-old boy in New York City was torn apart and
crushed to death in a supermarket box-crusher, and the witness
was a 9-year-old boy working in the same establishment.

Garment industry sweatshop work still is prevalent in New York
City, and children are still employed. These pictures that are pro-
vided to the committee by Danny Steele, a photographer with
whom we have been associated, are graphic witness to the fact that
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sweatshops are still alive and well in New York City in 1989 and
1990. These pictures show many of the features that we have come
to see in sweatshops: numerous cords coming out of plugs, scrap
materials all over the place. You can't see it here, but not unlike
the Triangle Shirtwaist fire, not infrequently the doors in these
sweatshops are locked to keep inspectors frt-fm coming around the
back way. The possibility of tragic fires with deaths of children is
every bit as real a possibility today as it was when the Triangle
fire occurred more than a half century ago.

It is important that I emphasize the hazards to children working
in agriculture. Children in agriculture are exposed to some terribly
powerful machinery: tractors, power take-off equipment, silos. And
there have been numerous reports in the popular press and the pe-
diatric literature of children who have lost their lives on the farm.
Also, from our own surveys in New York State in upstate areas, we
have documented what we previously heard anecdotally: that a
very high proportion of children working on farms in our State are
exposed to toxic concentrations of pesticides. We have numerous re-
ports of kids going back into the fields to pick fruits and vegetables
when the fruits and vegetables vi ere still wet from pesticides ap-
plied just a few hours before.

There is another aspect of the problem that also needs to be
mentioned here, and that is the problem of industrial homework.
Under the past administration, the U.S. Department of Labor liber-
alized some long-standing regulations that for many years had lim-
ited industrial homework, and therefore allowed people to do
things like knit caps in their homes. Although industrial home-
work is described in the language of freedom of choice and in the
language of choosing one's place of work, the dark side of industri-
al homework is that it leads all too easily and directly to the em-
ployment of children. When work is brought into the home, it is
almost a truism that, particularly in poor families where the cash
is needed, the children join in the enterprise.

I would almost consider the regulations on industrial homework
to be a litmus test of the U.S. Department of Labor's willingness to
truly enforce child labor law. If they are willing not to relax the
ban on industrial homework, then I would say that the intention
that was manifested by those well-publicized sweeps last month is
something real. lf, on the other hand, the-y do the occasional sweep
but at the same time relax the bans on industrial homework, then
the whole situation is a charade.

I would like to conclude my testimony by expressing my support
and the support of the American Academy of Pediatrics for your
bill, S. 2548. The only minor fault that I would find in the bill is
that it does not extend its provisions to protect children working on
the farm. I would encourage you to reconsider that aspect of the
hill, but overall I think that this billindeed, it is my professional
opinion as a pediatrician that this bill, with the strong disincen-
tives that it provides to exploitative child labor, constitutes a pow-
erful step in the proper direction.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Landrigan followsd

I t;
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP S. LANDMAN, M.D.,
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Philip J. Landrigan, M.D. I

am 0 pediatrician and an occupational physician. I am Professor and

Chairman of the Department of Community Medicine and also Professor

of Pediatrics at the Mount Sinai Se:hool of Medicine in New York

City. Prior to My arrival at Mount Sinai five years ago, I served

as Director of the Division of Surveillance, Hazard Evaluations and

Field Studies of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health (NIOSH), and from 1984 to 14P8 I was Chairman of the

Committee on Environmental Hazards of the American Academy of

Pediatrics.

I am here today on behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics, an

organization of 314,000 member pediatricians dedicated to promoting

the health of infants, children, and adolescents.

The Academy wishes to axp.e3s its appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman,

and to the Subcommittees fel holding this hearing on the problems of

ch;ld /Mbar and the exploitat:on of youth in the w.-rkplace.

Childhflod empinyment is 4,despread in the United States. ln 1988,

approximately 4 million American children (under age 18 years) were

gainfully employed. Legally employed children include the urban

high s,!flool ntudent working in a fast toed establishment. th,'

suburban 11-year-old delivering newspapers and the rural child

working on a reighbor's farm. Illegal child labor is also

widespread. Four-year-21ds 'h-lp out in fartory sweatshops plf.slf,4
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fabric between their mother"' sewing machines to increase the speed

of piece work, while l4-year-olds work on machinery in belt and

garment factories, bakeries and butcher shops. Children do

industrial homework on school nights, and they pick vegetables in

fields still wet with pesticides.

While employment offers numerous advantages to children through

development of responsibility, discipline and teamwork, child labor

can also threaten education and development. One of the principal

hazards of child labor is interference with school perfotmance.

employed children often have inadequate time fez school homework and

increased fatigue on school days.

Injuries and illnesses can also be the consequences of child labor.

Because I am a pediatrician, 1 would l2ke to discuss these issues of

work-related injury and illness with you today. 7ap risks of

injury, illness, and toxic exposure associated with child labor

appear to pose significant hazards to the health of our nation's

children, but those hazards have only begun to be explored.

Recently, the GAO released data showing tLat 33 stater had reported

a total of at least 48 minors killed and 128,ft0 others infured in

work-rslated accidents during lgE17 and 199R. As technology hay

changed, so have the hazards that are present in the workplacc

Machinery has become more sophisticated, and substances used t,r

cleaning, maintenance or machine operation may often be mere toxic

than those used in years past.
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Children are known to experience a wide variety of toxic exposures

at work, including formaldehyde and dyes in the garment industry,

solvents in paint shops, pesticides in agriculture and lawn care,

asbestos in building abatement, and benzene in pumping unleaded

gasoline.

In an effort to develop more substantial data on the health risks of

child labor, I have been working with a colleague Dr. Susan H.

Pollack of the Mount Sinai Medical Center in Manhattan, studying the

medical impact vf child labor in New York State. This work is

supported by grants from the William T. Grant Foundation and the

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

In 1986, the most recent year for which complete information is

available, data from the New York State Worker's Compensation Board

indicate that 1,333 awards for work-related injury and illness were

made to children under the age of 18 years; 99 of these awards were

to children under the age of 15 years; 541 (41 percent) of these

awards to children were for permanent disability and 6 were for

work-related deaths. In 1986, reported injuries to working children

in New York State included chemical burns (12), thermal burns (106),

lacerations (436), fractures (238), head injuries (109), amputations

(21) and injuries of multiple body parts

Another important statistic from New York State is that each year

for the past decade more than 50 childrer .inder the age of 13 years
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havw received workers compensation awards for injuries they suffered

at work.

Additionally, there were 6 deaths among working children in New York

State last year and 35 over the past decade. These deaths occured

in grocery stores, restaurants, farms and newspaper deliveries.

Anecdotal reports describe injuries to children working on farms, zn

fast food restaurants and grocery stores, delivering pizzas, and

working construction. Many children suffer minor lacerations while

others have /ost limbs in farm machinery accidents, suffocated in

grain silos, sustained burns and been electrocuted in fast food

restau-ants, had arms amputated in butcher shops, become highway

fatalities while delivering pizza under timz4 pressure, and been

crushed in improperly-built construction trench cave-ins. In

December I98B, an ll-year-old New York boy was torn apart and

crushed to death when he bec-ame entangled in a box-crusher in a

Bronx supermarket.

Garment industry sweatshop work is an increasingly common sourco of

employment for children in urban areas such as Kew 'fork City.

Hazardous conditions are created hy blocked exit doors, comhustrhie

materials, inadequate ventilation, overloaded electri al soppliw-

and exposed wires.

Adding to the problem ol (hild lah-i stf the health harardf,

associated with industr,a1

: 2 t

Under the Reagan
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Administration, the Labor Department began liberalizing

long-standing regulations limiting industrial homework. Although

industrial homework is described frequently in the language of free

enterprise as pc.r' of the freedom to choose one's place and time of

work, nevertheless the dark side of industrial homework Ls that it

leads all too easily to the work of children. Indeed, it is a

truism among students of American labor that inciustrial homework can

go on for tong hours and occur under adverse conditions of light,

space and ventilation. At the very least, such work impairs a

child's development and education, and at the worst, it causes

injury and illness. Moreover, enforcement is simply not a feasible

option in the aiea of industrial homework. How can Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) inspectors or Wage and Hour

inspectors realistically be expected to evaluate hundreds or

thousands of home workplaces? It simply cannot be done. The

Department of Labor acknowledged its inability to protect children

from these hazards and declared.industrial homework illegal in 1942.

A decision to allow such work is not a step forward for children.

Despite the challenge before us, I'm encouraged by U.S. Labor

Secretary Elizabeth Dole's recent statement promising -immediate

action to step up enforcement° of the laws, larger penalties for

violators and a review of all regulations governing children who

work. It won't be easy, since the U.S. Labor Department's Wage and

Hour Division is woefully understaffed and there are not enough OSHA

inspectors today to adequately police even established factories in

the United States. Nevertheless, the Secretary's bold and
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courageous words indicate a change in recent Administration attitude

and a step in the direction necessary for the protection of

America's children.

in addition to the efforts of the Department of Labor, the AAP

applauds the efforts of Senators Metzenbaum and Dvdd with the recent

introduction of their child labor legislation, S.2548. We approve

of the bill's aim to :strengthen child labor law enforcement [cheroot.

Our only concern is that this bill does not protect the many

children working on farm*, and we strongly believe this is an area

that needs to be addressed.

To help prevent injury and illness in working children in the United

States we must:

o Develop better data on the extent, nature and severity of

child labor;

O rdurate our nation abeot the hazards of child labor;

o !review existing lawn and regulations to se if improvements

ean be made;

O DIscontinue federal efforts to relax certain labor

regulations that protect children at work, particularly

the regulations limiting industrial homework: and,

o Priforee existing federal and state lawn and regulations

strictly, with adequate levels of insr)ction personnel.

Thank you for helping to focus renewed attention the issue of

chil.1 labor and for bringing a new underitandiny the task hefoie

U. I ha I qlad 1. an,W,1 any qo..!.11-n!
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Dr. Landrigan.
Mr. Lowell, Justin, after the accident, did anyone tell you you

shouldn't have been operating or handling the cheese-grating ma-
chine?

Mr. LOWELL. No, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. Were other young, teenagers working

there besides yourself?
Mr. LOWELL. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. Were they involved in taking the machine

apart, cleaning it? Would they do the same kind of work you did?
Mr. LOWELL. Yes, they did.
Senator MMZENBAUM. Do you know whether the employer was

ever fined or punished?
Mr. LOWELL. Not that I know of.
Senator METZENBAUM. Did the employer ever say anything to

you after the accident?
Mr. LOWELL. No, he didn't.
Senator METZENBAUM. Never came by to see you or anything?
Mr. LOWELL. No.
Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Mrs. Kimmel, before the accident, what type of work did you

think that Bernard WEIS doing at the plant? Did you know it was
illegal for him to be operating a forklift?

. KIMMEL I knew it was illegal for him to be operating a fork-
lift. He was supposed to have been loading trucks by hand.

Senator METzENBAm. He was . hat?
Ms. KIMMEL. He was supposed to have been loading trucks by

hand. That means taking the cases and putting them on the trucks.
There would have been no violation there because he wasn't oper-
ating machinery.

Senator METZENBAUM. I see. But you did know that he was oper-
ating the forklift?

Ms. KIMMEL. No, air.
Senator METZENBAUM. You did not know?
Ms. KIMMEL. No.
Senator METZENBAUM. At what time of day did the accident

happen?
Ms. KIMMEL. What do you mean by what kind of a day?
Senator METZENBAUM. What time?
Ms. KIMMEL. Time?
Senator METZENBAUM. Yes.
Ms. KIMMEL. 8:30 p.m.
Senat T METZENBAUM. Did you know that it was a violation of

law for i :m to be working at that late hour?
Ms. KIMMEL. No, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. Was the employer ever fined or punished?
Ms. KIMMEL. They were fined approximately $3,200 for various

violations when OSHA went in.
Senator METZENBAUM. And the only benefits, the only financial

civil responsibility, was something like $3,200?
Ms. KIMMEL. That is what I have been told. I don't know. I have

never seen a penny of it, and I have never had any verification.
Senator METZENBAUM. You have never seen any of it?
Ms. KIMMEL. No, sir.
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Senator METZENRAUM. I wonder if your lawyer would want to
clarify. I know he is sitting behind you. Is there litigation pending?

Mr. MUNSING. Yes, sir. We do have a case against the employer.
It is kind of a test case because, unfortenately, most States have
what is called a worker's compensaticn bar. This prevents the
family from suing the employer directly. In this case, we are claim-
ing that, for a number of reasons--violation of the child labor laws
being onethey should not be entitled to the compensation bar.
However, this bar exists in all States that I know of, and it is a
problem. There is little economic deterrent wher an employer un-
fortunately creates conditions that result in the death of a child.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you.
Dr. Landrigan, do you think the problem _of child labor has less-

ened, remained constant or increased in the past decade?
DT. LANDRIGAN. My impression is that it has increased eubstan-

tially. But having said that, I will hasten to add that the record
systems, the data base that one would truly like to document that,
is very lacking. Neither on the Federal level nor the State level or
there good systems that really allow us to monitor trends.

I think the best information on trends is provided by the annual
demographic file. It is a survey that is done each year by the
Census Bureau in collaboration with the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of the U.S. Department of Labor. That survey shows that the
number of working children is increasing.

Senator METZENBALIM. How do you account for this increase in
what we think is a civilized world? We think we are becoming
better educated and hopefully more concerned. How do you account
for Elle fact that there is a shortage of working people available to
work? How do you account for the fact that more and more child
labor is being used?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. Well, Senator, I think it is reflects a reconver-
gence of some of the same factors that pertained 200 years ago at
the beginning of the industrial revolution.

First of all, at least from the Northeast, in uur part of the coun-
try, there is very low unemployment. There is a need to bring more
workers into the labor market.

Second, we have, at leaFt in our part of the country, enormous
numbers of immigrants, not all of them of legal statusfrom Asia,
from Ireland, from Latin America. Because these people and their
children are of dubious legal status, they are ripe for exploitation.
They are linlikely to complain unless the exploitation is so severe
that complaining is the only recourse left.

Finally, the posture of the previous administration can't be ig-
nored. The previous administration was relaxed on business. It
took OSHA inspectors out of the field. It reduced the number of
actual walk-through inspections of places of business. I think that
posture sent a message, to at least the less scrupulous members of
the business community, that such violations of child labor, if not
okay, would at least be tolerated.

Senator METZENRAILIM. You mentioned the nonapplicability of the
child labor laws to the field of agriculture. Do you have any idea of
the extent percentage-wisea guesstimate, if you don't have any
actual figuresof what percentage of all the children employed
below the legal age in this country are employed in agriculture?

24
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Would you say 10 percent of them are in agriculture, 20 percent, 40
percent? What would be your guesstimate?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. I don't have precise figures, but in our State the
approximate figures are in the range of a third or 40 percent.

Senator METZENBAUM. A third to 40 percent in agriculture. And
your State is New York.

Dr. LANDRIGAN. That is right, which has big cities but also lots of
rural areas, upstate of course.

Senator DODD. Could I just ask one question on that point? Are
these children working in a famiiy environment rather than going
out of the family environment to work for an agribusiness? Which
is it?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. It is both, Senator.
Senator DODD. Which is the predominant of the two?
Dr. LANDRIGAN. I don't have precise figures on that. But looking

at the injuries and accidents where we do have reasonable data, at
least on those that have been reported to us, it breaks down rough-
ly half and half, family farm versus working for money. Not neces-
sarily for agribusiness, for huge companies, but at least working for
pay, for a neighbor or for some agricultural firm in the neighbor-
hood.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think that if we were to apply
child labor law to agricultural workers, that there ought to be a
distinction between children working as a part of the family unit
and children working for someone else?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. I think it stands to reason that there would have
to be. But I would argue that there are some forms of employment
that are so dangerous, such as working with power take-offs onfarms

Senator MEMENBAUM. With what?
Dr. LANDRIGAN. Power take-offs, which are incredibly powerful

devices that transfer power from the drive shaft of a tractor to
farm equipment. Some of these pieces of equipment are so incred-
ibly powerful, so unguarded, that the potential to cause serious
damageamputation, crush injuries, twist injuries to children is so
profound that there is a case to be made for putting an absolute
ban on at least kids under the age of 16 working with that kind of
equipment either on a family farm or working for a company.

Then for other types of work, I think that there may be a case to
be made for distinctions between working for profit and working on
the family farm. It is almost one of these situations where you
would have to sit down with experts in the fieldI am not an
expert on agriculture, certainlyand go over it on a case-by-case
basis.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much.
Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mrs. Kimmel. I can assure you that Bernie did not die in

vain, and that this committee will do something to ensure that we
at least reduce the risk of such occurrences as occurred to your
son.

Ms. KIMMEL. That would be good.
Senator JEFFORDS. I deeply appreciate your coming here today. I

know how painful it must be.
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Justin, certainly your testimony is also something which will
weigh very heavily with this committee. Again, we will make sure
that we do whatever is possible to ensure that such things do not
OCCur.

Dr. Landrigan, I would like to inquire a little bit furtherwell,
first, let me go back to your lawyer, if I may. Mrs. Kimmel.

It is my understanding that the death benefit, presuming that
the workmen's compensation bar applies, is $1,200. Is that correct?

Mr. MUNSING. Approximately that, and that is true of most
States. What happens is that the younger workerit can be a
child, it could be a young lady or man in their 20svery often has
no dependents. They don't have any dependents. The death benefit
essentially is a funeral benefit, so they are much better off killing
the worker than maiming him.

Senator JEFFORDS. Then, also, with respect to the law in your
State, does that bar apply if it is gross or willful nvgligence?

Mr. MUNSING. Yes, sir. The comp bar is pretty much absolute.
The best example I can give you is that it was held to apply recent-
ly when a company, a very large, knowledgeable, sophisticated
company, knowingly exposed its workers to asbestos. The company
had sent them for physicals, knew what the physicals said and did
not tell them they had asbestosis. The company allowed them to
continue to be exposed. The court said that it may be horrible con-
duct, reckless, call it whatever you will, but it did not breach the
comp bar. The comp bar is virtually impenetrable.

That is true in about every State in the Union. I think there are
two States in the Union where there is not a bar or where reckless-
ness will allow the bar to be taken down. But that is it. Just two
States.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I hope at some point we will have a chance to

look into these kinds of situations under workmen's comp that are
just an incredible contrast with tort law, with millions of dollars
being awarded for similar situations, and yet these bars occurring
in workmen's compensation.

Dr. Landrigan, there are several different types of violation
which can occur, and a good many of them, for instance, are
curfew violations, some are too long a period of time during 1 day.
and others too many hours during the week, and then dangerous
working conditions. One area that I am concerned about when we
get into this legislation is that if we just take the curfew, for in-
stance, which I believe is 7 p.m. now, back when these laws were
passed originally we were talking mostly about factories. Now we
are talking probably most about fast-food situations.

Do you think there is a significant reason from the perspective of
pediatricians for, say, a 7 o'clock curfew versus an 8 o'clock curcew
for 14- and 15-year-olds? Is there anything that is significant about
that at a fast-food shop, for instance?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. Well, Senator, I was on a committee which ad-
vised the Department of Labor in New York State over the past
couple of years where we reviewed the State laws, and the curfew
laws were one aspect that we looked at.

We all agreed, everybody that was on that committee, that the
basic premise underlying the curfew regulations has to do with get-
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ting the children home in time so that they can do their home-
work. The principal job of children is to be students, to learn so
that they can become fully productive, fully participatory, members
in the adult workforce. The argument, then, is that if kids are
working until 8 o'clock or 9 o'clock, at least on those nights when
there is school the next day, that that late wIrk defeats the ability
of the child to do homework.

The compromise, thereibre, that we worked out in New York was
that we would allow children to work until, it was either 8 or 9
o'clock on Friday and Saturday evenings, because of the obvious
fact that there is no school on Saturday and Sunday morning, but
that on school nights it must end at 7 o'clock.

Senator JEFFORDS. I understand. Now, as far as the number of
hours per day, I am not sure just what the limit is at this time. Is
there some number of hours that you feel that is too long if you
are in school, to work 3, 4, 5 per day?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. Well, figure most kids are in school from 8 or
8:30 in the morning until 2 or 3 in the afternoon, so that by the
time they finish school, they have already put in a minimum of 6
hours, not to speak of the time getting to and from. So I would
think that anything more than perhaps 3 hours work beyond that
would be an upper limit. If a child doesn't get out of school until 3,
allowing some time to get from e:hool to the place where he works
or she works, then by 6:30 or 7 o'clock, the child will have put in 3
or 34 hours. In my opinion, that is quite enough.

I, myself, don't really look forward to going home with a full
briefcase after 10 or 11 hours in the office and faced with the pros-
pect of having to do some homework, and I can't imagine that it's
any earsier for a 14- or a 15-year-old high school kid.

Senator JEFFORDS. As to the number of hours per week, assuming
a child is in school, 14, 15?

Dr. LANDRIGAN. Again, it has to be limited. I would have to re-
check the statutes. I come at it from the medical side not the legal,
but clearly there have to be limits.

Senator JEFFORDS. Trying to get at whether we should examine
this with respect to the change of our society over these number of
years, and you are not talking as much aboutwell, you are to a
certain extentsweatshops, but also the different types of occupa-
tions.

Dr. LANDRIGAN. Well, one trap I think it is important we not all
fall into in & thinking is that somehow suburban fast-food outfits,
because they are physically attractive, are fundamentally different
from the sweatshop environments that you see here. Sure, they
look different. Sure, they have green plants around. But if kids are
working 6 or 8 hours on a slippery floor with unprotected equip-
ment, that environment, despite the cosmetically nice appearance,
is every bit as dangerous as a factory floor.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator METZENRAUM. Senator Dodd?
Senator DODD. I thank all of you again. First of all, I want to join

Senator Metzenbaum and Senator Jeffords in particularly express-
ing our gratefulness to both of you, Justin and Mrs. Kimmel, for
your willingness to be here today. I hope you both know how much
we appreciate it. It is not easy to come and testify before a Senate

CI '4
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committee and talk about something, in your case, Mrs. Kimmel,
so pointedly personal. I remember my mother saying that her
worst fear was that she would outlive her childrm. To listen to you
and what you have been through and then to be here today is
something that I deeply, deeply appreciate. As hard as it is to do,
with all due tespect to the statisticians and the experts and the
professionals who contribute significantly, frankly it is your will-
ingness to be here and your willingness to share with us your per-
sonal experience that will have a greater effect in many ways than
all the data and all the numbers and all the cases that are talked
about in the abstract. So you are accomplishing a great deal, and
as Senator Jeffords said, don't you ever doubt for a single moment
whether or not Bernie is being remembered. Hopefully we will
reduce substantially the number of Bernie's that this world and
this country experience. This applies to you, Justin, as well. You
are a very articulate young man. If I were living in New Hamp-
shire, I would be very nervous about a guy like you running for
public office. You may not have a good left hand, but you have a
good set of lungs.

Mr. Lowm. Thank you.
Senator DODD. I appreciate your being here as well.
I was curious, Justin, about the employer. I was told that he was

cited by New Hampshire Department of Labor. They did go after
the restaurant owner. Do you know that to be the case, and that he
skipped town?

Mr. LOWELL. Through my lawyer, I didn't hear of them being
fined by OSHA or something like that.

Senator DODD. He was cited though, wasn't he?
Mr. LOWELL. From what ycu have just told me. I guess so.
Senator DODD. I am told that he was cited by the Department of

Labor in New Hampshire. They do have child labor laws there, and
th he skipped the State.

Mr. LOWELL. He did do that.
Senator Door). And so they weren't able to have jurisdiction over

him in terms of fining him.
Mr. LOWELL. Right.
Senator DODD. Ane that is the problem. How long did you work

for this fellow?
Mr. LoWELL. Approximately a month.
Senator Douo. Yes, a very brief amount of time.
Mr. LOWELL. Yes.
Senator DODD. In your view, if the employer had known that

there was a $10,000 fine, that he might do time in jail causing an
injury like yours, do you think he would have put you on that ma-
chinery?

Mr. LOWELL. I do believe he would have anyway because he was
too lazy to do it himself.

Senator DODD. So basically our law going to work.
Mr. LoWELL. Not by his standards.
Senator DODD. Well, that is encouraging. [Laughter.]
Mr. LOWELL. Sorry.
Senator DODD. Let's go home, Howard.
Well, we will have to make it higher in New Hampshire, that is

all.
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Mrs. Kimmel, you said that you knew there were other young
people working where Bernie was working. Could you elaborate on
that a bit, please?

Ms. KIMMEL. Well, there were 14- and 15-year-old boys.
Senator DODD. How many were there?
Ms. KIMMEL. Well, the night that I went there, there were five of

them.
Senator DODD. All working at night?
Ms. KIMMEL. They were all working at night. It was after 8

o'clock.
Senator DODD. Had there been any other injuries that you know

of at that particular facility?
Ms. KIMMEL. Not that I know of. I believe it was the first acci-

dent they have had.
Senator DODD. Dr. Landrigan, my colleagues have asked most of

the pertinent questions for you. I was interested when you were
talking about the work that gets done, that homework, if you will,
in these cottage industries. You sort of passed over that. What sort
of work are children doing in that home environment that causes
you such concern?

Dr. LANDMAN. Well, legally, they are doing none. But the type
of work that gets done in homes, in which it has been documented
time and again that children participate illegally, are such things
as jewelry assembly, knitting ski caps and other outerwear, and
electronic assemblyputting together car radio? and radar detec-
tors in homes.

What has gone on here is that over the past four or 5 years, the
U.S. Department of Labor has basically been relaxing regulations
that have been put in place 40 or 50 years ago under the Fair
Labor Standards Act to restrict industrial homework. And those
rates were put in place precisely because it was recognized in the
1940's and 1950's that inclustrial homework led inevitably to child
labor. And so the laws were clamped down.

What the U.S. Department of Labor has been arguing these past
few years is that they have enough inspectors to adequately en-
force the situation of industrial homework, and thereby prevent
child labor. I say and the American Academy of Pediatrics says
that that position is just not borne out by the facts. The Depart-
ment of Labor has decreased the number of OSHA inspectors, de-
creased the numbers of wages and hours inspectors; and with the
current diminished workforce, it is ludicrous to think that they can
make evening raids on homes to discover kids at the sewing ma-
chine. It simply doesn't add up

The only way to deal with the problem is not to liberalize the
regulations, to keep them in place to prevent homework, and there-
by to prevent child labor in the home.

Senator DODD. Let me ask both of youand, again, Mrs. Kimmel,
I think Justin was saying that he had an employer who was par-
ticularly egregious in his responsibilities. Obviously, the question is
whether or not increased fines and the possibility of jail sentences
is going to have a deterrent effect on those who might employ
young people and put them in dangerous situations or employ
them in hours that would be illegal. In your view, is stiffening the
fines and raising the prospect of incarceration going to have a posi-
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tive impact, along with enforcement? Obviously, assuming we have
got the laws that are going to be enforced.

MS. KIMMEL. As long as it is enforced. I believe it will help, be-
cause most of your employers are honest people.

Senator DODD. How about you, Doctor?
Dr. L NDRIGAN. I would agree. I think that the distinction I

made before between honest, decent business people and exploita-
tive business people is a real distinction. There may be a few ex-
ploiters that are going to flout the law, but I think that a good,
stiff law will make a strong impact on the majority of employers.

Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and thank you all very
much.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you. I want to thank this panel.
Your testimony has been extremely helpful. I would like, Mrs.
Kimmel, if your lawyer would be good enough to identify himself
for the record.

Mr. MUNSING. Peter Munsing of Reading and Spring City, PA.
Senator METZENBAUM. You might leave your card with the court

stenographer, if you would, please.
Thank you very much. We appreciate your being with us.
Our next witness is William C. Brooks, assistant secretary for

Employment Standards, the Department of Labor, accompanied by
Robert Davis. Happy to have you with us, Mr. Brooks. We are also
very pleased to have Mr. Robert Davis, the Solicitor of Labor, with
us again this week. We can try to figure out something to bring
him back in next week.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. BROOKS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF' LABOR:
ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT P. DAVIS. SOLICITOR OF LABOR
Mr. BROOKS. Senator, before beginning my stat:Anent today,

want you and the committee to know that I am concerned about
the experiences that these witnesses before me have had. And as I
will tell you in a moment, we are committed to enforcing child
labor laws in the Department of Labor. And with Senator Dodd,
Secretary Dole and I are dead serious about doing something about
reversing this trend that we see in the country.

Before giving my summary remarks, I request that my full state-
ment be inserted in the record in its entirety.

Senator METZENRAUM. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you for the opportunity to be here this morn-

ing to discuss the serious and complex problem of increased child
labor violations which is of great concern to both subcommittees,
Secretary Dole and myself. In addressing this problem, the Depart-
ment is committed to communicating a clear message to the other
three principal playersparents, educators, and employersthat
our first priority must be the education, health and safety of Amer-
ica's children. However, Secretary Dole and I do not want our firm
and fair enforcement to in any way suggest that we are opposed to
our teenagers participating in a positive work experience in a safe
environment.

I am proud of our achievements in the enforcement area under
the leadership of Secretary Dole. What you are witnessing at the

3 11
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Department of Labor is a cross-cutting commitment to firm and
fair enforcement. The Employment Standards Administration is
currently participating in a Department-wide enforcement task
force to ensure current enforcement strategies maximize utilization
of our resources. The three-day strike force involved more than 500
compliance officers nationwide and conducted 3,900 investigations,
uncovering about 12,750 minors illegally employed by over 1,900 es-
tablishments. We have imposed more than $3.9 million in penalties
on violators.

I must emphasize that the strike force is only one component of
a comprehensive 5-part strategy developed under the direction of
Secretary Dole to address the serious problem of child labor viola-
tions. Other components include our already increased civil money
penalties and the intradepartmental task force comprised of the
Employment Standards Administration and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, and other DoL agencies.

Your invitation to testify references your bill introduced just this
last week. The bill reflects your strong commitment to America's
childrena commitment we share. Although we have had only a
short time to study the bill, we support its main objective; namely,
to ensure that employers are given sufficient incentives to comply
with the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Like you, we recognize that civil and criminal penalties are ap-
propriate means of emphasizing the seriousness of child labor viola-
tions. The strike force civil money penalties of $3.9 million is solid
evidence of our commitment. We suspect that the employer in
Dallas who was fined over $153,000 has gotten the message. And
we think that our biweekly release of the names of fined employers
has used the press as a multiplier of our enforcement efforts, for
we, like you, think that full, fair, and firm E nforcement is the
answer to bringing about compliance.

As Secraary Dole has publicly stated, the Department is cur-
rently making a comprehensive review of its regulatory and statu-
tory authority and requirements in the child labor area. Today, I
would like to tell you how we are approaching that study and de-
scribe our analytical framework.

As to our approach, you need to know that we view administra-
tion of the laws Congress has given us and use of the resources
that the American taxpayer has provided for that administration
as a matter of stewardship; that is, it is our responsibility to do the
best possible job with what we are given. An important part of
stewardship is knowing when to ask for more. If after careful, pru-
dent study we decide that the public trust requires more, whether
enhanced statutory provisions for civil and criminal penalties or
for more compliance officer3, we won't be afraid or bashful to ask
for more.

You have witnessed that attitude in connection with the Depart-
ment's OSHA, pension, and other activities. It ie an attitude we
firmly share.

As part of that study, we are looking closely at the results of the
strike force in light of the increased penalties that we have set in
place, and we are looking at a regulatory process by means of our
child labor task force. Are our increased civil money penalties
enough? It is a question that your bill squarely poses by proposing

3 1.
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a change to the FLSA statute itself. Should criminal penalties be
increased? Again, your legislation raises the right questions.

Our analytical framework in setting about to answer those ques-
tions starts from the fundamental proposition that breaking the
law should never be a cost of doing business, and that truly fla-
grant violators should be severely punished. We believe that the
child labor civil arid criminal penalties should be broad enough to
stop tiv violators. We are particularly concerned with flagrant vio-
lators.

We also recognize the need not to discourage law-abiding employ-
ers from offering entry level job opportunities to minors. Economic
trends are such that the continued growth in the number of jobs
and a low unemployment rate will dictate increased reliance on a
shrinking pool of minors. There were 1.2 million fewer 16- and 17-
year-olds in 1989 than in 1981, and some 700,000 fewer 14- and 15-
year-olds in 1989 than in 1981. Our objective is to ensure that em-
ployers do not cut legal corners in hiring minors.

While I cannot comment on the specifics of your bill at this time,
I can tell you that we will have a response to you expeditiously and
look forward to working with the Congress on this critical issue.

This concludes my summary remarks, and we would like to take
any of your quest tons at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brooks follows:I
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STATEMENT OF
WILLIAM C. BROOKS

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON

CHILDREN. FAMILY, DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITED STATES SENATE

May 8, 1990

Messrs. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees:

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss

child labor. Like both of you, Secretary Dole and I are deeply

concerned about this issue. My purpose today is to describe the

Department of Labor's strategy in addressing the employment of

children in violation of our laws. It is a strategy that will,

believe, send on unmistakable message: that we have gotten tough

on law-breakera.

At the outset, I would like to mention that we are in the

process of reviewing S.2548, legislation that you jointly

introduced just last week, and we will be providing you comments

on this legislation in the near future. The Secretary and

share the aims of that bill, and commend you for your keen

interest in protecting the safwty, health and general well-being

of American children.

As Secretary Dole has publicly stated, the Department is

currently making a comprehensive review of its regulatory and

statutory authority and requirements in the child labor area.

Many major related policy considerations aro being examined. The

Department, under the Secretary's leadership, has already

34-978 0 - 90 2
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undertakn a five-part action plan to deal with child labor

violations that reflects our own very strong commitment, which I

would like to discuss today.

Vigorous enforcement of the law is the keystone and first

part of this plan. At Secretary Dole's direction, the Employment

Standards Administration. on March 12-14, undertook a nationwide

enforcement action, or strike force, directed at child labor

violators. We refer to this as Operation Child Watch. More than

3900 workplaces were investigated. Violations affecting children

were found in roughly half of these workplaces. To date, we have

assessed penalties for more than 850 businesses. The employers,

whose names have bean made public irmlude only those involved in

investigations completed and reported, as of April 25. Many

larger complex cases are still being processed.

What is important, of course, are the children found to be

illegally employed.

Her is a profile of these youngsters:

More than 1,600 were 14- to 17-year-old teenagers in

hazardous occupations, such as operation of meat

slicing machinery.

About 450 were 13 years old or below and too young to

work.

The rest, more than 10,500, were 14- and 15-year olds

working later or longer than is legally allowed during

the school week.

Of these, 38 violations involved serious injuries or
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disabilities. No deaths caused by child labor were reported. In

275 of the investigations, the employer had failed to maintain

records of the minors' dates of birth.

Those firms cited as being in violation are located in 46

States and the District of Columbia and can appeal the

Department's findings, seek to have them overturned, or pay the

fine assessed.

Secretary Dole and I believe that the results support the

original idea of using a strike force. These results confirm

that the earlier research and evaluation that the Department did

was valuable in defining a national problem and shaping a

response. A highly visible message has been given not only to

employers but to schools, children and parents. The message is

this: Employment experience can be very desirable for

youngsters, there is no question about that. But children's

first priority, and the first priority of their parents and

employers, is their education, health and safety. Employer

violations, whether motivated by greed or by ignorance, will not

be tolerated.

As a result of the strike force, we are already seeing a

dramatic increase in requests by employers asking for guidance in

complying with the law. The nationwide publicity on this strike

force was extremely useful. It multiplied the effectiveness of

enforcement actions, by informing children and parents of their

rights and employers that certain practices are wrong. It has

served as a deterrent to employers who do not wish their
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violations publicized.

Our secon4 initiative is to stiffen penalties for offenders.

This was put to its first major test by the strike force.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) provides that employers

who violate the child labor provisions may be assessed penalties

up to $1,000 per violation. Prior to February 3, WO limited

penalty assessments to $1,000 per minor, regardless of how many

types of violations there were for each child and regardless of

how often each occurred. Under a revision of our internal

procedures, which we have applied to our recent strike force

investigations, we are no longer limiting assessments to $1,000

per minor. Instead, we are assessing within the $1,000 statutory

limit per violation. Therefore, multiply violations involving

one minor could, and did, at times result in an assessment

totalling more than $1,000 per minor. This has resulted in an

estimated $3.9 million in strike force penalties.

The increased penalties I have discussed have already been

implemented. ;hey did not require new regulations or

legislation. But the Secretary regards this step as the

beginning, not the end of our overall action plan on penalties.

The Secretary has directed me to follow carefully the impact

of the new penalty assessments we have adopted and to study their

implications for future enforcement, in terms of adequacy and
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deterrent effect. I am currently undertaking this evaluation.

.1n do1.4 so, I am mindful that a delicate balance be struck. We

must punish flagrant offenders, without discouraging other

employers from legally hiring youngsters.

Itte_ourrent framework of laws and regulations.

As members of both Subcommittees know, our authority for

this strike force and other enforcement derives from th.. -hild

labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

For non-farm labor, the basic rule is that there is a 16-

year minimum age for employment. There are two major exceptions.

First, the Act permits work by 14- and 15- year olds in

restricted hours and restricted occupations so that the work does

not interfere with schooling, health, or general well-being.

Second, for 16-and 17-year olds, employment is legal except where

we find that an occupation is hazardous or detrimental to health

or well-being. The Department over the years has made such

findings for about 17 nonagricultural occupations.

The basic rule for farm labor is that children under 14 can

work only outside of school hours and under certain

circumstances, unless the children are employed by their parents

or work on the family-owned farm. However, the Department has

determined that some farm work is too hazardous for any children

under 16. Children younger than 12 years can soardtimes work with

parental consent and under very limited circumstances.

The Department enforces these and other fair labor standards

through a nationwide force of about 1,000 Wage and Hour
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compliance officers. The strike force utilized half of these

officers for three days.

The Department's efforts are complementary to the efforts of

the States, most of which have their own fair labor standards

provisions for children. For example, there may be occasions

when the Federal FLU, does not apply because there is no

°commerce* within the meaning of our statute. In such cases, a

State's law may reach these situations.

Ihst_raglata..

The strike force and other actions I shall describe shortly

have made it clear that labor undertaken by minors in violation

of Federal child labor standards is, in the plainest possible

terms, illegal and unacceptable. Secretary Dole and I believe

that the Labnr Department should prepare our future workforce --

our children -- for the 21st century. Our children will lead us

there. They need to get there safe and educated.

Our basic understanding of the problem was - and is -

derived from the Department's own enforcement record.

In 1985, our compliance force detected 9,800 illegally

employed minors. In 1989, that number was 22,500 -- an increase

of 128%. Over the same period, we almost tripled the fines that

we imposed on law-breaking employers -- from $1 million in 1985

to $2.8 million in 1989. Now we are assessing the results of a

Operation Child Watch, whose employers must pay an estimated $3.9

million in fines.

3 3
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Mr. Chairman, I believe these numbers tell us that the

Department, as evidenced by its constantly improving record of

enforcement, is doing a first-rate job in responding to a growing

problem.

What has caused this burgeoning problem?

Child labor violations are most prevalent, of course, in

industries that employ the most kids. These tend to be the low-

skilled, lower paying service sector jobs in our economy.

Examples run the gamut from grocery and convenience stores to

fast food establishmentr, restaurants, movie theaters, retail

shops, bakeries, and other enterprises.

It would be easy to sensationalize the overall problem by

concentrating on the occasional, graphic stories of tragically-

abused child laborers. But that doer not present an accurate

overall picture, and does not lead to an effective, coherent

enforcement policy -- one that addresses the problem on all

fronts from the tragic cases to less dramatic, but nonetheless

harmful, child labor infractions.

We believe that the root causes of the problem are subtle

economic and demographic trends.

On the economic side, the good news is that we have had

continued growth in the number of lobs and a low unemployment

rate for some time. But the baa news is that some employers cut

legal corners in filling entry-level jobs with young children.

As to demographics, the post-war baby boom fueled the growth

of our labor force in the 1970's and 1980's. That trend has
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reversed, and the pressure to hire very young workers will

increase.

The trend in fact was evident in the 1980s.

There were 1.2 million fewer 16- and 17-year olds in 1989

than in 1981 (from 8.1 milli% to 6.9 million). There were also

fewer 16- and 17-year olds working (from 2.9 million to 2.6

million)t,

For 14- and 15-year olds the trends were similar but not

exactly the same. There were 700,000 fewer 14- and 15-year olds

in 1988 than in 1981 (from 7.3 to 6.6 million). There were fewer

children in this category working (from 1.1 million to .9

million).

These trends suggest economic incentives for employers to

induce young workers into off-limits jobs (perhaps at higher

rates of pay than they might enjoy elsewhere), and to work the

smaller pool of 14- and 15-year-olds for longer hours than are

permissible.

This hypothesis is a possible explanation of the rise in

violations involving hours-worked by children and of hazardous

occupation orders violations. It also motivates us to fashion

our strategy so that we can influence the employer's decision

whether or not to hire kids in violation of the law. Simply put.

our aim is to make it unacceptably costly tc employ children in

violation of the law.

The_Department.ts oblectives in dealing with the problem.

Our mission is to meet these troubling trends -- to get in

4 )
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front of the problem and to make violating the law much more than

just a cost of doing business.

Accordingly, I have sat three key objectives in this area:

First, to ensure firm and fair enforcement of the FLSA's

restrictions on child labor, made visible through high-profile

enforcement and public awareness. Second, to develop, where

necessary, new regulations and enforcement policies to ensure

that the Department is proactive on this issue. Third, when the

employment of youth is permissible, to ensure that it is safe.

I have already described the first two parts of Secretary

Dole's 5-part action plan needed to meet these objectives. I

will now turn to the other three parts of our plan.

The thixd initiative the Secretary has directed me to

undertake is to ensure that when kids can work legally, the work

is not unsafe or unhealthy. I am moving forward expeditiously

with regulatory changes dealing with Hazardous Occupation Orders

No. 10, to propose that meat slicers in restaurants are covered

by the Ord;r: No. 2, to propose to remove the existing exemption

for 16- and 17-year old school bus drivers, and No. 12, to

propose to broaden the prohibition on minors using paper-products

machinery.

As we do so, we will continue to review our existing

hazardous orders, paying heed to the views of public and private

organizations and individuals, including tha Child Labor Advisory

Committee created by the Department, whose time and efforts are

much appreciated.
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As a fourtp initiative, I have, at the Secretary's

direction, established an intradepartmental task force to ensure

that the Department's approach to formulating and enforcing our

regulations is ffctive. The task force, "ich has begun its

work, is chaired by the Employment Standards Administration

(ESA), and includes representatives of the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA), the Solicitor of Labor, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics and others. This has already led to a

new level of intradepartmental cooperation in the form of a

Memorandum of Understanding between ESA and OSHA, which has

initiated a national effort at cross-training of our respective

staffs to identify and refer violations of our respective

statutes, including health Ind safety violations of our working

youngsters. The task force will seek to identify, share and

develop meaningful health and injury data essential to policy

decisions. It will review the exposure of minors to chemicals.

It will also advise whether the hazardous occupations orders

should continue to be reviewed one by one, or whether a more

generic approach is feasible. The present approach may not be as

flexible as we want it to be, to accommodate fast-changing

workplace technology and conditions.

We are keenly aware that FLSA enforcement in general, and

child labor enforcement in particular, also face special

challenges in dealing with the recent immigrant population and

with the agricultural sector. For example, family farms or other

family businesses, where many injuries occur, are exempt from the

44:
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FLSA child labor provisions when the owners employ their own

children. And language barriers often have to be overcome in

enforcing child labor laws among legal or illegal immigrants.

As a /it= major initiative, the Secretary and I have

directed our Wags and Hour staff, working with attorneys in the

Office of the Solicitor, to determine, in cases involving serious

illegal child labor, whether we should seek court intervention in

the form of preliminar: and permanent injunctions.

The Department will consider litigation where there is clear

evidence of employer recidivism, employer unwillingness to take

the steps necessary to assure future compliance with the FLSA, or

particularly flagrant violation.

Tr child labor injunction will be an important weapon for

us -- one that we are going to be utilizing more effectively.

These five initiatives are being taken within a broader

overall restructuring and renewal of ESA enforcement and

management. In February, I announced a restructuring of the

relationship of our field offices to our national office, making

regional program heads directly accountable to national program

heads. My aim here is decentralization. When I accepted this

job, Secretary Dole asked me to bring business principles to the

administration of the Department's largest agency, ESA. I took

her at her word. This new structure will establish clearer lines

of autherity and communication, and empower those responsible for

enforcing the laws with adequate authority and resources to do

so. Under the Secretary's overall leadership to strengthen DOL

enforcement, ESA will shortly hold a national conference on

enforcement. At the conference, we will continue to look at how

the realities of enforcement can better interrelate to setting of

national enforcement policy.

Hissers. Chairmen, this concludes my prepared remarks. I

will be happy to answer any questions that members of the

subcommittees may have.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Brooks. We
appreciate your comment, and we appreciate the efforts of the Sec-
retary in this area. We appreciate the effort that was made with
the three-day strike force. It was a kind of symbolism, and particu-
larly we appreciate your indicating that the Department supports
our objectives. What we now want to do is pass the legislation.

I need not tell you that the time clock is running on the duration
of this session. We intend to move promptly. My staff will be avail-
able to work with the Department of Labor at any time, on any
day. I don't have any problem about working them late hours or
overtime. They are not children. [Laughter.]

There are no child labor laws that are applicable. If you want to
meet with them at 1 o'clock in the morning, they will be there. But
we are ready to move, and we say to the Department of Labor that
we understand the question of studies, conferences, thinking, dia-

gue, and all the other stuff. We in Congress deal with action. We
either pass legislation or we don't. This legislation has a "go"
signal on it, and I make no bones about it. We would like to have it
a "go/go" signal by including the administration's support as well.

Mr. l3itooKs. Senator, we have completed about 45 percent of the
cases, the investigations, and we are utilizing that data to set our
frame of how we need to look at this from a statutory and from a
regulatory standpoint. So we are moving along those lines, and at
the same time or in concert, looking at your biil.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you think that it will be possible that
some time this week the Department of Labor could meet with my
staff in order to see if there are any problems so that we could
have the administration on board? VVe would like to try to work
out those problems. If we have disagreements, of course, so be it.
But we are anxious to move.

Mr. BROOKS. We would be in agreement to sit down and start
conversations. You need to also know, because there are some who
think that this was a one-time effort, the strike force, on March
12-14, we plan to have at least two more of those this year with
other dimensions, especially to make sure that we are focusing in
on the charts that are on the wall there.

Senator METZENBAUM. What a beautiful way to complete the pic-
ture of having three strike force hits this year by enactment of leg-
islation to increase the penalties. I think it would just be terrific.

Let me ask you a little bit about your compliance officers. How
many compliance officers are assigned to investigate child labor
violations? And are there any plans to increase that commitment?

Mr. BROOKS. There are 1,000 compliance officers in the Wage and
Hour Division. How we function is each time they go out on an in-
vestigation, they are looking for child labor.

Now, I might add that recently I signed a memorandum of un-
derstanding with Jerry Scannell, the assistant secretary for OSHA,
whereby we would do some crass-training of my compliance officers
with his OSHA compliance people, whereby in both cases when my
people are out there looking for OSHA violations, such as if they
are in ke place where these plugs and all these things are, our
people could see those and report those to Assistant Secretary
Scannell in OSHA. And his people are out at the same time, when
they see violations of child labor, they report them back to me.



It is very difficult to give a number or a time because what has
happened in our reporting system is that the only thing that is
counted is when our compliance officers have a hit, when they, in
fact, find a child violation rather than when they are looking for
violations.

Now, let me also say that we areat this time I have stream-
lined and reorganized the Employment Standards Administration,
specifically the Wage and Hour, so that I could clearly get the in-
structions down through the organization. We have put the line
people back in the business of enforcement. We are doing some in-
novative things, such as the strike force, where we are now utiliz-
ing more people in that effort. Where I see the priorities that are
needed with those 1,000 people is where I am going to put them.
No longer are we going toin the past, our ac..ivity has been com-
plaint-driven. We have sat by the phone and waited on a call for
someone to call in with a complaint, and we responded. Well, we
have changed that in the last month. We are going to be more di-
rected and more focused on going out and identifying where should
we be and where should we be attacking the problem.

So once I put all this into my system with an intradepartmental
task force that we have going on, where we are studying the re-
sults of the study, I think we will be in a better position to under-
stand if we need any more resources or if the current ones we have
are adequate.

Senator METZENBAUM. How many compliance officers do you
now have? About 1,000?

Mr. BROOKS. One thousand.
Senator METZENBAUM. Isn't it a fact they are pretty much over-

burdened and that they are doing all the violations, including child
labor law violations, at the same time? As I understand it, none of
them is specifically looking for child labor law violations.

Mr. BROOKS. Up until March 12, none of them were specifically
looking for child labor violations. But as we move forward, we are
going to continuously have some peonle looking for child labor vio-
lations.

Now, the number from day to day, I am not sure. The other
thing we have done, Senator, with this strike force is to pinpoint
the parts of the country and to pinpoint the parts of cities and the
industries that we are going after. So we are going to be much
more I think sophisticated and knowledgeable about where to go to
deal with child labor violations.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Brooks, can you tell me how many
are specifically directed at child labor law violations at this time? I
don't care whether it's 10 or 11 or 101 or 102.

Mr. BROOKS. At this time, I don't have any who are directed
strictly on child labor. In our parlance, they are "generalists.-
When they go out, they look at the whole host of violations. But as
I indicated earlier, we are in the process of changing that. We are
going to have an enforcement conference here in Washington on
May 29 and 30. I am bringing in all of my regional and district
people who are involved in enforcement. We are going to have a
major look at how we deploy our resources.

4;;
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Once we come out of that, I think my answer will be much differ-
ent than it is today because we are going to change the way in
which we enforce the law and utilize our resources.

Senator METZENBALTM. I would say to you that if you had a bloc
of enforcement officers dealing with child labor violations, it would
be very significant and very effective, in this Senator's opinion, be-
cause child labor law violations can be more singled out. You can
get a pretty good idea of where to look for them. With the overbur-
dened job that the whole group has, I am afraid you don't find
them. I3ut I think if you had a certain group of men and women
specifically addressing themselves to child labor law violations, my
guess is that you would rapidly decrease the number of child labor
law violations in this country. It would send a loud and clear
signal, in these garment factories, fast-food operations, and some of
the other places where we know child labor is generally used.

The people going into General Motors, don's 'lave to check there.
That ic not where the problem is. It is not at General Electric. It is
not at MI' or AT&T. The problem is in certain areas. And I would
strongly urge you as promptly as possible to take a certain number
and say: Your job is to find child labc- law violations if they exist,
and the faster you move, the more applause you will get, not only
from the Department of Labor but from Congress and the people in
the country as well.

Mr. BROOKS. Senator, I am sure by the end of this month we will
have a cadre of people dedicated. In fact, oarting this Friday, we
are going to have a cadre dedicated to one portion of this business.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Brooks, Mr. Davis, I am going to
excuse myself. The co-chairman of this hearing, Senator Dodd, is
going to carry on. I am due at another hearing.

I should point out that there are three votes back to back at 12
o'clock, so this hearing will probably adjourn at that time. I leave
it in the hands of Senator Dodd to figure out how to finish up with
Mr. Brooks and the last panel.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Senator Metzenbaum.
Senator DODD. [The presiding.] Thank you.
Mr. Brooks, let me just pick up on that last point if I can with

you here that Senator Metzenbaum has raised. That is about some
particular people with some uniquebecause enforcement officers
doI am confident that of the 1,000 enforcement officers you have
particular group_s that bring some particular expertise.

Mr. BROOKS. Yes.
Senator DODD. They are not just all generalists.
Mr. BROOKS. Rig4t.
Senator Donn. For instance, we know now in construction safety

under OSHA we are getting far more attention to particular exper-
tise in looking kbr the unique problems associated with the con-
struction trades. I kncw from dealing with the Department of
Labor that this is true isi a variety of other areas as well.

Has it been because. child labor law violations were treated as
something more of a historical fact rather than an ongoing prob-
lem prior to these strike force hits? What is the reason for not
having that kind of expertise?

Mr. BROOKS. On the first point, we do have some of those 1,000
who are described as farm labor specialists, who deal strictly in
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that area. I think if you look at the record, though, from 1983 until
1989, the reason those numbers have gone upone of the reasons
they have gone up is because of the diligence of the Labor Depart-
ment's investigators. We have driven those numbers up, so we are
a victim of, I think, our good effortsespecially in the Northeast,
where we are experiencing low unemployment, and the demo-
graphic issue. Our people were sensing this, plus we were also re-
ceiving in the Northeast, again, caution from the educ_Aors who
were saying that we have these 14- and 15-year-olds who are sleep-
;-.1. in school; can you people help us out?

Co looking at those two things, our ple started dedicating
th.,mselvn more to looking for child la..r, and that has driven
those numbers up. So once I came to the Department, Secretary
Dole asked me as one of the first things to take a hard look at this
trend, Pi n d out why it is happening, and see if we can bring a re-
versal to that trend.

When you look at the increase plus the demographics and the ec-
onomics, at that poini. we had to develop a strategy to reverse that
trend.

Mr. DAVIS. Senator, can I also add a couple thoughts on that
from a legal perspective? First, I think it is part of the more point-
ed effort that we are making to deal with child labor violations
today. Increasingly, we are taking account of what our legal reme-
dies are and focusing those right at the beginning of the case in
terms of, to some degree, targeting. Bill and I have already talked
about doing more of that, in the sense of making sure that the
wage-hour enforcement personnel undenamd what remedies we
can use, including injunctive reliefwhich we can get comparative-
ly quicklyso that we can really play off the strengths that are de-
veloping, exist today, and are going to be developed further in
wage-hour.

The second point is, Bill Brooks mentioned a moment ago to Sen-
ator Metzenbaum that he is moving the agency away from purely a
complaint-responsive stance and more to a program-and initiative-
oriented stance. I am now kibitzing on my colleague's territory
here, but I think that will give Mr. Brooks and the senior manag-
ers the chance to make decisions about how you assign personnel
and develop those fields of expertise, when you are deciding where
to go rather than letting the next telephone caller tell you where
to go.

Senator DODD. I applaud that. That is a fundamental change.
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, it is.
Senator DODD. Of all the things I have heard this morning, that

may be the most important piece of information, the fact that you
are not going to he Just complaint-oriented. For far too long, this
has been the case. If you are going to try and go in and find out
where these problems exist, then there is real hope here. We are
going to break new ground. I commend you for that.

I think it is also importantand I would be interested in hearing
your commentthat language skills are very important. I think
areas where there may be the most significant violations are places
where you have recent arrivals in this country. They are being
taken aidvantage of, and not aware of their own rights. In some
cases employers may be operating under less than complete legal
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circumstances. Often employees are intimidated by employers, even
when they may suspect that their rights are being violated. What
effort is being made to bring in people who have language skill
problems?

Mr. BROOKS. Senator, I spent 3 days in Florida in the migrant
camps in the rural crops, and I experienced the fact thatand I
went as a plain investigator with a c9mpliance officer who spoke
Spanish. If that person had not spoken Spanish, there were about
twf or three camps that we got in to investigate that we wouldn't
have gotten into.

I spent a day up in New York City with the compliance officer in
a sweatshop. Here, again, if I wasn't with a person who spoke
Spanish, we wouldn't have gotten in. But it was even more critical
than that because the owner and proprietor of this particular
sweatshop was Korean. The main shops that we are looking at in
New York now are Chinese. So I am putting out a great search to
get people especially who speak Chinese and Korean. We have, I
think, an adequate number speaking Spanish, but we are having to
switch over because the proprietors are changing. And you are ex-
actly right that without that language facility, the investigation is
prohibitive.

Senator DODD. Let me ask one last question. In response to Sena-
tor Metzenbaum with regard to the legislation we have submitted,
you sa.%.1 that after "careful study" you will have a response. Obvi-
ously, i would want you to make a careful study. But when I hear
the w3rd "careful study," after 16 years around here, I get this
uneasy feeling about the words "careful study." I think you under-
stand what it can mean.

Mr. BROOKS. We are already reviewing most of the issues that
are r aised in there as an outgrowth of our strike force, so we are
not breaking new ground in our study.

Senator DODD. Well, that is good. What we are talking about
here in this legislation, in effect, is really increasing penalties and
so forth.

Mr. BROOKS. Yes.
Senator DODD. I gather, to the extent you have looked at the leg-

islation, you do not have any real complaints of what we are doing.
We are not branching off into areas that you think are unwise for
us to be headed; is that correct?

Mr. BROOKS. In principle, we are in agreement. as I said in my
earlier statement.

Senator DODD. In principle you agree with where we are headed.
Mr. BROOKS. YPS.
Mr. DAVIS. Senator, let me also add a little bit more about the

process that we are going through that might r. rite it a little more
tangible for you.

When Secretary Dole came into the Department, Bill Brooks w.is
confirmed as Assistant Secretary. Mrs. Dole and Mr. Brooks settled
very early on child labor as an area of focus. In fact, Operation
Childwatch, the strike force we have been talking about, was ini-
tially planned in December or January. Right behind that is a
series of regulatory changes and possible lee ilative options In
short, neither Bill nor I need to go back to the office today to say.
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all right, folks, let's start looking at the legislation for the first
time.

Senator Dow. I understand that.
Mr. DANIS. We have a number of thoughts on it.
Senator DODD. I should take a second just to commend the Secre-

tary of Labor as well. We have been dealing with the construction
safety legislation, here is a perfect example where we introduced
the legislation and Mr. Scannell went ahead, and about 50 percent
of that legisladon has now been enacted as a result of administra-
tive decisions. The creation of a separate office for construction
safety within OSHA, for instance, was an action taken by the De-
partment of Labor without passing a law. I think you will find that
if we can accomplish a lot of what we are talking about here, with-
out having to enact a law there is no reason to push legislation un-
necessarily. If we can get a lot of this done right through the ad-
ministrative processes, then that will be the better way to go.

Mr. BROOKS. Just yesterday, we moved through a proposal on
three other hazardous orders: H.O. le on the meat slicers, on the
drivers under age 18, and on the paper builders. We have moved on
those, and it is in the process of change now.

Senator DODD. I commend you for that.
Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to commend you, Mr. Brooks, for the tremendous

job .t you are doing in all areas of your jurisdiction. I also want
to commend the Secretary.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. Just as a little anecdote, I was sitting in an

audience where she wasn't aware I was there. She was giving a
speech to the business community, and she was really pretty hard-
nosed on it. So she wasn't doing it for my benefit. It was a different
area. But I know she means business, and it is not just lip service.

First, Senator Metzenbaum raised the question of concentration
of your forces, but I am sure that when you get into this area, you
are looking through wage records and time sheets. So I am sure
that we don't mean to imply that you should ignore all the other
violations that might come under the wage and hour laws, because

am sure that if a business is ignoring the child labor laws, they
are probably quite likely to be ignoring the other ones also. I am
sure we don't mean to imply that and I am sure you won't take it
that way.

would like to ask some specific questions about the statute. Mr.
Davis, we had a similar colloquy with respect to OSHA when we
get into these criminal aspects. I raise these because I don't want
to end up passing a bill here that is going to get thrown out for
constitutional reasons or which may lead to some bizarre circum-
stances which are unintended under the circumstances, because we
are dealing here with a reference to a broad section, the teeth of
which come in specific regulations. And if we start going into long-
term sentences, I think we had better be pretty sure we know what
we are doing is going to result in an enforceable statute.

Let me go into a couple of areas, but first on to the aspect of
whether or not we would be able to get a conviction. As I men-
tioned earlier, there are several areas, broad areas under the child
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labor laws. One of them, I think, the use of dangerous equipment, I
don't think there can be any real argument that a willful violation
of that could result in something that would be enforceable from a
criminal perspective. But it seems to me if we get into willful viola-
tions of some of the other sections, it would ly very difficult to say
that there has been a criminal violation.

For instance, if you had a young man or young woman delivering
papers, the evening papers, and they are on their bicycle and it is
7:30 p.m. and they know that it is 7:30 and a drunken driver runs
into them, is the employer guilty of a criminal violation? I would
like your reaction to what kind of problems we get into in those
things. Of course, there is a whole host of situations which you
could arrive at, reading the word "cause" in there, which has
always been a very troublesome one in the legal area anyway. I
would appreciate your comments on what we can or should do to
try and prevent those kinds of things from gc.tting the statute de-
clared unconstitutional.

Mr. DAVIS. Senator, I have exactly the same concerns, and I will
speak directly to it. If I could reserve, because we will come back to
the committee with very specific views on the pending bills. In an-
ticipation of that, I have exactly the same concern that you have;
that you take a criminal statute that potentially could be read very
broadly on matfrrs such as cause, proximate relationship between
the death and tht conduct. Part of that I would like to think that
we could deal with as a matter of prosecutive discretion. But my
concern is whether the pure language of the statute could give rise
to an unexpected, untoward, or possibly unconstitutionally vague
application of that.

Today, with the statute being effectively set at the misdemeanor
level, perhaps some of those tests are less strict than thLy would be
as various of the bills, including Senator Dodd's and Senator Metz-
enbaum's bill, proposed to take that to a felony.

Senator, also on the topic of criminal exposure, I would like to go
back a little bit in history. As I have gone through to look at the
experience with the use of the criminal provisions of the statute, I
understand that the criminal provisions were used to some appre-
ciable degree before 1961, specifically between 1949 and 1961. Back
then there were no back wages remedies. The only remedy the
Government had, as I understand it, was the injunctive going for-
ward remedy. Of rourse, the Congress added the back wages
remedy in 1961, and that is where the great bulk, virtually all of
the enforcement effort has been centered.

I think, as a result, I really can't come to you as we have in the
OSHA area, for example. with some very detailed familiarity with
the application of the criminal statute. I think as a result that puts
a greater burden on understanding exactly the kinds of questions
you raise, Senator, before we get into it. We can't look, in short, at
a very--

Senator JEFFORDS. I understand, and I realize we are running out
of time. So I know you will be back to us on that.

There is one other area that does concern me in the sense that
we are raising the fines to $10,000, and yet we have testimony here
as to what the workmen's compensation award would be. It seems
a little offensive to me that the Federal Government would get
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$10,000 to put in its treasury, and we would have a situation where
the v:aim's family ends up with $1,200. Is there any way that we
can, without federalizing workmen's comp have a civil fine or pen-
alty here which could award the victims without getting into a
legal mess?

Mr. DAVIS. Senator, my frankly intuitive reaction to that is I do
not believe that that can be done, largely because you are using the
Government's commerce clause power as the basis for filo Con-
gress's regulation here to bestow a private benefit using the admin.
istrativc policing process. But I am afraid that answer would not
get me a C minus from my constitutional law professor, so I would
like to come back for an answer.

Senator JEFFORDS. I would like to take a look at that, because it
does seem a little bitwell---

Senator DODD. I agree with you on that. It is a good point.
Senator JEFFons. Thank you very much. I deeply appreciate

your testimony.
Mr. BROOKS. Good. Thank you.
Senator DODD. Thank you. I am sure there will be some addition-

al written questions, but, again, we want to thank you, Mr. Brooks,
for your willingness to take a good look at this and work together
with us on it. It is very, very helpful, and to you, as well, Mr.
Davis, for the very good points you raised.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you very much.
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you.
Senator DODD. Our last panel of witnesses, please come up as I

read your names: Linda Golodner, executive director of the Nation-
al Consumers League; David Liederman, executive director of the
Child Welfare League of America; and Rudolph Oswald, the direc-
tor of the Department of Economic Research, AFL-CIO. We thank
all three of you for being with us today, and we apologize for the
rush here. But you have been down this road before. We know all
of you have in terms of your activities before the Congress.

I am going to ask you, if I can, if you could boil your remarks
down to about 5 minutes so we can get to some questions for you
before we are faced to go over and do an hour's worth of voting, so
that you won't have to wait around until we get back. So let that
be an incentive. It is either that or wait an hour for us.

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt you very brief-
ly and ask unanimous consent that the statement of Senator Hatch
be placed in the record?

Senator DODD. Withcat objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Over the years, the words "child labor" have caused people to
conjure up images of 10-year-olds bent over textile equipment or
with faces blackened from work in coal mines. The Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 has long-ago outlawed such blatant exploita-
tion.

Employers should not be permitted to use "oppressive child
labor. Enforcement ought to be vigorous, and penalties ought to
be stiff.
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I commend the St'zretary of Labor for her recent enforcement
action and trust that it signals continued emphasis of this law. But,
in considering this law 50 years later, we also need perspective; our
analysis must be balanced. Nineteen ninety is not 1938.

The law ought to make sense in the context of 21st century tech-
nology and culture. I am not sure that it does i many respects.

For example, an article which appeared in Utah's Davis County
Clipper a short time ago describes the desired balance between pro-
tecting young people and denying them opportunity. The author,
Bryan Gray, describes a young man just short of 16 years old,
whose initiative earned him rapid raises. This young Utahan once
volunteered to help out with a large group of customers who came
into the store just before he was to punch out at 7 p.m. As a conse-
quence, he earned a bonus from the employer.

Unfortunately, the employer was socked with a child labor viola-
tion and a fine by the Labor Department.

I am not arguing that this was not a violationit was. But.
should it have been? In one fell swoop, we communicated a "work
to rule" value system. Initiative and hard work doesn't pay unless
you're over 16 years old.

Now, let's consider our child laboi :aws in light of another article
which appeared in last weeks Washington Post. It was reported
that gangs of youth were wandering through Alexandria at night,
randomly attacking and beating innocent people. According to the
accounts, some of the gang members were 9 years old. They have
every right to be on the street at midnight, but are prohibited from
working past 7 p.m. It may be possible that work opportunities
would help these youngsters develop some positive goals. It would
certainly help them cope with the obvious boredom that leads to
mischief of increasing severity and violene,)

We must consider increased penalties, (-Arniml or civil, in the
context of an underlying law that makes sense for the 90's.

STATEMENTS OF LINDA F. GOLODNER. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CONSUMERS LEAGUE. WASHINGTON. DC; DAVID S.
LIEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE
OF AMERICA; AND RUDOLPH A. OSWALD, DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, AFL-CIO, WASHINGTON, DC
MS. GOLODNER. Thank you. I will just give a summary of my re-

marks so that there will be time for questions. I would hope that
the full statement would be inserted in the record.

Senator DODD. It will be.
Ms. GOLODNER. I am executive director of the National Consum-

ers League, and this is a consumer advocacy organization that has
worked on child labor issues since 1899. The League works on a
number of marketplace and workplace issues, but we represent
consumers who do not want goods and services they purchase to he
made or provided for by the labor of children who have been ex-
ploited by their employers.

In addition to directing the National Consumers League, I also
co-chair with my fellow co-chairs, Bill Goold of the International
Labor Rights Education & Research Fund, and Bill Treanor of the
American Youth Work Center, a newly formed Coalition on Child
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Labor. Unfortunately, we feel it is important that many groups get
together to publicize the problems in child labor today to make
sure that the American public knows what is happening as far as
the exploitation of children in the workplace.

Members of the Coalition are from consumer and public interest
organizations from organized labor, the education community,
women's groups, health care organizations, farm and youth advoca-
cy organizations, and international groups. At the end of this
month, former Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall will be addressing
a forum the Coalition is sponsoring here in Washington.

I want te go over some points of the bill and mention that the
companion legislation in the House is important for our Nation to
again take pride in our own system of social justice and human
rights public policies. Section 2 of the bill addresses criminal penal-
ties for child labor violations. It is unfortunate that we feel that
this is an important step. And I think it was dramatically shown
this morning by Bernie Kimmel's mother that it is important that
there be strong criminal penalties for those who grievously violate
the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

I also wanted to point out to the Senators a series of articles be-
ginning on April 22nd by journalist Bruce Butterfield of the Boston
Globe. He dramatically tells the story of child labor in this country
today, from the farm community to the fast-food industry, sweat-
shops to construction work. And I would point out that he goes
case after case of injury and death that I think the criminal penal-
ties of this bill are important to address.

Section 3 of the bill regarding civil penalties will hopefully pro-
vide the important tough monetary penalties necessary to make an
employer think twice before v ,"ating the child labor provisions.
The examples mentioned by Dr Landrigan of homework connected
with sweatshops is one area that I think this section of the bill
could provide those tough penalties that are necessary.

I want to just mention one thing. I also chair the Child Labor
Advisor), Committee of the Department of Labor. It was not men-
tioned by Secretary Brooks that this public service group is there
to advise the Department on clarification and changes in the law.
This advisory committee has made several recommendations to the
Department, and unfortunately they are taking rather too long of a
careful study, as you mentioned, on sac me of the recommendations.

The Department will move on some of the recommendations
having to do with Hazardous Order 10, 2, and 12, which were men-
tioned earlier. We hope that it will move along swiftly.

Section 5 of the bill specifically refers to some hazardous orders
that do not exist with regard to the poultry industry and the sea-
food industry. Let me just give you an example of some careful
study that the Department has been doing. It has been taking 13
years of memoranda, which I point out in my longer statement, of
information that has been collected on the hazardous occupation of
the poultry industry and how the young people under 18 should
not be employed in that industry. We have memoranda that the
Department has had for 13 years, pointing out that it is a danger-
ous industry.

Our Consumer League in Louisiana points out that young people
are working in the seafood industry, in the shrimp and some of the
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other seafood, using machinery that should not be used by young
people. Yet this isn't covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act at
this point.

I would hope that you would look at the House bill with regard
to the collection of data and recordkeeping that is important to
make decisions on what is dangerous machinery and what is a dan-
gerous occupation. Right now the data is not collected in a way
that is meaningful, and it is not something that either the Depart-
ment or an advisory committee or a task force could even make de-
cisions on what is an industry or what is an occupation a young
person should be involved in.

I just want to mention at the end the question of violation of our
child labor laws. Recently, there have been numerous reports of
the crackdown of the strike force, of making sure that employers
do not violate the child labor laws. No matter how many laws we
have declaring occupations that are prohibited for young people,
the compliance officers are hopelessly without resources to do their
job effectively. Their budget needs to be increased. There have to
be twice as many people out there working, or the enforcement of
the child labor laws will continue to be complaint-driven. Even
though the Department says they are going to have a change in di-
rection, I feel that there just aren't enough compliance officers out
there to do the job necessary.

I appreciate the opportunity to present this testimony and look
forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms Golodner follows]
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Chairmen Metzenbaua and Dodd and members of the

Subcommittees, I as Linda Golodner, executive director of the

National Consumers League, a consumer advocacy organization that

has bon concerned about child labor since 1899. The League

works on a number of marketplace and workplace issues. As a

consumer organization we represent consumers throughout the

United States who do not want the goods and services they

purchase to be sada or provided for by the labor of children who

have been exploited by their employers.

In addition to directing the National Consumers League, I

am here today as a co-chair of a newly formed Coalition on Child

Labor. My fellow co-chairs art Bill Goold of the International

Labor Rights Education & Research Fund and Bill Treanor of the

American Youth Work Canter. This coalition was formed in

response to concern expressed in a day-long forum on Capitol

Rill in November on exploitation of children in the workplace.

Its concerns are global; the Child Labia Coalition believes that

children are the promise of all societies and recognizes that

exploitation of children in the labor market, both in the United

States and throughout the world, represents a threat to their

health and wall being. The Coalition also believes that

international labor standards and domestic child labor laws

meant to protect children from exploitation are poorly enforced

or ignored.
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The purpose of the ccalition is to educate the public about

exploitation of children; to strngthen protections that exist

now; and to work for batter enforcement of current laws and

regulatins that protect children. The Coalition also seeks to

influence public opinion and policy on child labor and to

increase understanding and knowledge about the impact of work on

children's health and the quality of their lives.

The Coalition's first emphasis is on ending exploitation in

the United States, both because we believe we will be most

effective in our own nation and because we believe our nation

can and should serve as an example of enlightened treatment of

children.

Nomenclature plays an important role in discussions about

young people working. The term "child labor" conjures images of

turn of the century sweatshops and third world country abuse.

The term "yoUth employment" is sometimes perceived as providing

opportunity for young people to learn about the world of work as

part of their teenage education.

It is generally believed that when children work for their

parents in family undertakings, they are less exploited because

the stress, fatigue and harmful effects are at least partly

compensated in most cases by the personal attention and

affection which parents can give them during both work and rest

periods.

Picking a few grapes or oranges alongside your parents may

seem like an innocent act -- in the open air. the family working

together. But this is a major child labor problem when the age

of the child is 9 or 10, or even younger, and children are

exposed to pesticides and kept home from school to help the

family.
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According to the United Farm Workers of America. "Some

800,000 underaged children survive by harvesting crops with

their families across America. Malnutrition among migrant kids

is 10 times higher than the national rate; farm worker bstbies

suffer 25% higher infant mortality and some are born deformed

because of toxic pesticides carelessly aprayed tn the fields."

The fact that child workers can be paid low wages or

sometimes no wages at all is one of th main reanon why

childron are employed in the first place. Children who work in

the family undertaking sometimes receive no payment at all for

their work, since the family income is considered to be one

indivisible whole.

It is when employers know that they will not be fined or

penalized or that the fine will be so little that it is "just in

the cost of doing business," that it is time to strengthen the

law, step up enforcement, and assure the public that the

Administrative Branch of our government is doing its job.

This is why your bill and the companion legislation

proposed in the House is important for our nation to again take

pride in our own system of social justice and human rights

public policies.

;ectiqn of the ifl addresses criminal penalties for

child labor violations. It is unfortunate that it is indeed

necessary and appropriate for this step. The Departments of

Labor in several states and through the U. S. Department of

Labor could site several examples of repeated violators of the

child labor provisions and violations that are of a grievous

nature, causing severe injury and in some cases death.

Section 2 of the pill regarding civil penalties will

hopefully provide the important tough monetary penalties
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necessary to make an employer think twice before violating the

child labor provisions 0f the Fair Labor Standarde Act.

The New York Apparel Industry Task Force has been making

random visits to sweatshops in New York City. Their reports

have dramatically emphasized the nature of the sweatshop

operator that employs immigrant families including children.

Vary frequently, they have to work under difficult conditions,

in stifling heat, poor lighting, noise, damp and unhygienic

surroundings, and in an atmosphere contaminated by dust or

gases. In the winter, it was reported that the temperature

in one sweatshop was a degress.

With a larger civil money penalty and with stepped up

enforcement, we would hope that employers would be more

concerned about violating the child labor laws.

In addition to my position at the National Consumers

League, I chair the Department of Labor Child Labor Advisory

Committee. I would urge the Subcommittees to consider making

this a permanent committee to make recommendations to the

Department on changes and clarifications of the child labor

provisions. Since the law was enacted the Department has

sought public input on recommendations for change and

clarification to assure that they are enforcing the law

according to the intent of Congress -- to protect children in

the workplace from hazards and from impacting on health, well-

being, and their education. As the workplace changes with new

technologies, with the detection of new hazards, and with new

services or product industries developing, it is necessary tc

review these changes as they affect the young worker. For

example, we know much more now about the impact of pesticides

and other toxics than we knew fifty years ago when the law was

written. There have been many changes in the place of

employment of young people. The fast-food industry has
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developed and the primary employee of this industry the

teenager.

The Department has indicated that some of the

recommendations of the Committee will be acted on shortly --

regarding the use of slicing machines (Hazardous Occupation

Order No. 10); driving of school buses by young people under 18

(Hazardous Occupation Order No. 2); and a clarification of the

use of paper baling machines (Hazardous Occupation Order. No.

12). If the Department does in fact issue a final rule

school bus driving, the reference in the last section of the

Bill you are considering would not be necessary.

lectign 2 pf the Dill specifically mentions some

occupations that are not covered by the hazardous orders -- the

poultry processing industry and the fish and seafood processing

industries. The Department has in fact gathered aome materials

on these industries and recommendations were made in the past to

include them in the hazardous orders; however, no action has

been taken by the Department.

The Committee was given a memorandum of a visitation to a

poultry processing plant in Maryland in December of 1982 by the

Employment Standards Administation, Child 'abor Branch and the

ESA Division of Child and Farm Labor. The inspection was

conducted in the sequence of the operation and started with the

delivery of the birds and ended with the shipping operation.

The conclusion reached by the investigation was:

"Due to the hazards of the movement of birds on shackels

and the use of equipment that can cause severe injury to the

hands, it is felt that poultry processing is too hazardous for

workers under 18. It should also be noted that slipping hazards

as well as excessive noise levels were noted in this

plant...therefore we conclude that persons under 18 cannot work
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in chicken processing plants. The only areas considered safe

for young persons would be in the box making department and

possible occupations in the shipping and receiving departments."

There was also a report of an investigation in a Virginia

plant in August of 1980 which details the plant procedures,

including taking the chickens out of cages, placing them on

conveyors, the killing of the chickens, scalding the carcass,

defeathering, evisceration, chilling, and cutting, concluding

that "this occupation is not suitable fer those workers under 18

years of age."

In a memoraneum dated June of 1977, there is a description

of a plant concluding that highly automated machinery required a

skilled operating engineer and that many of the operations are

done by automatic machines. It was concluded that cutting

machines used in the plant were "very hazardous."

Another report dated June of 1977 states:

"To some degree, the same environmental conditions in

poultry processing are similar to those in meat processing. The

floors in the killing, dressing, aad eviscerating areas are

somewhat wet from water, blood and waste fat, but not as much as

in slaughtering and meat packing plants. The :..nvestigation

which led to the developmet of the Order (meat slaughtering)

states that 'there is reacon to believe that constant exposure

to the killing of animals is likely to have an adverse effect on

an immature and sensitive young person's emotional development.'

While that statement referred to the killing of hogs, beef, and

sheep, consideration should also be given to the killing of

poultry."

These are examples of memoranda provided by the Department

of Labor to the Child Labor Advisory Committee that indicate

that as long ago as 1977, this industry was considered

6 9
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hazardous, but that nothing was done by the Department to

include it as a hazardous order.

The Louisiana Consumers League has reported to the NCL that

young people are in fact employed in the seafood industry --

specifica1ly in the crayfish industry in that State.

Materials provided by the Department to the Child Labor Advisory

Committee in anticipation that a hazardous order might be

written have shown eome of the equipment used in that industry

are hazerdoue. They have included reports of injuries to adult

workers.

Because of the lack of data available to the Child Labor

Advisory Committee, it has often reached conclusions about

hazardous industries by observing that what is hazardous for

adults must also be hazardous for dhildren. This is the case

for both the seafood and the the poultry processing industries.

For example, on May 4 the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Heatlh released a Health Hazard Evaluation Report on

2500 workers in poultry processing plants. 19* of the workers

have serious problems of repetitive motion disorders. Another

study by the Department of Preventive Medicine and Environmental

Health of the University of Iowa indicates serious respiratory

risks of working in the poultry industry.

When reviewing ar of the hazardous orders or in

considering prohibitir ulccupations for young people, some

things should be kept in mind:

Children may be required to undertake more hazardous tasks

than adults (for example, creeping under moving parts of

machinery, working in confined spaces to which they have easier

access: or they may be asked to do the "dirty work" such as

using cleaning solvents or detailed work such as using toxic

substances as gluing leather or soldering jewelry.
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Let me turn my attention to the question of violation of

our child labor laws. Recently there have been numerous reports

of a crackdown of sorts on those employers who violate these

laws. No matter how many laws we have that declare certain

occupations prohibited for young people and that they are to

work a certain number of hours, the compliance officers are

hopelessly without resources to do their job efficiently. They

need more help than laws. Their budget needs to be increased to

double their staff. The enforcement of our child labor laws

will continue to be complaint driven rather than pro active even

in the face of glaring evidence that abuse of our laws is

skyrocketing.

Public education efforts might be effective to eliminate

soma violations of the child labor laws. But they will not be

effective with those employers who willfully violate our laws,

who abuse children for their own profit, who offend our sense of

what is right and what is wrong concerning the labor of

children. These employers together with some crew leaders who

capture migrant farm workers, represent a throwback to those

shameful days at the turn of the century. We must all work to

made sure their practice is erradicated.

I appreciate the opportunity to present this testimony and

would be happy to answer any questions.
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Liederman.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am David Lieder-

man, executive director of the Child Welfare League of America.
We are a national federation of 600 public and not-for-profit agen-
cies that serve about two million kids a year in this country.

Senator DODD. Pull that microphone a little closer to you so we
can hear you.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. OK.
Senator DODD. Thank you.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Mr. Chairman, first let me say thank you to you

for your efforts on this issue, but not only on this issue but for all
of your efforts on behalf of kids in the Senate. We really appreciate
it.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. This is a mgjor issue for childrer in this coun-

try, and we think that it deserves the kind of atteaion that you
are giving it, and we support S. 2548 and hope that yo,i will move
forward on it.

We think that a positive work experience for a teenage can pro-
vide a good start to a si .cessful adulthood. Clearly, taking respon-
sibility, being on time, learning how to be dependable, learning
how to cooperate with fellow employeesthose are all good impor-
tant values and good skills that k.ids need to learn. And if it done
right, in the right kind of atmosphere, it can be a very positive ex-
perience, and we support it. Particularly if kids are doing these
part-time jobs while they are in school, it becomes even a better
experience. Unfortunately, that is not the case. Kids are not get-
ting thisthey are not in school. They are not learning the basic
skills. They are not becoming more knowledgeable while they ar
working part time.

We have had studies from researchers from the University of
California and from the University of Wisconsin which you point
out in y our own statement, Mr. CUirman, that indicate that kids
who are working have lower grades, they are missing school more
often, and they are more likely to use drugs and alcohol. The Har-
vard School of Education tells us that a third of the 10th graders in
the United States hold paying jobs, and 60 percent of the 12th
graders are working more than 20 hours a week.

You know, I think what is happening hereand it is really trou-
blingis that in every major city in the United States we see
school dropouts rates of over 50 percent. I was just in St. Peters-
burg last Friday, and they just released a report for the State of
Florida. For the entire State of Florida, the school dropout rate is
over 50 percent. So the kids, instead of being in school, are drop-
ping out of school, and they are going into low-paying, dead-end
jobs that are absolutely going to lead them to nowhere. While our
youth are trading classroom time for a paycheck, other nations'
kids are in classroom training for a better future. While our kids
are selling French fries and potato chips, other nations' youth are
in school learning how to make computer chips. I think therein lies
the problem.

There is such a relationship between education and employment,
and I don't get a sense, Mr. Chairman, that there are any formal
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relationships going on between corporate America and what is hap-
pening to kids in industry in this country and in all of the indus-
tries that people who have testified here today have pointed out,
and education. And I think we need to change that.

We give kids a false sense of security when they are in these low
end jobs. The same few bucks that looks terrific when you are 14 or
15you know, you are making a few bucks. You think you are
really doing good. You've got a few bucks, ana when you are 14 or
15, it looks big. When you are 20 and you have got one or two kids
and you are b that same job, that same few bucks doesn't look
very big. And it really doesn't help you or your family.

I think we need to change that. It is really important that we
begin to look at this as part of a bigger problem. And I know you
do, Mr. Chairman, and I think Senator Jeffords does, and we thank
you for that. But this is like the tip of the iceberg. What we are
seeing is the fallout from social policies in this countryfrom lack
of social policies, from lack of any kind of children's policy in this
country that really looks at what is happening to kids and what we
are doing and what we are not doing. And I think we really need to
change that.

I would just make one final point. Sometimes we talk about kids,
our kids who are in college who are athletes, find how important it
is for them to stay in school and finish school. And we commend
folks like John Thompson and Digger Phelps and others who are
coaches who really take an interest in the kids and who really
make an effort to try to keep the kids in school because we know
they are kids and it is important for them to stay in school. What
responsibility do the employers have with 14- and 15-year-olds?

Some of the provisions that you have in the bill are really cru-
cial, particularly requiring attendance and certifying that kids are
in school. In many ways, employers should be looking at kids and
woi king with kids in similar ways and take on that kind of respon-
sibility. And it is important that that happen.

So thank you for your efforts.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Liederman followsj
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DAVID & LEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.

Good morning, Chairmen Dodd and Metzenbaum and Members of

the Panels. My name is David Lioderman and I am the Executive

Director of the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA). Thank

you for the invitation and opportunity to appear before your

Subcommittees today to expleas our views on child labor issues

and support for S. 2548, The Child Labor Act of 1990, which was

recently jointly introduced by both of you.

The Child Welfare League of America is the oldest and

largest membership organization of child welfare providers with

more than 550 member agencies and 1200 affiliates throughout

North America. We are comprised of both public and voluntary

not-for-profit providers serving 2.3 million children, youth and

families in need of familr support services, emergency shelter,

out-of-home care (including foster family, grow care and

residential treatment) adoption and teen pregnancy services.

In its early history, the Child Welfare League lent its

support to the child labor movement; it is therefore fitting that

ue should be here today to lend our support for your efforts, Mr.

Chairmen and the efforts of the ott.-..r vitnesses to strengthen and

enforce the child labor laws currently existing in this country.

We believe this is necessary given the recent news stories and

reports of the General itccounting Office as well as the

Department of Labor which are reminiscent of the first part of

this century when we had no such laws and children wont

unprotected against workplace exploitation. When the General

.
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Accountiag Office indicates a nationwide increase of 1124 in

child labor violations between 1983 and 1987; when the State of

Massachusetts shows a 614% increase over the same period time;

when New York City experiences an increase of 487% in just one

year (from 1987 to 1988) and when the Department of Labor detects

22,500 illegally employed minors in 1989, Mr. Chairmen, it is

time for serious and meaningful action. We commend you for your

leadership in seeking such action and stand ready to assist and

lend our support.

A positive work experience for a teenager can provide the

best start into successful adulthood. The workplace ie where one

learns important values: being on time, being dependable,

following-through on a task, cooperating with fellow employees,

and learning to be responsible for mistakes as well as a job well

done. Unfortunately, however, there are negative effects as

well. According to a study of Orange County, California high

school students, students who worked compared with those who did

not had lower grades, missed school more often, enjoyed school

less, and used more cigarettes, marijuana and alcohol.

Importantly, the study also found that if work consumes too much

time -- more than fourteen hours a week for sophomores and

nineteen hours a weak for seniors -- their grades fall by half to

three quarters of a point. These figures become particularly

disturbing when you consider that the Harvard Graduate School of

Education reports that today, more than a third of 10th graders

ft,
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hold paying jobs and three out of every five l2th,graders ere

Therefore, 601 of our

12th graders are jeopardizing thir educational future and the

future of this nation's ability to be competitive in the world

market. To quote New York Labor Commissioner Thomas Hartnett,

"Going to school is a child's most important job. Ensuring that

children have the opportunity to develop the skills we will

require of them in the future is our most important obligation."

Kr. Chairmen, we couldn't agree more with Commissioner

Hartnett. Going to school should be a child's most important job

but it is a job from which they are increasingly absent. We all

know that America is losing its competitive edge in the global

economy and that our hope in re-securing our place in the

international market rests with the youth of today and the

education they receive. And, yet America's youth are trading

classroom time for a better paycheck next week while other

nations' youth are in the classroom training for a better

future.

If this trend continues, American business will reap the

short term profit of lower wage scales but pay the long term

price of a continued decline in technological innovation and

worker productivity. We owe it to our children and to our future

to assure that they emerge into the adult workforce with a solid

education and skills that help them to help us move into the 21st

century. We must strike a better balance in insuring that

America's youth get a sound education first while allowing for a

positive work experience.

f"1 g
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Moreover, ar !sou wall know, we must also step up our

enfor c e ment of existing child labor laws. Too many teenagers

today are working beyond the legal number of hours established by

the Fair Labor Standards Act, too many youths are working in

employment that is restricted by the Act anti t*o many children

under age 14 are working despite prohibitions against such

employment. The Department of Labor found that the number of

minors working illegally in 1989 was higher than in 1983 In 42

states and in all 10 Department of Labor regions. And, the

increase in violations occurred in every type of child 1%bor

standard: hours, minimum age, and hazardous restrictions. The

greatest growth occurred in work-hour violations, which tripled

from about 5000 in-I983 to over 15,000 in 1989. Work-related

injuries in 26 states show that in 1988, children under age 18

suffered over 31,500 work-related injuries and illnesses. In New

York, 1986 data from the state workers' cr/mpensation board

indicated that 1,333 awards were made to children under 18 years

of ago, 41% of which were made for a permanent disability.

As I stated earlier, it is tine for serious and meaningful

action. CWLA believes that S. 2548 provides a step in the right

direction. We fully support the crisinal sanctions for willful

violations of child labor laws that result in the death or

seriouo bodily injury to a child. We support increasing the

maximum civil fine per violation but would suggest that

consideration be given to basing the fine on a percentage

gross income or receipts, with $10,000 per violation as the

minimum. While $10,000 may seem like alot of money to some of
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us, to a multi-million dollar retail establishment or

agribusiness, it could be quite meaningless. We applaud and

strongly swport the provisions that would make ineligible for

federal grants or loans repeat violators of child labor laws;

making aveilable to affected school districts the name of

violators; and requiring certification of school attendance for

purposes of child labor certification.

We would, however, respectfully suggest that you give

consideration to amending S. 2548 during mark-up to include a

provision similar to that contained in H.R. 4743, which was

recently introduced in the House by Representatives Pease (D-OH)

and Schumer (D-NY). This provision would require the Department

of Labor and U.S. Census to compile annual data on the typos of

occupations in which children under 18 are employed, the number

of child labor violations, and the number of work-related

injuries and illnesses to youth under age 18. We believe that

this kind of information collected on a national level and annual

basis would establish an ongoing oversight mechanism into such

problems .And enable Congress to react on a timely basis to such

problems.

Again, we thank you for the opportunity to testify and look

forward to working with you as you seek to provide further

protections for children and youth within national child labor

statutes.
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Senator DODD. Thank you. Once again, you are on the cutting
e of all of these issues, and it is always a pleasure to hear you.
t I try to pick up on is eying these things together. It is aWo-

lutely essential. They are not separate issues at all. They are di-
rectly related, no question about it.

Mr. Oswald.
Mr. OSWALD. Senator Dodd, I appreciate the ability of the AFL-

CIO to express its support for this bill S. 2548. We thmk it is one of
the very important issues this country faces because we believe
that education is the most important aspect that children are re-
sponsible for during their growing-up years.

We think that the increased sanctions are necessary to substan-
tially curtail the mushrooming number of child labor violations,
and we think that they won't answer all the problems but that
they will be an effective tool in that regard.

Some of the testimony earlier emphasized the physical harm and
death that occurs from child labor. I think that it is important to
look at the educational inadequacies and the longer-term health
problems that result in child labor, because child labor regulations
should be developed to encourage such regulations and to make
sure that the workplace is safe, not hazardous to the child's health.

I would like to emphasize certain other elements that you might
want to look at in legislating in this area. Earlier testimony spoke
a little bit about the hours of work, and Senator Jeffords raised is
the current rule of 18 hours for 14- and 15-year-olds appropriate.
We would like to see that lowered to 15 hours because we think
that that provides a more effective work week for them. And we
would like to see a new rule put into effect for 16- and 17-year-olds
that would limit work to 28 hours a week for that group when
school is in session. We think that that would encourage kids not
to drop out of school, because under the current arrangement, 16-
and 17-year-olds have no limitation on the hours of work that they
can engage in while school is in session. Therefore, if they work
more hours, they earn more money, and they can just forget about
school because the other is there.

Your bill in Section 4 providesand we think rightfully sothe
requirement that the person meet the minimum State require-
ments for attending scnool. We would like to see that moved one
step further so that if anybody failed to continue to meet those re-
quirements, that their work permit be pulled, be yanked. It is in-
teresting; West Virginia did something similar in terms of granting
driver's licenses, that if somebody were not continuing to attend
school, for young people they would revoke the driver's license. We
think the same should apply to the work permit.

The other element that we would like to emphasize, while your
Section 5 talks about the hazardous industries that need to be
banned, we believe that that list and the existing list needs to be
updated dramatically. The previous activities of the Labor Depart-
ment have never really brought up to date those 1940's and 1950's
bans. Practically nothing has been done on health hazards except
for farm pesticides, and that has been very weRk.

We think that a new approach needs to be taker., and normally
we don't like to recommend one new study commission. But we
would think that because of the failure in the last 50 years to keep

7 t )
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these up to date that there needs to be established a specific child
labor study commission that would undertake this review. Because
of the leadership that you and Senator Metzenbaum and Senator
Jeffords and others have provided in this area, we would like to see
that commission established in a different way: that half of the
members be appointed by the congressional committees -vith re-
sponsibility in this area so that one really has a congressional re-
sponsibility in updating this area, not just an administrative re-
sponsibility that has not been followed over the last 50 years. We
think that that type of approach will bring the current administra-
tive rules up to date.

We think that it is important that child labor laws be used to
encourage education as a primary activity of children, and updat-
ing the penalties is one small step in effectuating this goal.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Oswald follows:i

0'1
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90-17
STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH A. OSWALD, DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

BEFORE THE JOINT SUBCOMMITTEES ON CHILDREN, FAMILY, DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM,
AND THE LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE SENATE COMM/TTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ON THF CHILD LhBOR ACT OF 1990

Nay 8, 1990

The AFL-CIO appreciates the opportunity to support S. 2548,

the Child Labor Act of 1990, and to express its views on this

extremely important issue.

This bill for the first time provides substantial penalties

for egregious child labor law violators. It raises the current

maximum civil fins from $1,000 to $10,000 per occurrence and

establishes criminal penalties for wilful violations that result

in serious bodily injury or death to a child.

These increased sanctions are necessary in order to

substantially curtail the mushrooming number of child labor law

violations. The information from GAO documents the inadequacies

of the current sanctions. While 59 children were killed at work

in 1987 and 1988, only 17 of their employers v,re cited and fined

for serious safety and health violations. And the average fine

for each workplace fatality was $740. An additional 128.000

children were injured in those years.

But child labor violations not only cause physical harm and

death, they may cause educational inadequacies and longer-term

health problems. The child labor regulations are designed to

encourage education and to circumscribe work so that it does not

inhibit education. However, more should be done to ensure that
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Child Labor 2

education is appropriately emphasized. The law should be amended

to require that children below the age of 18 be required to have

a certificate for such employment that would be issued at least

annually, so that the work relationship to education is regularly

reviewed. Further, the work certification should require

approval of the minor's parents, faaily physician, and local

school or State employment security agency officials. Such

certification should ensure that the child is physically fit for

such employment, and that the proposed employment is safe and is

not hazardous to the child's health. Also, it allows a review to

assure that the employment does not interfere with the child's

schooling..

The current child labor regulations dealing with hours of

work for children should be strengthened by this legislation.

The maximum hours of work for 14 and 15-year olds should be set

at 15 hours per week when school ic in session, and for 16 and

17-year olds at 28 hours per week. This would assure a proper

balance between work and school for children.

section 4 of S. 2548 sets forth the reqeirement that the

certificate ensures the person is at least meeting the minimum

State requirements for school attendance. This provision should

be strengthened to provide that the certificate be revoked if

such school attendance is not maintained.
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The basic occupation for all young persons should be their

education. The message should be clear that education comes

first and that work is a secondary priority.

Yet, there are and will be young persons who will, or must

work and some whose education can be furthered by work. Par

these young workers, government must ensure that they are not

exploited, and that their work is safe, healthful and protective

of their general well-being.

Section 5 of S. 2548 sets forth various specific hazardous

occupations and hazardous industries that clearly should be

banned for child labor below the age of IS. Poultry processing,

paper baling, fish and seafood processing, school bus driving (as

well as any commercial driving ) and handling power-driven

meat-slicing machines in restaurants are all appropriate

candidates for the restricted list. Each of these occupations

and industries are demonstrably hazards to life or limb.

However, more must be done to assure an updating of the

existing list of hazardous orders. The existing regulations fail

to address hcalth hazards to children, with the one exception of

farm pesticides. The active presumption is that the health risk

to children is the same as to adults. The Occupational Safety

and Health Administration standards are based on adult exposure

risks, but there are differences between the effct of toxic

exposures on children and adults. The best known example is lead
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exposure. Lead has a much more deleterious effect on maturing

children than adults.

The regulatory process should be reaching and addressing

health risks to young werkers. For many types of exposure, there

may be no difference, but to assume there is no difference is

likely to be a tragic mistake--a mistake that may not surface for

30 years.

The AFL-CIO is proposing a total review of the child labor

regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Labor basically in

the 1940s. This is a large task, but one that needs to be done.

The AFL-CIO believes this is an unusual area where a statutory

advisory committee is an appropriate approach. A statutory

advisory ccAmittee is needed because the work of the recent Child

Labor Advisory Committee created by the Department of Labor has

been thwarted by lack of support by the Department of Labor.

The bill should establish a special advisory committee for

this purpose with helf of the members appointed by the

appropriate Congressional Committee and half by the President.

The Committe4 might look at the National Economic Commission as a

model for the appointment process and give the Commission four

years to report to the Congress and the Secretary on the

appropriate standards that should be incorporated into the Child

Labor Regulations.

Child labor laws need to encourage education as the primary

activity of children. Updating the penalties for child labor law

violations is one small step in effectuating this goal.
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
We are getting down to the witching hour here. Jim, why don't

you jump in?
Senator JEFFORDS. I think in view of the time, we have a vote on

and not many minutes left to go, that we would submit written
questions to you. Very excellent testimony, very helpful testimony.
We certainly will rely upon you to assist us as we move forward,
not only on this particular piece of legislation but also to tie all of
these things together so that we keep the kids in school and we
keep them safe. I think those are our goals.

We appreciate the very enlightening testimony you have given
us here today.

Senator DODD. I apologize to you as well. We will obviously be
getting some written responses from you on some of the specific
questions we would like to raise. I think you have raised some ex-
cellent points here on things that I would have no difficulty trying
to incorporate as part of the legislative package here as we move it
along, particularly in some of the study areas. I think it is an in-
triguing idea. We would probably have overwhelming support for
congressionally appointed people since we never get a chance--
[Laughter.)

You had the right audience for that suggestion, tell you.
Senator Metzenbaum as well would like to apologize to all of you

for being called away to a Judiciary Committee meeting, but will
have some questions for you as well. We count on your active in-
volvement in this legislative initiative, and we obviously will have
to have some additional comments.

[The questions and answers of the Senators and additional copy
follow:1
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QUESTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ON CHILD LABOR

FROM SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Q. Assistant'Secretary Brooks, r would like to clarify a few

points about the Hazardous Orders (H.O.'s) promulgated by

the Secretary which are designed to prohibit work which is

determined to be "particularly hazardous° to the safety and

health of young people between the ages of sixteen and

eighteen years.

In the introduction to one Department of Labor report, a

Report of an Investigagon Qn tbe huivisabi1ity of Amending

Hazardous-Oecupations Order No. 1Q_V9,,Ing1vde Meat Patty

Machines, which was produced 1963, it is stated that

decisions on whether or not certain occupations and

occupational activities are *particularly hazardous" are

based on investigations which produce evidence about the

"types of machines that have been manufactured, the injury

experience of such machines, and recommendations for safe

operation."

My question is this: if the purpose of such investigations

are to assess the technology and conditions which create

particularly hazardous situations, could you compile a list

"41

I
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the titles, and dates published, of each investigation

having been conducted for each H.O. currently in effect. In

addition,.please describe the Department of Labor's policy

for updating existing Hazardous Orders to guarantee that

changes in technology are considered so'that individual

opportunity to work is not. deprived on the basis of

information no longer valid?

Q. In the Department's testimony, an intradepartmental task

force is referenced. The purpose envisioned for this task

torce is to ensure that the Department's approach to

formulating and enforcing regulations is effective.

Please describe the mission for this task force and the

timetable and issues which will be investigated.

Q. As a member of this task force, the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration will consider health and injury data

necessary to support regulatory decisions. Please describe

why OSHA's advice is needed in this area and whether this

advice will contain guidance in the enforcement area?
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QUESTIONS ON CHILD LABOR FOR PANEL 3

FROM SRNATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Q. Ma. Golodner, having served as the Chairperson of the Child

Labor Advisory Committee, perhaps you can clarify a few

wants about the recommendations made by this group. The

minutes of the meetings, in several areas, reflect your

frustration over the quality and quantity of data and other

evidence you were given. If you had such problems getting

the Department of Labor to cooperate, how in the world did

the Committee evidence the soundness of its recommendations?

Q. Mr. Oswald, you advocate in your testimony a system

under which all youth below the age of 18 would be required

to have a certificate to work which included approval of the

child's parents, family physician and a local school or

State employment security agency official.

Experience has demonstrated that some individuals,

particularly those from low-income families, simply will not

go through these certification procedures and instead, try

to enter the labor market illegally. In turn, employers may

begin demanding mere and more identification from anyone who

looks as if they could be under 18 in order to protect

themselves. Since those who traditionally have problems

producing such identification are also low-income

individuals, couldn't such a system have a sweeping

discriminatory impact?
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Q. Hr. Oswald, the certificate system I just mentioned would

revoke a work certificate if a youth under 18 drepped out of

school. Does this mean that the APL-CIO is advocating a

Federal law for mandatory school attendance through age 18?

Certainly, that is the impact such a provision would have.

Q. Mr. Oswald, you note dramatic differences between the

health risks faced by children and adults. The Wage and

Hour Division has no technical experience in assessing

safety or health risks. Does this mean that the AFL-CIO

would advocate transferring the responsibility for

enforcement and/or promulgation of hazardous orders to OSHA?

Q. Mr. Liederman, in your testimony you refer to the fact that

U.S. Department of Labor enforcement statistics demonstrate

that child labor violations tripled from 1983 to 1989.

While I will not argue that violations are increasing, I

wonder how reliable these statistics are. Since your

familiar with these statistics, please explain why child

labor violations dropped b.s.tween 1979 and 1983. I assume

the reductions in the number of violations were not due to

the budget cuts in those years were they? And if they were,

how much of the recent increase might be due to increased

enforcement efforts by the Department of Labor?
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Submitted Questions of Senator Howard M. Hetsenbaum,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor

for the Department of Labor, at the Hearing on S. 2549,

The Child Labor Act of 1990,on Way 9, 1990

1) The Departmelt's recent three-day undercover sting operation was

highly publicised in the media. What did the Department do to make

sure that the identities of child labor law violators, and the exact

nature of the violations, was disseminated to the people most affected

by these violations: teenagers and their parents?

2) As I said in my opening statement, the cost of a movie ticket has

gone up more in the last 6 years than the cost of violating federal

child labr laws. Does the Department believe that an average fine of

$165 is appropiate in cases where a child has died or suffered serious

bodily injury because of a willful violation of federal child labor

laws? Do you think that a fine of $1000 is even enough when a child

has died or been seriously injured?

3) On Hay 1, Hr. Davis testified before the Subcommittee on Labor

that the Department supports my OSHA criminal penalty reform bill

(S.2154), which increases the penalty for a willful OSHA violation

resulting in death from a misdemeanor to a felony. The Child Labor

Act of 1990 hes a similar provision: it increases the penalty for a

willful FLSA violation that causes the death of a child from a

misdemeanor to a felony. Can you give any reason why we should treat

a violation re!iting to the death of a child more leniently than we

treat a violatian relating to the death of an adult?
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4) Finally, let us look at an example where there may be a willful

FLSA violation resulting in death, but no willful OSHA violation.

Suppose a twelve year old dies after injuring himself while operating

a meat slicer in an establishment covered by the FLSA. Although th

condition of that slicer may meet OSHA's safety requirements, it is a

clear violation of federal child labor laww to allow a minor to

operate this machine. Thus there may be no OSHA violation, evon

though there is a willful FLSA vielmition that caused the death.

Dees the Department agree that such a violation should be subject to a

felony penalty?

Submitted Question of Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum,

Chakman, Subcommittee on Labor

for Ms. Linda Golodner, Executive Director, National Consumer's League

at the Hearing on S. 2548, The Child Labor Act of 1990, on May 8, 1990

--I know that your organization is concerned with educating the

public about the exploitation of children in the workplace. What

steps have you taken and do you suggest be taken to achieve this goal?
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Submitted Question of Senator Howard M. Metsenbaum,

Chairmen, Subcommittee on Labor

for Mr. David Liederman, Executive Director,

Child Welfare League of America, at the Hearing on S. 2548,

The Child Labor Act of 1990. on May 8, 1990

--You have recommended that we require additional data-gathering

on child labor issues. How much of an investment would be regui.vd by

the Department of Labor to compile much data? How difficult would it

be for employers to provide this information?

Submitted Question of Senator Howard M. Ketsenhaum,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor

for mr. Rudy Oswald, Director, Department of

Economic Research, AFL-CIO, at the Hearing on S. 2548,

The Child Labor Act of 1990, on May 8, 1990

--Although illegal child labor is a national problem, it has

special Lmpact upon certain industries. Are there particular unions

within the AFL-CIO that have a strong interest in this problem? If

yru believe that they have some contribution to make, we would be

interested in hearing from them in writing before the record close..

"
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Responses to Submitted Questions of
Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum, Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor,

for the Department of Labor, at the Hearing on S. 2548,
The Child Labor Act of 1990, on May 8, 1990

Question: The Department's recent three-day undercover sting
Senator Netzenbaum operation was highly publicized in the media.

What did the Department do to make sure that the
identities of Child lebor law violators, and the
exact nature of the violations, was disseminated
to the people most affected by these violations:
teenagers and their parents?

Answer: On a biweekly basis since April 3, the Department
DOL has publicly announced the lista of violators.

Tbe lists identify those businesses cited for
child labor violations under the Fair Labor
Standards Act (PLSA! as a result of the completion
of strike force investigations. The lists: contain
identifying information, as well as specific
information *bout the violations for whidh civil
money penalties were assessed. They have been
r-ovided to all Heiberg of Congress and, upon
rawest, to the media and the public.

As a result of publication of the names of
businesses assessed penalties, many firms are
seeking technical assistance from the Department
concerning compliance with the child labor
provisions of FLSA. We think that the release of
these lists of violators not only increases
awareness of the law for businesses, but also for
children, parents, and educators.

All of our efforts in recent months have been
aimed at promoting public awareness of and wider
compliance wit', child labor laws. Our extensive
use of media nationwide has provided very
effective communication. This has included
national and regional press releases issued by the
Department and newspaper, radio, and television
interviews given by top officials of the
Department. We have also set with interested
parties, including those in the field of
education, to disseminate inforsation.

We are considering other means by which we can
educate enployers and the general public,
including an educational outreach effort to ensure
that school systems aro fully familiar with the
cnild labor laws, and, to the extent possible, are
enrolled In the process of effectively conveying
this information to their students.
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Queitioa: As I said in my opening statement, the cost of a
Sesator Metsenbaum movie ticket hes gone up more in the last 6 years

than the cost of violating federel child labor
laws. Does the Department believe that an average
fine of $165 is appropriate in cases where a child
has died or suffered serious bodily injury because
of a willful violation of federal child labor
laws? Do you think that a fine of $1000 is even
enough when a child has died or been seriously
injured?

Answer: Ws have demonstrated our support for Increased
DOL penalties for child labor violations by changes

we made to our penalty schedule, changes which
edbetantially increased penalties within the
current statutory limit of $1000 per violation.

Our focus has been on seeking ways to stop the
flagrant violator who considers our current
penalties simply as a cost of doing business.
We believe that any regulatory or legislative
changes should address that specific need. We do
not want to impose onerous requirements that
discourage employers generally from hiring youth
In safe, legal esployment.

We have been looking very carefully at this issue
and are exploring what additional changes might be
appropriate to assess higher penalties tor
flagrant violators. We are actively considering
whetber to support raising the maximum civil money
penalty beyond the $1000 statutory limit. But it
would be premature for so to discuss the specifics
of what changes the Department is considering.
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2uoation: On May 1, Mr. Davis testified before the
Senator Matzenbaum Subcommittee on Labor that the Department supports

my OSHA criminal penalty reform bill (S. 2154),
which increases the penalty for a willful OSHA
violation resulting in death from a misdemeanor to
a felony. The Child Labor Act of 1990 has a
similar provision: it increases the penalty for a
willful eLSA violation that causes the death of a
child from a misdemeanor to a felony. Can you
give any reason why wa should treat a violation
relating to the death of a child more leniently
than we treat a violation relating to the death of
an adult?

AMIWOr: Senator Metzenbaum, before proceeding to answer
DOL your question, I must first correct the assumption

it makes regarding the Department's support for S.
2154. While it is true that Assistant Secretary
Scannell in hia May 1 testimony concurred in that
part of your bill that would change tho
characterization of OSHA criminal death cases from
misdemeanors to felonies, that is only one aspect
of your bill. As to most of the bill's other
provisions, the Department either did not support
them or did not specifically address them in its
testimony. So the general representation that the
Department supported S. 2154 is not accurate.

Now, as to the question you have asked regarding
child labor, the basic question is whether child
labor criminal penalties should be raised. We
think that your proposed legislation raises the
right questions on this issue. We are studying
the appropriate answer in light of our objective
of achieving compliance; and in light of our
increasing use of civil penalties, injunctive
actions, and existing criminal penalties.

Stis
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Question: Finally, let us look at an exasple where there may
Senator Metsenbaum be a willful FLSA violation resulting in death,

but no willful OSHA violation. Suppose a twelve
year old dies after injuring himself while
operating a seat slicer in an establishment
covered by the FIZA. Although the condition of
that slicer say meet OSHA's safety requirements,
it is a clear violation of federal child labor
laws to allow a sinor to operate this 'wahine.
Thus there say be no OSHA violation, even though
there is a willful FLSA violation that caused the
death. Does the Department agree such a violation
should be subject to a felony penalty?

Answer: As indicated in our previous response, we are
DOL carefully studying the issue of civil and criminal

penalties, but it is premature for me to comment
on the specifics.

Responses to Questions for Department of Labor on Child Labor
From Senator Orrin O. Hatch

Question:
Senator Hatch

Assistant Secretary Brooks, I would like to
clarify a few points about the Hazardous Orders
(H0s) promulgated by the Secretary which are
designed to prohibit work which is determined to
be 'particularly hazardous' to the safety and
health of youag people between the ages of sixteen
and eighteen years.

In the introduction to one Department of Labor
report, a gaza-LQD_IMIDStailigatiftfLS1L.the
AftleaDility oa Amendinet Hanardous Oesunations

, which
wititiotilliticedtiirl,631!thearseatt"Whingiatatecithatdecisione
on whether or not certain occupations and
occupational activities are °particularly
hazardous' are based on investigations which
produce evidence about the utypas of machines that
have been manufactured, the injury experience of
such machines, and recommendations tor safe
operation.'
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My question is this: if the purpose of such
investigations are to assess the technology and
conditions which create particularly hazardous
situations, could you compile a lint of the
titles, and dates published, of each investigation
having been conducted for each HO currently ir
effect. In addition, please describe the
Department of Lebor's policy for updating existing
Hazardous Orders to guarantee that changes in
technology are considered so that individual
opportunity to work is not deprived on the banis
of information no longer valid?

Answer: Table 1 contains a list of reports of the initial
DOL investigations condUcted for each HO currently in

effect. Investigation reports that formed the
basis for amending any of these HOs are shown on
Table 2, to the extent that this information is
avail-ble. We believe that additional investi-
gation reports were prepared, but we have been
unable to locate them.

The Department's policy for updating existing Hon
is being developed through the efforts of the
intradepartmental task force on child labor. The
tank force will seek to ensure that we are
capturing appropriate data to consider, develop,
and issue sensible, defensible regulations where
technological changes require them. In doing
this, we are looking to improve data on the causes
of injuries and deaths for minors and to use the
safety expertise of OSHA in reviewing HOs. We
will be looking to identify areas where sore needs
to be done, as well as those areas that say no
longer pose a hazard dual to changing workplace
technology.
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rn the Department's testimony, an intradepart-
mental task force is referenced. The purpoee
envisioned for this task force is to ensure that
the Department's approach to formulating and
enforcing regulations is effective. Please
describe the mission for this task force and the
timetable and issues which will be inver lasted.

Answer: The intradepartmental task force on child labor
DOL will coordinate information sharing, research, and

policy development efforts. It will seek to
identify and develop meaningful health and injury
data essential to policy decisions. The task
force will also advise whether there should be an
adjustment or supplementation of the manner in
which th Department regulates hazardous
occupations. The present approach, which tends to
rely on machine-specific HOs, may not be as
flexible as we want it to be to accommodate fast-
changing workplace technology and conditions.

The task force has met and is in the process of
establishing a work plan. An initial report (4
the task force is planned for September 1990.

QUestion:
Senator Hatch

As a r isn- of this task force, the Occupational
Safety Ad Health Administration will consider
health and injury data necessary to support
regulatory decisions. Please describe why OSHA's
advice is needed in this area end whether this
advice will contain guidance in the enforcement
area.

Answer: The Department is comst..ed to using all of its
DOL available resources to ensure safe employment for

our youth. Host of the injury data collected bi
the Employment Standards Administration, through
the Wage and Hour Division, relates to our actual
enformseent experience under FLSA. OSHA has
special technical xpertise relating to workplace
safety that we believe could be very useful In our
effort to develop meaningful health and injury
data essential to reviewing the HOs and making
pellet decisions regarding safe youth employment.

The task force was not set up to provide enforce-
ment guidance.
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TABLE l: Occupational Hazards to Young Workers
Initial Investigation Reports

Hug= Hazardous Occupations Order (HO) No,
Year

published

No. 1 The Explosives Manufacturing Industries. 1942
HO No. 1

No. 2 Motor-Vehicle Drivers and Helpers, HO No. 2 1941

No. 3 The Coal-Mining Industry, HO No. 3 1942

No. 4 The Logging and Sawmilling Industries,
HO No. 4

1942

No. 5 Woodworking Machines, HO No. 5 1942

No. 6 Radioactive Substances, HO No. 6 1942

No. 7 The Operation of Hoisting Apparatus,
HO No. 7

1946

No. 8 The Operation of Power-Driven, Metal- 1950
Forming, Punching, and Shearing Machines,
HO No. 8

No. 9 Mining Other Than Coal, HO Ro. 9 1951

No. 10 Slaughtering, Meat-Packing, and Rendering 1952
HO No. 10

No. 11 Hazards in Operating Bakery Machines,
HO No. 11

1952

No. 12 The Operation of Paper-Products Machines,
HO No. 12

1955

No. 13 The Manufacture of Brick, Tile, and Kindred 1956
Products, HO No. 13

No. 14 The Operation of Circular Saws, Band Saws,
and Guillotine Shears, HO No. 14

1960

No. 15 Wrecking and Demolition Operations,
HO No. 15

1960

No. 16 Roofing Operations, HO No. 16 1962

No. 17 Excavation Operations, HO No. 17 1963
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laulg_a: Occupational Hazards to Young Workers
Supplementary Investigation Reports

Year
illaustama_greguslatimuLarar_litgLitz. Eulainholl
HO No. 4 -- Amended due to war effort 1942
to permit eroloyment in certain
sawmilling occupations.

HO No. 4 -- Amended to include most 1948
occupations in the logging of pulpwood,
chemical wood, excelsior wood, cordwood,
fence posts, and similar work.

HO No. 6 -- Amended to include ionizing 1957
radiations and radiations emitted from
sealed sources of radioactive materials
and to set permissable limits for
exposure to radioactivity for minors
under age 18.

HOs Nos. 5, 0, 12 -- Amended to revise 1958
student-learner exempteas under HOs
Nos. 5 and 8 to conform with HO No. 12
exemption, as amended.

HOs Nos. 8, 10, 12, 12 -- Amended to 1960
prohibit setting up, adjusting,
repairing, oiling, or cleaning machines
covered by thetas HOs.

Report HO No. 10 -- Amended to include meat 1963
patty forming machines.

Report HO No. 4 -- Amended to allow for 1966
exceptions to permit minors under age
18 to cleanup outside shake and shingle
mills, split shakes manually, pack
shakes into bundles, and manually load
shake and shingle bundles.

1/ Reports prepared in conjunction with amendments to HOs.
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NV, James J. Studnely
Chief Counsel and Steff Director
Subcommittee on Labor
Senate Conmitte. on Labor and Human Resources
Washington, DC 20510-8300

Dear Mt. Smarmy:

This is in response to your letter of Kay 14 regarding
additional questions that Senator Netzenbaum and Senator Hatch
asked to upplement my testimony on the Child Labor Act or 1990.
S. 2548.

Question et ammatee matamakama: I knee that riDir
omaaalastlea la =mead with legusatina the Wale aheet the
exploitation et Mildew la the imaamlaes. Oat algae beet YOM
takaa and do MOM M1192211t as takaa to oohing We goal?

The National Consumers League (NCL) recognizes that the
public has a right to know about the exploitatIon of children in
the workplace. The public includes youth; their parents or
guardians; employers; ethers who are concerned about children, for
example, the education groups and youth organisations; and
legislators and government agencies who are responsible for public
policy initiatives and enforcing the law. A year ago, in
commemorating our 90th year of advocacy, the [JCL announced that wet
would devote additional resources tO th issue of child labor.
NCL has worked with the media to help investigate and report on
exploitation of children in the workplace. In the past year,
several stories and articles hav appeared through print, radio
and television on the issue of child labor. We hope that we have
in part been responsible for ome of this activity.

In addition, the League has participated in forums and has
had other public speaking opportunities to ;educate the public
about child labor. One such forum -- held on Capitol Hill in
November If 1989 brought togther hundreds of organizations to
discuss a day-long session the exploitation of children around
the world.

Together with the American Youth Work Center and the
International Labor Rights Education A Reaearch Fund, we have
organized the Child Labor Coalition to work on domestic ard
international child 1ab,r problems. Thie group has met several

MOINE R017.11 N Mteor, Honorary Chairman Esther Feigner. Newman, Proodent tack Blum. Preoldent
Elute lord's. Vice Prosaient Beri Soudman. Vice Pres:deco lane Ku Secreterv Bolbera Warder, Treasurr
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times and will hold a forum here in Washington on Way 10, bringing
together exports to educato the public about exploitation.

The national Consumers League has also worked with State
Departments of Labor to dovelop strong state legislative
initiatives on child Libor.

Wbat vs and other organisations have tried to to through the
Nadia and through onr national network of organizations should be
reinforced by a national public education program by the O. S.
Department of Woor. This pUblic education prooram should include
clear, plain language information to young people, their parent.
or guardians, and to employers and others who arm appropriate,
about their rights and responsibilities under the child labor
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. This should be in
conlunction with schools, Churl* groups, youth organisations, and
the state Departments of Labor. It is vary important that there
be coordi:sation with the state Departments so that information
that might appear to be conflicting is explained to the public.
For insole nom states have doclared some occupations hazardous
that the Federal law dose not cover, and vice versa. The public
information program should be continuous and made part of the
Department's ongoino pUblic affairs agenda. It should also be
multi-taceted -- including pnblic speaking engagements of
compliance officers and other labor ofilcials in the schools and
other public forums/ use of public service and media ontleter and
printed and yid= presentations.

the 110 "ornatiltighs iblig=ar
pen esthe about
amp- She atantee et the
wg..Iiszattzgmntr____m.afrJur to, NMENENUMBP

&WM AO
Sparin YOU

thinUM, =Ma
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Senator Watch, in rser=se to your question regarding the

Departsent of Labor Child Labor Advisory Committee, let me first
toll you about 'Ivo make-up o: the Committee -- was are from
oducation, youth and parent organisations, organised labor, civic
organizations, the business =annuity, safety, and otste
government organizations. Many of us work on issue, of concern to
children and the workplace daily. The staff and resourcas for the
Committee are from the Child Labor Division of the Dopartment and
from the related divisions within the Department including the
Solicitors Office and OSHA.

The Comsat= has assumed its responsibility seriouely and
hes spent many hours during the sooting. and outside of the
subcommittes and full =mitt= meetings to do independent
resoarch and gather information not available directly from the
Departsont of Labor.
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I Salve I can speak for the Committee to assure the Senator
that there via thorough research and discussion by the Committee
before voting on and presenting the recommendation. to the
Department of LWaor.

The Committee was divided into ubcoamittess -- one to review
Regulation 3, setting labor standards for 14.. and 15-year olds;
one to review Haserdous Occupation Order No. 2, transportations
another to review Hazardous occupation Order No. 10, meat
laughtering and slicing machines, a subcommittee on Hazardous
Occupation Order No. 11, regarding baking equipment; and another
on hazardous occupation Order No. 12, regarding paper baling
machines.

Without going Into all the research techniques and
information gathered on each recossandation, let me provide for
you and the subcommittee an example of the typo of work done ny
the Child Lebor Advisory Committee.

Ths subcosmittee reponsible for Regulation 1 used the
following criteria on which to base decisions:

First, with regard to expandLzg the permissible period. of
work for 14- and 15-year olds end expanding the time restrictions
presently in the law, the Subcommittee reviewed the original
studies and recommendatione from tle time the regulation wae
written in 1939 and reviewed amendments to the provisions fros
that time. The Departeent prov.ied h'story and documents from
young persons, national aesociat.one representing employers,
educators, State officials, chila aemocacy groups, consumer
c.len111.tions, organized lobar, ov.ld guidance professionals, and
individiuls. In addition to these materials, the Subcommittee
also studied background asterials. Including state restriction. on
the hours of work for 14- and 15-year olds, articles and studies
on changing demographics, including Workforce 2000, the Hudson
Institute study. The Subcommittee also conferred with staff in
the Wage and Hour Division and the office of the Solicitor on this
issue. The Subcommittee developed and used a force field analysis
to rate the advantages and disadvantages of expanding the hours of
work for such youth. A "force field* analysis. es defined by the
Subcommittee, indentifies and lists the positive and negative
factors which will result from a given ection, s h as increasing
the hours of work, as it affects a critical ilieus. Th following
factors were included in the analysis:

1) The relationship of work to echcol (attentiveness,
attendance, time via perform school work, cossitment to school
work, interest in vtracurricular activities). 2) Appropriate
developmental nvircnvont (exposure to appropriate role models,
proper supervicon). I' Wages and other Ovonopic factors
(relationship totwoen tas value of work and the actual
compensation). 4) Health and safety considerations (working
conditions, safety condition., and conditions injurous to health).
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and 5) Enforceability (fair, realistic, easily understood and
ability to comply).

These criteria were used in making the recommendation not to
expand house or change the number of hours in Regulation 3 and in
recommending that there be no exception to Regulation 3 for the
occupation of hatgirl or batboy in professional bassbell. The
full Committee concurred with the Subcommittee recommendations.

This SUbccemittee also made a recommendation that the
occupation ot door-to-door sales be prohilited tor 14- and I5-year
olds. This conclusion was reached after reviewing the many abuses
of young people in this industry. They reviewed Information
dating from 1964 when the Interstate Labor Standards Association
recommended establiehing e notional clearinghouse to ()ethos
information regarding exploitation of young people including
indentured servitude, physical and sexual abuse, and criminal
activity. The Subcosaitt.. was provided a nukber of documents,
inclading court briefs, Congressional bearings ands correspondence.
The Subcommittee also received °memento from industry
representatives and attorneys representing them. The Ssibcommittee
originally hid considered recommending the certification of firms
engaged in door-to-door salsa; however, after one subcommittee
member personally interviewed several state labor standards
officials regarding the pervasive exploitation of children in this
industry and from gatharing maturial regarding the lack of
enforcement (and inability to enforce) by the Department of Labor
in enotheir certified industry -- industrial homeork -- it was
decided that because of widespread violations, the sUbcommittee
would recommend this am a prehibited occupation. The full
committee omocurred.

I hope this example provides jou learer picture of the
thoroughness with which the committee ,ac worked. The fruotretion
expressed in trying to do our work in of the lack of data
has been noted in the meeting minutes al NU mentioned. The
Committee has attempted to do its job, h---ver, by conducting our
own research, going on sits visits and using some common sense --
ouch as noting that it is the machine that la haserdous and not
the end product* that cleaning an exposed blade la am dangerous as
using the slicing machine to process a product; and that what
occupetions cause injury to adults will also cause injury to
children. We have also relied on the the language of the law as
our guide -- that work should not interfere with the schooling of
youth or with their health und well-being.

I would be happy to diecuss this issue further dith you or
other members of the SUbcommittee as I am sure would other members
of the Child Labor Advisory Committee.

yincerely,

LI . 00
Executive Director
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May 25, 1990

James J. Brudney
Chief Counsel and Staff Director
Subcommittee on Labor
U.S. Senate
WB0hiticaton. De 20sto

Dear Mr. Brudrey:

mormnesmnmr. This will respond to your letter of May 14th hy provio.,:l
AMA A. MO answers to the questions raised by Senators Metzenbaum and
MUMMM Hatch for the reccrd.
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Q. You have recommended that We require additional data
gathering on child labor issues. Hey-, much of an
investment would be required by the Department
Labor to compile such data? How difficult would
it be for employees to provide this information?

A. The investment, at leant in terma of dollars, would
not have to be that great. For example, ricaools
could be required to forvard their certificatos to
their state labor departments which would in tarn
forward the data to the Department of Labor. Attending
physicians could be reauired to record and forward
to state labor departments data with respect to
work-related injuries sustained by persons 21 and
under. DoL would then simply aggregate and report
the information. It is our understanding that
34 states now reoaire that work ce7tificates be on
file at schools; data from those states woald be
very valuable for these purposes and other states miOt
he inclined to follow suit if they understood how tr.,
information would be used.

(I ) arszaLb.etuttos Hatch)

Q Mr. Liedarrin, in your testimony yoo refer to the fact
that U.S. )epartment of Labor enforceNent statistics
demonstratf that child labor violations tripled from
1991 to 199. While I will not arg::, that violations
are increa ine, I wonder how reliable 'hese statistics
are. Since yc...'re familiar with these statistics,
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please explain why child labor violations dropped
between 1979 and 1983. I assume tho reductions in
the numbers of violations were not due to the
budget cuts in those years wore they? And if they
were, how much of the recent increase might be due
to increased enforcement efforts by the Department
of labor?

A. The dramatic increase in violations far outstrips
any increase in Dot's resources; moreover, the same
scale of increases are reported in the states, where
resources haven't been increased either. Also, I
don't believe that Dot has suggested that their
enforcement efforts improved from 1983 to 1989 but
rather they tout their 1990 efforts. With respect to
the decrease in violations between 1979 and 1983, I

would guess that thia is probably attributable to
the recession, where with high adult unemployment,
fewer children were working to begin with.

Thank you for opportunity to submit these answers for the
record as well as the opportunity to appear before the
Subcommittee on this very important issue.

Sincerely.

30alia
David S. Liederaan
Excutiv Director

34-978 0 - 90 -- 4
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smarm QURSTION OF SENATOR HOWARD K. METES/MAUR
TO RUDY OSWALD, DIRECTOR, IMPARTMENT OP ECONOMIC RESEARCH AFL-CIO

Senator Metsenbaum:

Although child labor is a national problem, it has special impact
upon certain industries. Are there particular unions within the APL-
CIO that have a strong interest Im this problem? If you believe that
they have some contribution to sake, we would be interested in hearing
from them in writing before the record closes.

ARM= SY MR. RUDY OSWALD TO QULSTIONS St SENATOR HATCH

You advocate in your testimony a system under which
all youth below the age of IS would be required to
have a certificate to work which included approval
of the child's parents, family physician and* local
school or State eanloyment security agency official.

Experience has demonstrated that some individuals,
particularly theee from low-income families, simply
will not go through these certification procedures
and instead, try to enter the labor market
illegally. In turn, employers may begin demanding
more and more identification from anyone who looks
as if they could be under IS in order to protect
themselves. Since those who traditionally have
problem producing such identification are also low-
income individual*, couldn't such a system have a
sweeping discriminatory Impuct?

Kr. Oswald Answer: The current law already requires the
producing of identificationregardismage. The 198e
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 also
requires identification of all new sr:goyim*. Thus
the certification process that la being proposod
would not be a discriminatory process.

Question:
Senator Retch

Question:
Senator Satoh

wr. Oswald

The certification system I just mentioned would
revoke a work certificate if a youth under 28
dropped out of school. Doss this mean that the
AFL-CIO is advocating Federal law for mandatory
school attendance through age 187 Certainly, that
is the impact such a provision would have.

Answer: The -Involvement of the school systes in the
certification is intended not as a mandatory school
attendance through ego Is, but rather se a proces,-
of assuring a relationship of the work process for
children below the ego of M with the school system.
It le designed te strengthen the coniuwtion between
education and work and assure that the child worker
maintains a relationship to the school system. The
schools have a variety of progress to assist young
people and clearly their various programs need to
be understood by young workers.

Cluestios: You note dramatic differences between health risks
Senator Watch *faced by Children and adults. Th Wage and Hour

Division hes no technical experience in assessing
safety or health risks. Does this mean that the
APL-CIO would advocate transferring the
responsibility for onforc eant and/or promulgation
of hazardous orders to OS1 7

Nr. Oswald An*ver: In noting the difference between the health
risk* and children and adults, the AP10-CIO is not
advocating trot:to:tarring the reeponsibility for child
labor frogs the Wage and Hour Division to OSHA, but
rather 'Llte input of OSHA, NIH and others into
studies and background for evaluating the health
hazards of the work situations for children.
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STATEMENT ON VIOLATIONS OF CHILD LABOR LAWS.

JAY MAZUR,.PRESIDENT

INTERNATIONAL LADIES' 'GARMENT WOREERS' UNION

Submitted to the Committee Oh Labor and Human Resources
Subcommittee on Labor

U. S. Senate

June 1, 1990

A dramatic increase in the numbers Jaf violations of child labor

laws has caused shock andsconsternation across the country. Tbe

U.S. Department of Labor responded with a nationwide enforcement

sweep last week. We support Secretary Dole's strong response to

the problem, but a single well-pUblicixed sweep will not change

widespread abuss. .Violations of the child labor law are

accompanied by a return of exploitative labor conditions not soon

since the early decades of the twentieth century. The problem

demands more enforcement personnel, more effective penalties, and

a willingness to use those penalties aggressively.

The GAO has already established that with under 1,000 enforcement

officers nationwide to enforce not only child labor laws, but the

entire wage and hour law, the Department of Labor is badly

understaffed. It is unrealistic to expect the Department to step

up enforcement of child labor law without a significant increase

in the number of enforcement personnel.

It is essential, especially in light of inadequate enforcement
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personnel, that fines be increased and that the worst violators

of the law be subject to criminal penalties. Fines for child

labor, as for other violations of the labor law, cannot be simply

a cost of doing business.

Much of the attention thus far has focused on fast-food

restaurants and grocery stores-- traditional mployers of

teenaged workers. This is an area of real concern. The

combination of employers facing a labor shortage for minimum wage

jobs and teenagers who want to earn spending money may cause

irreparable damage to the education and safety of our young

people.

However, there is another kind of child labor abuse, one that is

often hidden in inner-city basements or lofts, whos victims

often speak no English and may not even be legally in this

country. These children do not labor to buy a car or the latest

fashions for themselves. Host often the child works alongside

his or her slather trying to help her earn enough to keep food on

the table for th family.

Child labor abuses in the apparel industry are well-documented.

The New York State Department of Labor,s Apparel Industry Task

Force has made child labor abuses a priority and in 1989 found

It
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245 employers in the garment indvstry in New York in violation of

child labor laws. Similar abuses are found across the country,

with large concentrations in any city with significant numbers of

immigrants.

The rise of such abuses has coincided with the return of the

sweatshop beginning in the late 19700s. Driven by harsh labor

cost competition in an industry where imports from third-world

countries set the labor standards, the sweatshop has drawn from a

growing pool of new immigrants, many of the them undocumented, in

need of work that does not require English or working papers.

The sweatshop is characterized by multiple violations of the

law -- minimum wage, maximum hour, health and safety, homework,

child labor. These shops are most often hidden from the law --

not just labor department inspectors, but tax collectors and

union organizers as well. These shops exploit entire families,

adults and children *like -- who must all work at very low wagon

to earn even a poverty level income.

Equally important for. Federal policy is that industrial homework

is one of the soot common *buses in the sweatshop -- and child

labor goes hand in hand with industrial homework in the apparel

industry.
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Ironically, while the Department is pledging a crackdown on child

labor, it is still considering lifting the ban on industrial

homework in women's apparel, even after hearings in 1989 which

showed extensive child labor violations in homework in the

women's apparel industry. Taken together these two actions would

only push child labor out of the shop and into the home.

In hearings held by the Department of Labor last year, five

homeworkers, one from Los Angeles, one from Miami, two from

Chicago, and one from a small town in Pennsylvania, testified

about their own experiences doing homework, either as children or

with their own children. Those stories, in the workers' own

words, are appended to this statement.

One additional story which occured early this year will help

complete the story of child labor in the home. The following is

a report submitted by a Vietnamese woman who is assisting the

ILGWU and the NYS Department of Labor fight industrial homework

in the Vietnamese community in the Bronx. See has asked that her

name not be used.

"One weekday, I entered a four room apartment in

the Bronx. From the outset, I noticed that the

apartment was very barren with only a few pieces of
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furniture. There were no rugs on the floor, however

there were materials strewn about. It was a visible

sign of homework. It was a home consisting of a

Vietnamese mother and four children, of whom two are

amerasians. The mother is middle-age while the

children range from 12 - 17 with perhaps one year apart

in age. While I was talking to the mother, the

children - 1 boy, 3 girls were working on the floor in

a remarkably ordered manner. One child was in charge

of sewing the bows on an old machine in one corner of

the room. The materials are then passed to another

child Who reverse and cut the excess off the bow

materials, which are then passed to the next who glued

the bows with a gun. The final step was to place hair

clips on the bows which was supervised by the young

boy. It was an organized and practiced routine.

With frankness, the mother describe their

schedule. She attend ESL classes in the morning while

the children attend the nearby junior and high schools.

In the afternoon when they come home the children would

start on the work that was delivered daily. Usually

the work must be done by pick up time the next day.

All of the children are needed to pitch in. Quite

often when the work is too much the children have to

) , ;
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stay up most of the night to finish. When that occurs,

they are always very sleepy and unprepared in class.

With a sad expression, she stated that though she knows

they are unable to keep up with their classmates, they

have no choice because she is unabl to work and

support the whole family. Though the money they get is

poor with $1.20 for a dozen of bows sometimes maybe

$1.50, they can make on an average about 3-4 dozens an

hour. In one good night they may make up to $40. But

that is if they work mcst of the night. Though it is

not much but with foodstamp and medicaid they can have

some spending money. Sometimes when the children

complain, she must constantly reassures them that one

day they will make enough to stop working like this and

move away.

*Situation like above I have seen often in my

investigation. Host family do homework until they can

save enough to move or confident enough to get off

welfare. However, this kind of mentality persists and

they continue to work at home for years. In the

meanwhile, the children suffer and usually do not go on

after highschool due to stademic deficiency. It is a

shame in these children's cases because being americans

they deserve more for their future in the land of their
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father.-

If the U.S. Department of Labor is serious about stopping child

labor, there is much that it can do. However, if the Department

proceeds with its proposal to lift the ban on industrial homework

in mumen's apparel, it will make a mockery of all its professed

concern.about Child labor. For the most vulnerable children in

America, industrial homework in the apparel industry means a

,childhood-spent in late nights of forced labor.

Fighting the sweatshop will take a concerted effort of all

parties at both the Federal and State levels. The ELM, has

worked closely with the NYS Department of Labor,* Apparel

Industry Task Force in its efforts to identify sweatshops and to

cite them for multiple violations of the law-- including building

and fire code. Inspectors must be trained and must have the

ability to *peak the languages of these immigrant workers atd

employers.

Even with these efforts, the fight against sweatshops will be a

largely /utile task if we do not hold the manufacturers and

retailers who do business with-- and profit from-- sweatshops

responsible for the conditions under which their clothing is

sewn. The 1LGWU is supporting legislation in California which
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will establish such "joint liability" under the law.

In spite of the climate of fear, the ILGWO has found many

immigrant workers who are willing to stand up and organize for

bee;er working conditions. Unfortunately, all too often, the

employer tries to intimidate the workers with threats and firings

of union activists, and, if that fails, simply closes up and

moves away, thwarting the workers, rights under the National

Labor Relations Act.

Justice for immigrant workers-- adults and chidlren-- in our new

sweatshops will demand a concerted effort across this country, on

the scale of the nqional campaign which emerged from the

Triangle Fire disaster in 1911. But simple American justice

demands nothing less.

Enclosures
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CILIA RARRAGAN

Stators the
U.S. Department of Labor Hearing. on

Industrial Homework in the Womn's Apparel Industry

Los Angeles, March 23, MO

My name is Celia [tarragon. I grew up with my family

doing industrial homework in the women's apparel industry. My

mother, my father, my sister, my brother and I all worked at

hose making garments. The ban on industrial homework should

remain in force. Industrial homework in the mason's clothing

industry is a terrible thing, and no crtificate system can

change that fact.

My family moved here from Mexico in 1.44, when I was

seven. My sister Maria is two years older than I am, and my

brother Javier is two years younger. My sister Lourdes is two

years younger than Javier. The three older children helped my

mother do homework from le74-1,52-3. Maria and I worked every

day, while my brother helped out when there was a special rush.

My mother worked for several different companies in

the Los Angeles are*. She m...de blouses, dresses and skirts.

She wee always paid by the piece, not by the hour.

I do not know exactly how much my mother earned. In

tLe mid-11170s aha usually earned less than $100 week. And I
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do know she worked vary long and hard, and did not make much

money. My mother would stay in front of the sewing machine

all day long mid often until late at night. She would get up

only to eat or to cook. It sy sister and I were home from

school, then we cooked, so my mother could keep working. My

mother worked half-days on the weekends. But she Nover

received any additional money for working more than 40 hours

in the week.

Maria and r would work two or three hours almost

every day after school. At times we also worked three or four

hours a day on weekends, sometimes on both Saturday and

Sunday. My mother did the sewing. After we bought a second

sewing machine, my father would sew also whn he came home

!role work.

Maria and I turned the garments inside-out, so that

the seams could be sewn on the inside. We made corners in

belts and collars by stretching the material with something

pointed like a pencil. We cut threads and put laces in

dresses which had tie-up fronts. This work made my fingers

red, swollen and sore.

The worst thing about homework was that my mother was

always under pressure. When she had an easy job to sew, she

did all right. But most of the time she had difficult jobs to

sew. Or she had a rush deadline. When we had to meet a

deadline, we would work until late. We had to go to bed by
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:30 when I was young. My parents enforced this rule

strictly. But when we had to seat a deadline, sometimes we

had to work until 1/:10 at night. I believe that working this

much and staying up late interfered with my school work and

made me tired at school.

My mother would stay up even later. She would work

until 12:00 or 1:00 as. Many times the noise of the sewing

machine woke us up in the middle of the night. Then my mother

would stop working, but she would get up very early in tho

morning and start again.

The difficult jobs caused my mother great strain.

The boss would give her sample, but not explain how the job

was done. my mother would have to try different ways to sew

the job until she figured out a way that cams out right. Of

course, the boss did not pay her for this time.

Many times my mother would take work to the boss and

expect to be paid. She counted on getting the money then to

buy our food or pay bills. But the boss would tell her to

change something on the garments, such as making the pleats

narrower or wider. Then my mother would not get paid until

she had finished redoing the work.

If my mother sewed anything incorrectly, she had to

fix it before she was paid. This happened often because the

boss did not explain exactly how he wanted the garment made.

1
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Or my mother hod to make the garment with the among needles,

or the material would not work well in her sachine. Of

course, the boos couldn't care less about these problems. And

he didn't pey my mother anything extra for her time. The

piece rate woo all my mother ever made.

The employers did not pay my mother for the time she

spent carrying the work an her back to and ?'As the factory.

With one company she had to walk eight blocks carrying the

large, heavy bags of garments.

My mother worked in the living room. The living room

was always piled high with pieces ef material, begs of

garments and the sewing machines. It was always crowded and

cramped. There were threads all over the floor. We could

never escape the dust and lint. The living roan was covered

with it, and we always had it in our hair. We breathed the

dust constantly, and had it in our noses and throats. W4o had

coughs froa the dust constantly and often got skin rashes from

the materiel. The noise, the dust and dirt made our living

ream seem like a factory. I could never bring friends over to

my house, and would have been ashamed for them to see my

living resm.

Homework made our lives miserable. My mother watched

my younger brothers end sisters while she worked. So, they

had to stay all day with her in the living room, in the siddle
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of the dust, dirt and noire. They could not go outside or

move around. Ny mother was always keeping one eye on the

little ones, to aceep them out of the material and garments.

Then she would make a mistake because she could not

concentrate, and yell at my little brother and sister for

making too much noise or getting into the garments. Sometimes

my mother would boat us because she was always frustrated and

anxious from watching the kids while trying to make the

deadline.

On and off from my 8th grade year to the 10th grade,

I began to do my own homework in addition to helping my

mother. I worked for the same company as my sother. I was

given sewn garments, and I cleaned the garments by cutting the

loose threads. / would also hang them up and bag them. I was

paid two or three cents each to lace up dresses. When I picked

up speed I could do 50 in an hour.

Nothing will improve the industrial homework system.

It must remain banned, and the ban must be enforced.

Romeworkars will not keep accurate records. Ny mother knew

that thews was a minisudWags, and that she made far less than

the minimum. But she would never keep accurate records if

that meant a risk of losing her job. She would cheat on her

records of hours rather than anger her boss. She would not

keep records that showed minimum wage, overtime or child labor

violations.
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1 believe that children will always work as long as

wouen's.alothee.ere nade.et home. My fenny needed the

money. My mother made us work so that we could make a few

cents sore a week. This wili not change unless you have a

government inspector stationed in every home that doss

homework.

Please keep and enforce the ben on homework in the

women's apparel industry. Thank you.
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Industrial Homework in the Wonon's Apparel Industry

Miami, March 16, 1909

Please oall me Marie Anne. I as using this name

because I will not be able to get work if I use ay real

nano. I am a homeworkr. I want to tell you about ay life

and my 'fork. I am Haitian. I cams to the United States in

1900, and as a resident alien. I have been sewing at hose

for several yaars. I have worked for several differant

companies, making different items of children's and womenos

clothing.

r must work very long hours to pay for our food and

housing. I start work at 6:00 in the morning. I work all

day and into the night. I always work until 1:00 pm. and

often I work until midnight. I do t%is seven days a week. I

do not leavs my machine very often. I must cook for an hour

or so on school days. On weekends my children cook and / eat

at my using machine. I never recaive any extra money for

working more than 40 hours in a wank.

1
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Working such long hours is very swid for my health.

In the morning when I get up, I can't close my hands. The.;

ache. I have bad back pains, and get cramps in ay body.

my children work with ma as well. I have six

children living with at, four of them under 16 years old.

They all work on the garments. The two yoUngest are five and

ten years old. They work two-three hours a day, cutting

threads, cutting elastic, folding and bagging and other

lobs. On weekends, my 13 and 14 year old children work at

the sewing machine for the day.

I as paid very, very little tor my work. About four

months ago I sewed a lot of two piece women's pants and

tops. I did a total of 1,374 sets. I was given 15 days in

which to complete the order. I had to work until midnight to

complete the job in this amount of time.

Sewing each set took about fifty minutes. It

required three different sewing machines, a Singer, a Merrow

end a blind-stitch. We had to sort the pieces first. Then we

sewed them, cut the threads, sewed in the labels, ironed and

bagged. It took well over an hour to do each set. I was

paid 611.20 for each set.

I must pay for the the electricity to run the sewing

machines. When I have a lot of work to do the electrical

bill for the sewing is over $100 a month. I had to buy the

2
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thread for these two piece suits. I spent $91.50 on thread,

and used additional thread I already had. / have to pay for

my own needles, which cost $12 for this job. also have to

pay for the oil for the sewing machines. I had friends who

picked up the work and delivered it for me. I paid for the

gasoline they used.

I had to buy and pay for ay sewing machines. I own

seven machines, which my children and I use. They cost about

$700 for the Singer? $1500 for the Morrow and $1,300 for a

timed blind-stitch. I have to pay for repairs on the

sachines. I have a friend who charges me $25 to fix than,

plus the cost of the parts.

Sometimes I have friends help me sew garments. My

friends do parts of the garments in their homes. I would pay

them part of what I was paid. For instance, I paid my

friends $0.30 for children's tops. I received $0.40 for

these tops. I had to finish sewing the tops, cut the

threads, inspect the tops and make repairs on them after I

got them back from Sy friends.

In September I worked on three piece children's

suits. Z earned $1.75 tor the entire suit, including a

shirt, jacket and pants. The jackets were very difficult,

and took se several hours to do one. The pants and shirts

were much easier.

1
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I sewed about 1000 pante and onirts, awl ever 100

jackets. But the company did net pay se. The company said

it did not have any money. I met many other hositworkers who

dld set got paid themselves. I hove received only $190, and

the cesgeny hes not paid se the other We it owes se. They

owe me this money since the end of leptesher. Put I had to

pay the people Ohs helped se, as well as my ether enpesses.

Tbis soney case out of sy pocket. The employers de not sake

any deduc.ions fres wy paychecks.

I know that hosework paye very badly. gut I need to

sake money for sy family to survive. I cannot afford to pay

toe childcare. It is not right that sy family and I get paid

e little for se such hard work. Thank you.

4
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MICH:ILLS SNYOM

Before the
U.S. Department of Labor Bearing on

Industrial Romework in the itonen's Apparel Industry

Mew York City, Mara 29, 1969

Ny name is Michelle Snyder. I live at 401 W. Main

Street, Terre Hill, Pennsylvania. I am here to tell you

about my experience doing industrial homework in women's

apparel.

I work at a garment factory, TEM Manufacturing in

Blue Ball, VA. I earn about $10 an hour on piece rata in.

the factory. I did homework for a week beginning on

February 13, 1966 bec...tse I needed the extra money to

support myself and my three Children.

I did the homework after a full day's work in the

factory. I started the homework around 3:00 pm and

worked until 11 or 12. at night. This was very

exhausting. The work is very dusty, and it gave me nose

bleeds.

I sewed shoulder pads for wosen's shirts, waist

bands for women's shirts, retained and joined the collars

and tacked lace ribbons for children's shirts.

1
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was paid 20 cents a dozen for .the ribbons. It

took me about 10 minutes to do a dozen ribbons. I was

paid 22 and a half cants a dozen for the waistbands, and

it took me one hour to do 2 dozen. I got MOO for 180

shoulder pads: I was not paid at all for the throe hours

I spent retaining and joining collars.

I spent about SO hours working at the sewing

madhine. I recetved a total of $64.28 for this work.

The SO hours doss not include the time I spent setting

up, finiahing (tying and bagging), travelling to pick up

and deliver the work every day, and waiting time.

In addition, my children, wpm 8 and 9, helped me.

They folded ribbons and cut garsents apart. Each child

worked about two hours.

Out of the money I (earned, I had to pay for the

electricity to run the sewing machine and the gas and

wear and tear on my car, as well as heat.

LI was not paid time and a half for the vork I did

over forty hours in the week I was paid by check, but

the employer did not maks any deductions from my check.

I was comcarned about fire dangers, because I workad on

the material in the kitchen.

1 ;
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A co-worker of mine in the factory, Christine

Weinrich, gave me the homework. She said *he was a

subcontractor and had 10 girls &trying in their homes with

her machines. I did some of the homework at Weinrich's

home, where there were two industrial, factory sewing

machines. I did the rest of the work at my home.

After a week, Weinrich told me that she didn't have

any more work for me and that she was going to stop doing

homework. This happened the same night that Weinrich

found out that the union Shop Chairperson was a friend of

mine. Weinrich made a very big deal about my being

friends with the shop chairperson.

Although I needed extra money very badly since I as

the sole support of my three children, I learned that

homework was a very bad way to work and I hope that you

will not allow industrial homework in this country.

1 / :o
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Before the U.S. Department of Labor Hearings on

Industrial Homework in the Women's Apparel Industry

Chicago, March 9, 1989

MS. WERTHEIMER: I think the English translation

is mildly different in minor ways Zrola the Spanish. The

translation is now in English, read in Spanish, but it has

certain markings on it. We would just recommend cleaning it

uP-

JUDGE VITTONE: I personally have no preference.

I'm just trying to make it easier on the three or four of

you.

MS. WERTHEIMER: We're prepared -to read the

statements as they are right now in English.

JUDGE VITTONE: Okay. Why don't we do that. Ms.

Sanchez will read them, and take each one at a time. Okay.

And then we can have queirtions for each individual.

MS. SANCHEZ: Juana Peres is prepared to read her

statement herself in English.

JUDGE VITTONE: In English? That will be fine

then. Okay.

..STATEMENT or JUANA PEREZ

MS. PEREZ: My name is Juana Peres. In 1986 I

liMMAANkul before. Congress about my experiences as a

hoesmorksr. A copy of my statement, which i2 tru, is

attached.

I am currently employed at a factory in Chicago

'thick makes plastic products. I do not presently perform
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any homework, hut I continued to perform homework for Blanca

Mona, through May 1988, and my daughtar, a 15 year old

student, asisted me.

Blanca Moreno worke'd for the Glacier Brothers. z

sewed pants, dresses, and blouses. I made the entire

gareent. I was paid 35 cents for a pair of pants, $1.25 fo

ra dress, and 80 cents per blouse. I normally worked eight

to ten hours a day, six or seven days a week. When I became

tired or had other things I had to do, and my daughter was

home from school, she would sew. working that way I could

produce 100 blouses per 'rook, sliming $90. I would do

better on cinosses or pants, averaging about $2.70 per hour.

I recoived no overtime and kept no time records. I was paid

by personal check.

In figuring my $2.70 hourly wage, I did not tale.

into account the threa hour round trip hy public

transportation to and from Blanca's to pick up and daliver

the work, or the cost of the public transportation. I made

tha trip two or three times a*week. Also, I had to supply

my own noodles for the machine, had to pay a repairman for

any repairs on the machine, and had to pay my own

electricity. These coats were paid out of the $2.70.

I bought my machine from Blanca for $300. She

deducted $20 per week from the check she gave ss. z was

paid when I returned the garments. I was not paid for

34-978 0 - 90 5
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relects or garments needing repair. The money to pay for

the machine was the only deduction from my pay.

In addition to working in my home, I also worked

at times in another tady's basement. The basement wasn't

heated, and we worked with our jackets on. The piece rates

were the same, but each day we had to unload piece goods

from the station wagon, and load it with finished goods. We

were not paid for that time.

I got started in homework becaus I needed the

money. I prefer not to do it, and only do it out of

necessity. Your apartment is atways a mess from the piece

goods stacked all over, and the air is filled with particles

of material which irritates your nose and throat. rt is

hard to work late at night because the neighbors complain

about the noise and vibration from the machine. I would

work late when they were not home.

my landlady also would get upset because unless I

was careful about whatever electricity I was using, the

machine would blow fusee. We were always under pressure to

produce *ore, and wego.told that if we did not produce we

would not get any more work. I would have my daughter help

me, but that bothered me because she was not able to spend

time on her schoolwork, or after helping me was up later

than she should have been to do her schoolwork, so she was

tired and sleepy when she went to school.
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my job at the.facl.ory is hard, and the pay is not

.great, but 2 am paid for all the hours I work, have

contributions made for Social Security bsnefits, I am

coverad by workees' compensation insurance, and when I am

finished I can leave my work, get away from it, and go blow

to an part:Rant that is not littered with dust from the

iliatarial, and does not have bundles all over. I can spend

time with my daughter, and her schoolwork or sleep is not

interfered with.

JUDOS VITTONS: Thank you very much. Now you are

reading for the lady to your immediate right, is that right?

MS. SANCHEZ: This is Juana Sores.

JUDOS MUM. Do we have any questions tor this

particular witness?

M21. CALLAO:CR: Yes. Would you ask Senora Pere:

how old her daughter was when she started helping her?

MS. PERU: Tan years old.

MS. OALLAOKDR: And would you ask her to tell us

what jobs she did?

JUDOS VITTOMS: You mean Ms. Perim or her

daughter?

MS. PERU: She said my daughter would close the

neck, the collar neck. She would close the collars, the

ones that she's showing.

MS. GALLAGKDR: I'd like tho record to show that

1 ,"
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the witness is holding a blouse with a long tie. similar to

the tie that we were talking about earlier, except that mine

is not attached whereas this one is attached.

M3. PEREZ: And she would also close-the cuff.

JUDOS VITTONS: She would sew tho collar and the

tie, collar and the cuffs. Let the record show that she

said yes.

Do you have my other questions?

MS. GALLAGHER: I don't recall whether Sonora

Peres testified whether her daughter is no longer engaged in

this. I assume that her daughter is no longer engaged in

the apparel work?

MS. PEREZ: No, because I found * job in a

factory.

HS. GALLAGHER: Thank you very much.

JUDGIO VITTONZ: ro you have any?

MR. SLACESURN: No other questions.

MOGI ARTTONZ: Let me ask Ms. Peres a coupt4 of

questions. I understand that she saLd that she was paid 3$

cent. tor a pair of pants, $1.25 for a blouse, or a dress,

rmaarry, ani 50 cants for a blouse?

MS. PAM: She said I wits paid 35 cents for a

pair of pants, and $1.25 for like a housecoat dress. And

she said this type of blouse she was paid at SO cents.

JUDGE VITTONE: Eighty cents for that particular
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white blouse?

MS. PERES: Yes.

JUDGE VITTONE: Mow many did she say she would--

of thoee blouses she would sew in a week?

MS. PERSZ: If I made this type of blouse, I could

sew 100.

JUDGE VITTOME: I'm sorry. I didn't hoar you.

MS. PEREZ: If I made this type of blouse, I could

sew 100.

JUDGE VITTOME: Row many hours would it take for

her to sew 100 blouses, if she can estimate?

M3. MEE: She said it would take about 45

minutes for one blouse.

JUDGE VITTONS: Forty-five minutes for one blouse.

Is that actual ewing time, or what?

te. PEREZ: Only sewing.

JUDGE VITTONE: Only sewing. What exactly would

she do for that blouse? I mean, what --

MS. PERU: I would attach the coIlar. Also the

shoulders, and lielt on the cuffs. Assemble it completely.

JUDGE VITTONE: I'm sorry, say that again?

MS. PEASZ: Assemble it completely.

JUDGE VITTONX: Assemble it completely. Ail

right. Thank you.

Do you have -- okay, I think w can move on to the
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Industrial Homework in the Woments Apparel Industry

Chicago, March 9, 2909

MS. SIAM: my name is Sda Flores. I am 15 years

old, and a sophomore in high school. School i* very

important to me. I want to do well so I can go to college.

In the eighth grade and in my freshman year in

high school I helped my mother with the work she was doing

at home. I learned by watching her and will operate a

sewing machine, and will sometimes will work with tho

scissors cutting and trimming. I will help my mother one or

two hours during the week, and will work about three hours a

day on the weekend. This was so my mother could rest, do

things around the house, or go food shopping, and so forth.

was lucky. I did not have any accidents with the sewing

machine or scissors, but the material fibers or dye

particles in the air gave me sinus problems.

We had to get medication from the doctor. It gave

me same relief from the pain. I was still uncomfortable. I

did not miss say days from school, but I did fall behind in

ay schoolwork, and will get sleepy at school. I feel behind

because I had about an hour of schoolwork and I had trouble

doing it. It wa difficult to concentrate when my mother was

using tho machine, and with the material she was working

;
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with piled all over the house. More was really no place

for as to do my schoolwork.

I also had difficulty because I would be tired if

Ihelped my mother before doing my schoolwork. I got sleepy

at school because of the nights when my mother was running

the machine it was hard to sleep.

I have looked for jobs to try to skarn money to

help my mother, but at my age I cannot got a regular job.

All 1 could do was help with the homework. Right now my

mother is not doing homework. She has a regular job. I

hope she can avoid having to do homework. It is much nicer

around the house. Mom does not seem as tired, and it.is

easier to have friends visit.

JUDGE VITTONE: Thank you. Do you have any

questions?

MR. DLACREURN: No questions.

JUDGE VITTONE: Ms. Gallagher?

I. GALLAGEER: Ms. Flores, did you say you are 15

years old?

M3. !LOPEZ:, Were you born in the United States?

ME. !LOPEZ: No.

ME. GELLAGMER: So you are -- I have no further

quegitions.

JUDGE VITTONE: I am not sure I understood. How

long were you doing homework, or helping your mother to do

1
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MS. FLOREZ: Tor five years.

JUDGB VITTONE, And you started at what age?

MS. rLORSZ: Ten.

JUDOL VITTONE: You're IS now?

MS. mown: Ys.

JUDGE VITTONS: So you just recently stopped doing

homework?

113. MORSZs Yes.

JUDOS V1TTONS: What kind of work was your mother

doing as far as sewing at home?

MS. FLORBZ: Blouses. pants. dresses.

JUDOS V1TTONZ: Do you know %ow long how many

. hours a week sh would spend doing homework? Not exactly.

JUst an stimate.

ms. nom: Doing homework?

JUDGE VITTONS: Excuse me?

MS. moms: Weil, : can't say. I was in school.

Sut I could say it was like four or five hours or more.

JUDGE VITTONS: And you helped hr everyday?

MS. TLORS:: When I got back from school, yes.

JUDOS VITTONS: When you came home from school you

helloed her?

MS. FLOREZ: Yes.

JUDGE VITTONE: How long would you help her after
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MS. FLOM: Two or three hours. It all depended

on haw much homework I had to do.

JUDOS VITTONS: Then you did your homework?

MS. mans my schoolwork, yes.

JUDOS 'FUTONS: And then -- but you would help

your mother each day after school?

MO. YLORZI: Yes, before -- well, okay, I would

come fram school, and I will help her, and maybe later in

the afternoon I would to my homework.

JUDOS VITTONE: Okay. What grade are you in now?

MS. FLORES: I'm a sophomore.

JUDOS VITTONM: A sophomore in high school?

MS. fLORMI: Yes.

JUDOS VITTONS: Okay. Thank you very much.

Let me ask -- I have a question for the first

lady. I'm not sure it I understood how long she had dons

homework, sewing woek at home.

M3. MSS: Sight to ten hours to be abl. to get

ahead with the work.

JUDOS VITTONE: Each day. Bow many years or

months?

M3. PZREZ: For three years at hams.

MGM VITTONE: Throe years at home. Okay. So

she is not working now doing homework at that rats?

1 2,,)
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Thank you very much for inviting the Workforce Preparedness Project
(WPP) of the National Safe Workplace Institute to provide testimony for your
hearing on the problem of child labor and the exploitation of youth in the
workplace. We applaud your leadership in holding this most important hearing so
that the continuing problem of child labor abuse begins to gain the priority attention
that it desperately deserves.

As you know, the Institute has been engaged in research on child labor and
the role of work in the lives of teenagers for the past 19 months. We received a

grant from the Aetna Foundation to spearhead our work in this area, which we
recently expanded into the Workforce Preparedness Project. Most recently, our
work has been supported by a grant from the Joyce Foundation in Chicago.

Our work has led us to conclude that child labor abuse in America is greatly
underappreciated. In the Institute's Labor Day, 1990 report, we included a chapter
entitled "Young and ExpendableTeenage Workers at Risk" that provided a special
look at new patterns of child labor abuse, particularly in the fast growing service
sector of the economy. Previous Institute reports documented the horrendous
neglect that children suffer on the nation's two million farms and ranches,
problems that extend far beyond the well known abuses of migrant children.

More Teenagers Work

The share of the teenage population that is employed has increased in recent
years. There are two factors that drive the increased usage of teenage labor. First,
the service sector, especially the fast food industry, has grown at a rapid rate during a
period when the supply of available teenage workers has been shrinking. Second.
many families have gone from being supported by one or two paychecks to being
supported by multiple paychecks. This phenomena has Seen accelerated by the
decline of high paying jobs in many parts of the U.S. economy. For example, 14
million blue collar workers and three million managers lost their jobs in the 198(rs.
While a small number of individuals went on to higher paying employment, most
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of these individuals have had to accept new employment opportunities with
reduced pay and benefits. As a result, spouses and teenage children have taken jobs
to make up the difference.

The. 'tithing of America's youth

Our neglect of child labor abuse, particularly in the 1980's, has made the
nations teenagers young and expendable. Our research has led us to conclude that
two crimes are being inflicted on the young. Not only are we robbing many
youngsters of their youth, but we are robbing them of their future. Let us elaborate
on the second factor. Our technology-driven society demand: workers with
technical skills if our businesses are to be internationally competitive. Increasingly,
these new job requirements are based on solid math and science skills, the s,.'..jects
that suffer most when teenagers work. U.S. business and higher education have
paid a high price: they spend $30 billion each year on remedial instruction trying to
bridge the learning gaps of our failed young.

Waite the broad picture is clear to us, mo..e most be done to document this
neglect and what it means for this nation. At the WPP, we are continuing to collect
and analyze data on this matter. We believe that work can be beneficial for most
teenagers. Yet we, as a society, have neglected to understand the need in balancing
work responsibilities with educational responsibilities. Government, industry and
the educational system sharn the blame for this failure. The Wrir is dedicated to
provide clear thinking and options on this situation so that future choices can be
fully informed.

We divide abuse into three areas: (I) service sector, (2) traditional child labor
or sweatshop and (3) farm child labor abuse. All three areas have been neglected by
society and the institutions, public and private, that have been entrusted to ensure
that the interests of young men and women are protected. It has often been said that
our young people are the nation's most precious resource. For too many
youngsters, this has been more of an illusion than reality.

For the remainder of this statement, we will address each of these Lniee areas
in terms of our observations and research. We will reserve most of our

.1"
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commentary for the first area, service industry abuse, which has been the focal point
of our work. We plan to publish a national report in 1991 on the role of work in the
lives of teenagers that will provide our views on this important matter. This report
will review teenage labor use patterns in light of educational, demographic, and
labor requirement patterns and trends. We will also host a Round-table involving
national leaders in business, education, government and other fields on what can
and should be done to correct child labor abuses and to more fully prepare teenagers
for work.

5ervice Sector Abuse

The largest employer of teenagers in the U.S. today is the service sector of the
economy. Unfortunately, for many youths, the demands of work in this industry
have taken priority over the interests of school, family and community. Because of
its large size, the service sector is the most neglected area of child labor abuse in the
U.S.

The service sector contains a wide variety of businesses: food sereice (fast
food outlets, restaurants and caterers), supermarkets, convenience stores, laundries
and cleaners, gasoline stations, and small retail outlets. We have been most
concerned with the food service industry, particularly fast food outlets. Our concern
with this segment of the service sector stems from the large numbers of teenage
workers employed and the long hours that these establishments are open.

in 1989, we conducted a survey of more than 150 outlets in Baltimore,
Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia.' Our survey consisted of questions that we
asked of managers about labor use practices. We wanted to know specifically (1)
what employment opportunities existed for young workers and (2) what monitoring
programs, if any, that managers used to track the a,:ademic performance of young
workers. Our general conclusions:

1) The level of abuse generally is closely related to the supply of labor. Labor
shortages were most acute in suburban and middle class neighborhoods of the cities
we surveyed. While the supply (availability of workers) of labor is an importznt

34-978 0 - 90 6
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factor in abuse, the fact that outlets are operating far greater hours, both in the early
morning and late in the evening, contributes to the demand for labor.

2) Fast food managers have little or no concern about child labor or
Occupational Safety and Health Administration requirements. This lack of concern
arises from the fact that these establishments are almost never inspected.

3) For many out'ets, adult-like size and the ability to handle the job is the
only requirement for employment.

4/ Of the outlets we surveyed, only one manager had a system to monitor the
educational performance of young workers. Managers routinely insist that they had
no obligation to monitor such performance.

5) In the downtown or low income areas of the surveyed cities, we found that
fast food outlets typically have a large supply of labor and therefore can reserve
employment opportunities for teenagers 16 years of age and older. In fact, the
starting pay for a 14-year-old in the suburbs is often $1.25 an hour more than for a
17-year-old in the Inner city.

In conducting our survey, we began to understand that the uature of teenage
work was changing in the fast food indtistry. We also began to understand that the
nature of the work that teenagers experience in fast food jobs is now dramatically
different than the nature of the work teenagers in similar jobs experienced just a
decade ago. The fast food industry has long basked in the benign image projected by
its television commercials, which feature alert, well-scrubbed teenagers happily
working in clean, family-centered environments. In reality, the fast food industry
has paid far greater attention to the "quality contror of its food products than to the
welfare of its young workers.

After considerable examination of the nature of fast food work that is now
available for teenagers, we concluded that there are four significant differences
between work in this industry today and work opportunities that exist in other
sectors of the economy (and those that prevailed for previous generations of teenage
workers). These differences are!

4
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1) Teenagers now are likely to work far later into the evening. We believe
that late-night, fast food work contributes to diminished academic performance and
increased absenteeism.

2) Work is typkally supervised by other youngsters, sometimes by
individuals who have been on-the-job only three or four weeks. Adult co-workers
are a rarity. Obviously, there is little or no opportunity for mentoringa vital source
(or value formation and attitude development (or young workers.

3) The work that teenagers do is high stress dile to the frenetic pace that
typically characterizes many of these establishments.

4) The wcr k is often needlessly dull and repetitious, utilizing kw skills
taught in school or required for other types of jobs.

We believe that this combinatkm of factors is extremely important in
understanding the problems associated with teenage employment in service sector
work. The tendency for parents ard others to encourage employment practices in
this industry is often based on the personal experiences of adults who have no
understanding of how work is so much different now than in previous generaticms.
We hope that parents will become educated on these critical differences so they cart
assist their teenagers in making informed employment decisions

While the vast majority of child labor abuses in the service sector are related
to hours violations, injuries and even deaths are part of the picture, too. Children,
many under 16, have been cut by power slicers, burned by ovens and have lost limbs
to paper baling machines. In addition, the use of teenagers as drivers of restaurant
delivery vehicles has resulted in numerous deaths and serious Mjuries. The
Institute was instrun:ental in telling the story of Jesse Colson, the 17-year-o1d youth
who was killed by delivering pizzas last June in suburban Indianapolis. After
pressure from the fristitute, Jesse's employer, a business with $2.3 billion in annual
sales, announced that it would no longer employ teenagers below the age of 18, the
legal age for performing commercial deliveries. Previously, this enterprise was
either ignorant of child labor law requirements or willfully broke the law.
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The cause for our neglect is not difficult to understand. The fast food
industry, which did not exist 25 years ago, has rapidly evolved to the point where it
now employs a large and growing share of the teenage labor force. The growth of
the fast food business has been so rapid that we have not had a chance to understand
and digest the adverse consequences of work in this industry.

We are not alone in our assessment and amcern. In an important 1986 study
sponsored by the Spencer Foundation, Ellen Greenberger and Laurence Steinberg
documented educational diminishment, increased absenteeism, anti-sodal behavior
(including increased drug and alcohol use), and other dysfunctions among working
high school students.2

Surveys have shown that about 70% of U.S. high school students work. High
school seniors aterage 20 hours of work per week.3 Educational researchers are in
agreement that working more than 20 hours a wcek typically results in diminished
school performance. In labor-short New Hampshire, a recent survey found that
more than 84% of students in the 10th through 12th grade are workingand that
45% put in more than 20 hours per week.4 We are concerned that the long, late
hours students are spending at work is resulting in short, hurried minutes studying
in school hallways between class, and in study halls that look more like slumber
sessions.

Educators, researchers and even some employers are beginning to realize the
potential for harm that exists in service sector work. Efforts to improve the work
experience for teenagers must take into account the reality that service liodustiies
will continue to grow, and continue to employ large numbers of youth, for years to
come. Any public or private strategy for the fast food industry must realize that
many youngsters must work: because of family poverty or to finance a college
education. There are clear costs to thoughtlessly limiting access to work. Effective
strategy must result in monitoring programs and cooperative strategies that protect
the interests of young workers. Experir.entation on how to best maximize the long-
term interests of the young should be encouraged.

Secretary Dole's recent action to pursue litigation against Burger King
Corporation should be applauded by all who care about our nation's people
and the success of our secondary education system. The fast food industry must see
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the Secretary's leadership as a challenge to examine existing teenage labor use
practices. We are convinced that these problems can be successfully addressed
through creative and effective leadership.

Rerently, McDonald's Corporation started a program in Missouri to respond
to community concerns about youngsters working far into the night. We applaud
this initiative and we hope that it spreads as rapidly as possible. Tragically,
however, neglect is the byword of this industry when it comes to evaluating the
interest of its young workers. While it is easy for us to blame industry, society must
shoulder much of the fault. We simply have not been thoughtful and creative in
responding to this problem.

5wsat Shops_and
Treitiona) Abuse

Ever since the Institute was established in 1987, we have been acquainted with
the horror of sweat shop and traditional child labor abuse. We discussed fatalities
and injuries of teenagers r scores of occasions with parents, physicians and others.

Last year, we published FACES--The Toll of Workplace Death on American
Families.5 We told the incredible story of Bernic Kimmell, a 15-year-old who was
killed while driving a forklift at a Seven-Up bottling plant in Elkton, Virginia. The
tragedy of workplace deaths always makes additional victims out of families and
friends. When a young worker is killed, the pain--and injury--is often greater.
Bernie Kimmell should not have been operating that forklift, and even though his
death was a clear violation of OSHA and child labor standards, almost nothing has
been done about it.

The tragedy of child laoor abuse has been documented by lournalisis,
investigative bodies, academicians and others since the first child labor laws were
enacted. According to Labor Department ,statistics, 22,500 children were found
woricing illegally in 1989, the highest number since the enactment of the Fair Labor
Standards Act in 1936. Recently, Bruce Butterfield wrote a five-part series in The
Boston Globe that once again revealed our neglect of this issue 6 This series, which
ended on April 26th, detailed '. v industry, government, and other societal
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institutions have buried their heads in the sand rather than confront the abusive
patterns that have emerged across our countryin sweatshops, on farms, and in
local service establishments.

Every day ruthless operators subject the nation's children to the horror of
sweat labor, particularly in the garment districts of New York and other cities. In

addition, "homework- violations are on the rise, since the Reagan Administration
de-regulated homework in jewelry assembly and some related garment industry
tasks. Homework had been prohibited for decades due to its almost inevitable
association with child labor. In tolerating this behavior, we are aiding and abetting
the robbing of dreams of children who may never know the possibilities of being
young in America

The Institute has documented that children, including very young children,
are being injured and killed, with regularity, in the course of employment. One can
see the gravity of this problem by reviewing the data of state workers compensation
bureaus that track injuries and fatalities to worke:s below the age of 18. Regrettably,
only a minority of the states disclose fatality and injury information for workers
under the age of 18. It is evident that only a small fraction of job-related injuries to

claims, so it is likely that injuries are much higher
than official statistics reveal.

In our work, we have interviewed Department of Labor field personnel who
have responsibility for child labor compliance investigations. These highly
motivated professionals freely acknowledge that they lack the resourcesbudget and
personnelto inve_ tigate even a small fraction of leads. Until recently, the
Department's focus has been primarily on sweat shop exploitation. L Tartment
officials freely acknowledge severe human resourt . and budget limitations in
addressing even these problems.

The number of violations found during the Labor Department's three-day.
Operation Child Watch sweep in March-7,000 children found employed at illegal
hours or in illegal occupationsbelies the truth that the scope of child labor is far
greater than official statistics reveal. Just last week, the General Accounting Office
estimated that the Department of Labor has just 50 full-time (equivalent) child labor
inspectors for the entire U.S. We believe that this number is far too small given
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what is known about this problem. Rather than confront this problem, our meager
response will only guarantee that it continue.

farm Ahuse

There are two types of child labor abuse that can and should be associated
with U.S. agriculture. First, there is the problem of migrant abuse. Nearly a million
migrant farm children toil daily on our nation's commercial farms and orchards,
deprived of an education as they work at a back-breaking job that exposes them to
toxic pesticides and other occupational health risks. This more 'traditional" child
labor abuse has been roundly condemned. The second type of abuse concerns the
1.5 to 2 million children who labor on family farms and ranches. Many of these
"family farm" practices simply have not been identified as abusive even though
they clearly are.

Even though the tragic problems of child labor abuse on farms and ranches
have been well known in the agriculture industry for at least two decades, we, as a
society, continue to turn our eyes from these problems. We collectively think of the
lifestyles of American agriculture in romantic and positive terms, ignoring the
brutal reality that our farms are one of the most dangerous locations for young
workers in America.

From an occupational health and safety perspective, the most serious child
labor abuse in America occurs on the nation's farms and ranches. Farming is our
nation's deadliest occupation--and the only industry where many children, prior to
their teens, routinely, and legally, handle hazardous machinery. Studies by
researchers at the Mayo Clinic, the University of Iowa and Purdue University reveal
that hundreds of youngsters are maimed and killed with total impunity. These
studies show that one out of every five people killed on the farm is a child under
the age of 16. One in every six farm workers injured is a child.

We have given farm families a license to expose children to hazards that
should have been outlawed years ago. Last year, the Institute documented the death
of a three-year-old Texas youth killed while working with his family on a farm near
Austin. There are dozens of youngsters, aged 4-11, crushed to death in tractor roll-

1 3 ;)
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avers, mangled in power takeoffs, suffocated at the bottom of grain wagons, and
killed in other ways on the neion's farms and ranches. Each year, 300 or more
children under 16 are killed while working on the family farm, and another 23,500
are injuredaccording to estimates by medical researchers.7 No government agency
counts child labor accidents or deaths in agriculture.

We have allowed this problem to go on unabated because most of these
young people were killed or injured while working for their family. We have come
to have sympathy for the family farmer and rancher, without understanding that
there is a wider public interest that should encourage us to scrutinize certain
behavior, even on family-operated farms and ranches.

It is outrageous that no one investigates deaths, especially to young people, on
farms and ranches 1 his failure rests with Congress. In recent years, the Congress
has added an appropriations rider that bars the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration from investigating farms and ranches, even when fatal accidents
occur. The federal role in farm safety has been limited to greatly underfunded
Extension Service programs which are limited to advisory functions. Recently, the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) began to examine
ways that farm and ranch safety can be improved.

It is time for creative and effective leadership to reduce farm accidents. We
would like to share two ideas in r..wping out strategy for ensuring greater health
and safety, especially for young people, on the nation's farms and ranches. These
are:

(1) The creation of a joint Departments of Labor and Agriculture Task Force
that would address the problem and possible solutions. We suggest that this ad hoc
body be given a limited time-frame in which to identify possible solutions.

(2) Farm safety audits, conducted joint!? by the Departments of Agriculture
and Labor. Child labor use, involving family members or other youth, should be
considered a hazard. Farmers ard ranchers should be given a period of time to
correct violations. If violations are not corrected, we think that the farmer or
rancher should lose eligibility for federal programs or subsidies. For a farmer, this
would mean that continued violations would result in lost crop or home loans,
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disaster assistance, etc. For a rancher, this would mean that violations would result
in reduced access to subsidized, federal grazing leases. Reduced access to federal
programs would be a first step to more punitive measures.

The carnage that has taken place on America's farms and ranches will end
only when leaders in the Congress insist upon responsible and effective change.

Conclusions

We should not delude ourselves into thinking that child labor problems can
be easily fixed or that govenunent, alone, has the exclusive role and responsibility
for correcting abuses. Increased government enforcement should be welcomed and
the higher penalties that have been recently proposed should help encourage
compliance. We urge that this legislation before you today be enacted as soon as
possible to provide the financialand criminalsanctions that will deter employers
who consistently ignore child labor requirements. A strong enforcement strategy
will be most effective when carefully blended with monitoring and educational
programs that encourage local solut;ons developed by thoughtful leaders from
within government, education, business and community groups.

While more effective penalties wih help play a role in encouraging
compliance, we should not delude ourselves into thinking that an emphasis on
enforcement alone will cure this problem. Rather, each group with a role on this
issue has steps they can and should take. Before we examine these measures, we
would like once again io state that we believe that an appropriate type and amount
of work experience is good for teenagers. We, as a society, must explore ways to
ensure that work is a constructive factor in the lives of high school students. The
following are some preliminary t.toughts on the roles various individualsparents,
teachers, employers, regulators and legislatorscould play to help achieve this goal.

Parents: Teachers complain that parents do not instill in their children a
deep belief in the value of education, and are often too busy working themselves to
notice their teenagees falling grades and school attendance. Parents need to become
aware of the potential problems surrounding their child's employment, and they
need to discuss work with their teenagersnot only to detect problems, but also to
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help teenagers gain the perspective of an experienced worker, and thus make the
work experience more educational.

Teachers/Schools: Concerned teachers, guidance counselors and other high
school staff have served as the vanguard on this issue, often filing complaints
regarding employer violations and contacting parents whose children are
experiencing academic difficulties as a result of work demands.

However, those teachers who have taken the initiative to become involved
are few and far between. It is now time for both teachers and schools to expand their
involvement in identifying circumstances when work is interfering with the lives
of teenagers. Schools need to: (I) morns : the educational performance and
attendance of all student.; who work during the school year, (2) develop
intervention procedures with students and parents--and even employers and
regulators, if the problem involves a child labor violationin order to stop behavior
which threatens the integrity of the educational process and (3) withhold work
permits in cases where the interests of work and education cannot be balanced.

Ideally, schools should go beyond these "damage control" measures and
institute 'workforce preparedness" cumclZa which teach students about the rights
and responsibilities of workers, including the child labor laws. We envision a
curriculum which includes a career development discussion that stresses the role
that education plays in preparing workers for the most desirable jobs. By linking
preparation in school to future success in the work world, we believe schools can
administer "preventative medicine" that will enable more teenagers to act in their
best long-term interests.

employers: Employers ought to take greater responsibility for the effects
that work, particularly a fust job, can have on teenagers. Employers should post,
and follow, child labor restrictions. The ignorance we witnessed by managers in fast
food establishments of child labor requirements should not be tolerated.

Employers should also monitor the educational performance of their
workers, asking for photocopies of report cards and rewarding those who perform
well in both the classroom and the work station. Employers must make a special
effort to tra'n young, inexperienced workers properly, and to allow workers to take
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on greater responsibilities and to perform skilled tasks as their knowledge grows.
The fast food industry, in particular, has much to gain from such strategies, due to
an enormous staff turnover rate that makes labor shortages more acute and
threatens worker safety.

Regulators: The Labor Department, at the federal level, has started off on
the right track by conducting an unannounced "sweep" of service sector
establishments, which are rarely inspected unless formal complaints are filed.
Federal OSHA and Employment Standards Administration field inspectors have
also recently begun sharing information--a procedure that should lead to increased
compliance with the Fair Labor Standards Act, which includes the federal
regulations on child labor. However, Labor Department officials on both the state
and federal Inds need more resources in order to provide a real incentive for
businesses to comply with the law. In most states, service sector violators are rarely
caught, and even more rarely levied a substantial fine.

Legislators: This hearing, we hope, will be one of many that will result in
support for increased penalties, more resources to enhance enforcement
compliance, and increased public awareness of the need for state and federal
regulators to reduce the number of child labor violationf

Federal law ought to limit the time of day and number of hours that 16- and
17-year-old high school students can work during the school year. The states are a
crazy quilt of various restrictions, which are often not well known by students or
employers. Legislators, on the local, state and federal levels should give the schools
the tools with which to stop excessive work. Schools should be allowed to refuse
and revoke work permits if violations are detected, or if diminished educational
performance becomes a factor. Individual states should enact laws to limit the
hours 16-and I7-old students can work on school nights, pointing the way for the
enactment of similar federal legislation.

This hearing represents a positive step down the path toward a more
rational and enlightened child labor policy in the U.S. We commend you;
leadership in holding this hearing, and we look forward to working with you and
others in the years ahead to provide meaningful work opportunities for U.S.
teenamrs

I 4
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June 8, 1990

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
315 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510-3502

Dear Senator Kennedy:

Attached is the Association of Farmworker Opportunity
Program's testimony regarding S. 2548, which covers child
labor standards. We are hoping that this testimony can be
included in the official record of the hearing held may 8,
1990.

We feel that it is very important that the needs of
farmworker children be represented in the Senate child labor
bill. This year marks the 30th anniversary of the Edward R.
Murrow Harvest of Shame documentary, and farmworker
families, especialli their children, are still not offered
the basic labor standard protections offered to workers in
other industries.

We would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and your
staff to address any questions you may have about the
farmworker population. Please feel free to contact me if
you have any further questions.

Sincerely,

laali".4":1F.1.71.7414410".
Lynda D. Mull
Executive Director
Association of Farmvorser Opportunity Programs

LDM/bw
enclosure

cc: Stuart Mitchell, AF0P President

nwriebonalFsderateeofFannsalmnanng.EmeeyeentandSory.coOmanewou
AstorIONOWOrfoosys

lr;f
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ASSOCIATION OF FARMWORKER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS' TESTIMONY ON S. 2540, THE CHILD

LABOR ACT OF 1990

The Assodathm of Farmworker Oppordmity Programs (AFOP) is honored to have this

appoint:thy to submit tesdreony for the Weisl sword regarding the child labor problems in

agriculture. The Assodadon's comments are directed toward those children who we hired in

agriculture as employees and does not relate to children of farm owners or operators.

AK/Prep:ants both the hired workers in agriculture, those who wr ow picking and harvesting

in the fields. end the orglairations and ageneim who provide services to this segment of the

farmworker.populadon. In this capacity. we believe that more protective child Isbor standard laws

should be enacted. and. more specifically. that We cur= child labor walver provisions. which

provides five exemptions thst allow agricultural industry to hire children under the age of 12 to

wort in the field. should be eliminated. While S. 24 is a good beginning, the Association feels

au them heeds to be provisions made to offer equal protection for farmworker children as other

children outside of agriculture receive.

Some current facts surrounding child labor in agriculture are:

five special exemphons to child labor laws allow children under the age of 12 to
wart In the fie/ds. with some children as young as 10 being legally hired to werk in
agriculture

16 sutra have no labor standards specifically pmtecting fannworker children:

child= can legally be hired as an employee in agriculture as young as age 10.1

it is commonly known that children under the age of 10 are working in the fields
during school hours. and toe working 12 dour days exposed to pesticides with no
access to field sandadoe

no weiver has been granted to any agricultural business to hire chddren under On
age of 12 since 1986 and only one business has received this waiver since 1981:4'
and
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he found working illegally. Mine children work out of necessity In order to help supplement the

family"s already-limited income. It is a basic muter of auvival for the fanuworker family.

Records of the children woddrig am not easily form& as often because they work under the

parent or guardian's social smutty number. A typical watt day begin' prior to =the and cm

end der sunset. Harvesting of crops must be dote when the mops am resdy; no delay for school

hours can be afforded. In tome areas of the counny, school' close for several weeks in order to

facilitate children working in dm fields to harvest the ctimmodity.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 specifically addassed the issue of working hours for

fannworker childnen. Acconling to the aci. no one under the ege of lb maY be ernFloYed in

apiculture during school hours for the school district where the minor is living at the dose.

(Ansi& school bows. no one under the age of 14 may be employed in a,gricultum, except under

the following conditioss: for children aged 1243. they may be employed only with the written

comas of their parent or legal guardim. or if the job b on the same farm where the parent or

guardian Is also employe& for children under dm age of It they csn work only if they obtain the

mitres permission of ttbir mem or legal guanilm and only on fanns where mine of the employees

arc legally enntled to the federal minimum wage. As an excepdon to this rule. children as young

as 10 may be employed by a fano operator who is subject to the minimum wage if the operator

has obtained a special child labor waiver from the Department of Labor.

But them provision are rarely followed by both employer and farmworter family parent or

guardian. Since 1981, only one employer has =quested and received approval from the

Department of Labor for a waiver in order to hire children under the age of 12.
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lt is commonly known. and has been shown timough lovesdgative tepening. stch ii the=cm
NBC Nighdy Ne144 sad Boston Globe series highlighing ddld labor in agrkultum that children

are regularly sad actively working in de fields of agrkulture.

Children who work in the fields often work dicing school hours. thus Mos deprived of doer
o

right to an educaden Because of this disruption in their educotko. they we deprival of thia basic

rigta and thus dry rennin in formwork. =lain the tome mhomodonl waking outdid= as

their patens and grandparents. Scarce tax donors are then loquird to help them obtain an

education or altanstive Job MB ot a kw age and at smirch higher coos. Resources are atm

required to provide OM Basic Skills. and English-As-A.Second-longuoge (ESL) classes. health

benefits. and job training for adult formwork= who were denied an education as children.

Farmworker children are also exposed to toxic mak:ides which cm adversely affect their

bolds Both the Occuestional Health old Safety Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental

Protection Agency (Et%) regulations require agricultural employers to allow a 24 to 72 bow

reentry period after pc:trick spaying before formwork= can go into a field to harvest asps.

Ormical =monks that make tir periddes decide how long Ihe nermy period shadd be, ond

this is based on tolerator kvels for adtth farmwotkers. As is evidenced by a recent incident itt

Rodda. agricultural employers ra over 100 (unmakes; into the fields without visiting the

proper musty period. This readied in oll workers beaming W. some were hospitalized mad two

of the five women who were psegnut miscarried_ It was very footnote dui these workers were

adults, otherwise a chill may have diod from th. .2:ponce.

ReagTY Peskids wtrkil are reccommended bY WU/tiara amoral conmatim are based on &slit

mpoione Warne levels. Them levels ore supposed to be Hi times that which is considered safe.

4
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However, the safe level of exposure for a child, when compared to an adu lt. is considerably lower,

and thus the level of safety is more realistically reduced to a minimum level.

ased on a repon released in February 1989 by Natural Resources Defense Council entitled

hwderable Risks: Pesticides fa Ow adidrea's Food. "In addition to receiving greater exposure

to many pesticides than adults. young chadren may be mote susceptible so the folk effects of

these pesticides u a renal of their =WV physiological developnem...Numerms studies have

found that the young are more vulnerable to tbe toxic effects of many chernicals...expostue to a

numner of carcinogens and neurotoxins. including neurotoxic pesticides, has been shown to cause

greater harm to the young than the same expos= experienced Ion In life. Funher, a number of

undies have found thr low-level exposure ac neurocoxic pesticides during (mous system

developneru can cause long-term neumlogical impairment Many compounds, pariculady

inorganic chemicals, are absorbed more readily try the young than by the adult."

Because of this column exposure. compszed to the general populadce. farmworkas are nine

115 times more likely to suffer from diarrhea. three throes mom ui suffer chemical exposure.

and five times more likely So develop skin rash. The rge of prank disease among U.S.

farrawcaters Is higher than among children in Ousemals. 6

In an article entitled "Pesticide Related Health Problems in Farmwmkers." Dr. Marion Moses.

a biown expen in the arra of pesticide poisoning has stated that "because of messed and moiler

exposure to toxic pesticides. farneworkem have Inman of train tumors. lymphoma. lcukrtna.

multiple myetoms. Wait cancer. steribty. (image to the nervous sySiCa2. elle* dermatitis.

cluontosornal defems, and spontanenta abortions in women." Is this all fatmworker childn have

to look forward to?

5
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In addition So the pesticide upon% stoop and had humming labor can be darimertal co

fmonvotter cNjdsen who am still growing. lbe itre=0411 nature of fannwoat cmales back

reoblems. made trauma and disabling arthritis that will plague a child for tim rest of his or her

Ilk Fainwocker child= am expected to um dangerous farming equipment Mu can =It in

serious injuries and evendemb. Accadirkgto Contell Universitystudy in 1998 on smitten: rates

for children working on (Inns. 35.6 percent of children itmd5-14 who wolt on a farm have been

in Nome type of accident or sustsined some type of littury. This stadatic includes the children of

fun owners and operators. in addtion la hired child wankel' who are not family members.

The child labm cum/Mans under tbe Fair Labor Standards Actof 1938 came ahout as a result

of past duo* labor shotuges. but thiscauhtly isno longer the case. Due to so influx of workers.

hod: legally under the Immigration Reform and Conmil An of 1986 and illegally, the increased

use of mechanized harvesthtg equipment, and a rates of natund dismtera in the pat three years

that have displaced thousands, there is a lase surplus of adult workers available. II is no longer

nconsey to risk a child's health and safety. nid foster pinvistoos which their right to an education

by allowing mid esonornially forcing dem to work in the fiekb.

While the effons of the Depart/nem of Labor's Operation Child Watch mike force in March

are commendable, most of fir RIO compliance officers sent out focused on service intimuy-typ:

businesses. Most of fir violations were found in the food services industry. ACIaNding to a list

of esuployen cited and fined that was re/eased by the Depastment.no altricaltwal anployers had

been cited or r i. It is well known that the month of March is not a high time of sgricultural

activity.

h seems hard to believe Mu no agricultural employers were cited. especially in hontebase mates

since it is a well-known fact that entire fannwolter families work in the fields in order to

6
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supplement their income. The Barton Gbbe recently published a series of anicles about child

labor abuses, which included several photos of farmwolker children working in the fields. One

particularly disnuting photo showed an eight year-old child in California eating pesticide-laced

grapes as he helped his parents pick in the fields during school hours in October.

At the press conference snommcing the rendta of the strike force. Secretary of Labor Dole said

that "some" officers were sent to farms. hut she declined to name specific areas oriel! the number

of agricultural employers cited or the results of their investigations.

With only 1.000 compliance officers to cover the entire workforce across America. including

children, it is obvious that the Employment and Standards Administration's Wage and Row

Division is unable so do the job they am mandmed to do. Assistant Secretary of Labor William

Brooks, head of ESA. has admitted that among ESA's 1,000 compliance officers, none are

apecifically assigned to track child labor law violators.

According to the 1987 Statistical Abstract of the United States, in 1985, there were 7.9 million

children wider the age of 18 employed. Can only LW compliance officers police the actions of

thousands of emplojers who hire child workers?the

Changes are needed today to help agricultural industry modernize their labor management

practices. Agricultural industry is a business, and as such should be treated like all other industry

Likewise, the children who work for ag industry should be treated equally as ell other childien

working in other industry.

We urge you w help fannworker children who are working as hired employees on the farm by

placing the following provislons into S. 2548:

7
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lmmethately =peal the mum exemptions invIded under the Fair Labor Sondmds
Act of 1938 and DOt tegulatkas thn allows agriculmral employers to him child=
under the age of 16 to work in wink=

rutin. the Occupational Health Ind Safety Administration (OSHA) Wipeouts to
inspect 113 farms, even anal net on a resider basis. *Weld labor violation:

mkt the DM Mid Labor Adnory Committee a pommel osenednee and
ensure Oar hired fannworker chUdien have represented=

ban gringo's) employers Aum allowing any child wide: 18 to work Wrath*
any anp in which pent:idea have been wed during induction:

make prevision for We education of and unman to faanworker :milks dem
the child labor Ian and pornidally detrimental effects an their children.

educate agricultural employeis on the man= child labor laws and results for
violations:

make provisions for child care sentkes m te available for die ddidren of
firewater: on or war the farm work alles

target ESA compliance officers to mote child labor violations apedfically to the
agricultural industry and provide adequaie {boding to carry out eaforeernent
sedvides:

creme the mem neguladons and levy WM:civil penalties and fines for
violation.

The most effective way to assist agricultural industry in avoiding repealed viola:ions of the

Wild labor laws woad be so require agriculwal employers to provide ail employed farmworkers

wish die same protection and bmefin inkli we provided to workers in di other indundes. These

basic podectimu and bores include:

1. Saider Wild labor lawa.

Unemployment insurance.

3. Fringe benefits, including paid health and medical coverage, paid Maiden.
and a redeems pin.

8
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4. A guanmeed minimum wage.

S. Buic unitary watt ing conditions, such gs fa:Old/inking water. reasonsble
access to hondwashing and toilet foci hdes and safe and clean living
accemodations.

6. Protections from a lusardous wort environment. such as the wenter's Li&
to know in advance that they art writing with dangerous pesticide and what
the potential long-tenn exposure effects me.

By pnoviding faintworken with these basic protections mid benefits that other wort= take for

granted. ten the oddities'sl protectiono which are being considered to unmet other children would

help to firrther protect children witch are hired to wort on fanns. Unless fannworter children start

from the ume level of protection' as all other children, no matter what additional protections that

are added. hired child Waren will not tie equally treated or protected. In essense. fannworker

children, like di& paresis, are maintained as a sub.-clue citizenly.

What it basically comas down to is this - we qui either pay now, by allowing fanoworker

children to get the education dry deserve so that they are able to be self sufficient and pcovide

for themselves ma their &ore funWes. . or we esn pay much more Wm through a variety of

education, training and human service programs designed co correct the mistakes allowed in the

Past

It has teen 30 years since the airing of Edward R. Morrow's shocking CBS documentary

limas of Shame". After the show sired. Congress and the nation expressed outrage over the

fact that time citizens, living in the most prosperous nation in tbe world. were atistktg in such

bad conditions. For a while. Congress made the needs of formworks! a !Ugh priority issue and

psomised So address the inues brought forth br the documentary.

But the highly graphic visioos of the documentary faded and since formwork= have never had

the money. resources, or the powerful voice as that of agricultural industry, the needs of

9
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Estimate; beams bark how hum. not agy to Cowin, btu with dm Americaspublic In

road.

As a tesult. dues gagraticus of thronvoiters anti Melt chlitheri me will Wing to the um
Mad =dal= as the °MOW ibestwoitoss bowed in Iluven of Shaw" 11m oats who

have tan hurt the most by promises hobo have hem farangster chIldteft They tom a gee

tote same Dmitri:dam aor1 pros:Wont °Meld to 4 otlgr WM= to Arnalea. Stepsmum be

taken a this time to pow* Mese Wow' victims equal augment.

limed to 1972, the Modulo° ofFiumwolker Opportunity Pinnate (ARW) la the Wood

indention of nooliont crygdzstions mod smat spades who sake Ogle* NW private foalsto

ptovide masons' fawn:item both otEsswory tad acendirsom with OsSitid0a. Job Creak*

and other forms of andstance to Wins fultime employment isul (*dm seltsufliciency Our

members. who °perste program to agues sod Puerto Rloo, glogolger grow thatod by the

US. Deputment oftabort Jab Deign" Partnerthip Act Mae 1V Section 402 gnasha network

of over 250 field onion bested thrtoplgut turol agri %dung Amestco. 12% dontyou for the

oppotaarity to eatifyoneds vitally imputing Issue ard wilt te happy so orsperal to toy quesdoro

you may ham
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Senator DODD. The business community was not present here
today, not for failure to try but because I guess they felt they
didn't have enough time to respond. Nonetheless, we want to hear
from them as well, obviously, as we move the legislation forward.

Again, we all express our apologies to you. You have all been
here before. You know how this happens from time to time. Unfor-
tunately, we have run out of time this morning, but we thank you
for being with us.

The subcommittees will stand adjourned until further call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at :2:08 p.m., the subcommittees were acijourned,
subject to the call of the Chair.]
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